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CHAPTER I. WHAT ARE WE TALKING ABOUT? 

 

✓ What is giftedness? 

✓ How does the profile of a gifted child really look like? 

✓ Are gifted children all the same? 

✓ How can we help gifted children adapt to the real work, to the “typical world”? 

 

1.1 WHAT IS GIFTEDNESS? 

 

Several definitions adopted within some special educational programs:  

Gifting represents a higher degree than the conventional average or specific 

skills development, which requires learning experiences differentiated by volume and 

depth from the usual experiences provided by the school.  (Special Education 

Information Handbook, Toronto: Ministry of Education, Ontario, 1984)  

Superior endowment is a system of the correlative influences between the 

child’s inner world and its surroundings. The environment causes and stimulates 

intelligence, creativity and specific talents. This interaction between the "ego" of the 

gifted child and external stimuli generates the "courage of trying  its chances" and the 

motivation to get involved and persevere. (E. Landau, 1991) 

The high skill behaviour reflects an interaction among three fundamental groups 

of  human features: 

         - general and specific over medium skills,  

         - high levels of involvement in a particular task 

         - high levels of creativity 

Gifted children own and are able to develop this composite of features and apply 

them in any field of performance. Children who express or are capable of developing 

an interaction among these three feature groups require a wide variety of occasions 

and educational services that are not usually provided by current educational 

programs. (J.S. Renzulli, 1990) 

High performance children are those identified by authorized individuals as 

having potential achievements and / or skills in any of the following areas, isolated or 

combined: 
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- general intellectual capacity;  

- specific academic skills;  

- creative or creative thinking;  

- leadership skills;  

- it means talent for visual or scenic arts, psychomotor skills.  

These children need differentiated programs and/or services in addition to those 

offered in regular school in order to achieve their contribution to themselves and to 

society.  (Maryland Report, US Congress Education Committee) 

Intellectual excellence can be globally evaluated on the scale of ontogenesis by 

analyzing the "global success" that an individual has. Global success is a 

psychopedagogical and sociological construct that expresses both the evolution in the 

educational context of the aptitudinal, creative, motivational and emotional gifs and 

their degree of recognition in the values systems of the individual and of the society. 

(Carmen Cretu, 1992, 1996, 1997) 

Gifting is a special human manifestation with multiple faces, having in common 

the exceptionality and being achieved through the happy combination of some 

intellectual abilities and special skills with certain personality traits (and in the 

conditions of a favoring socio-familial-cultural environment). Gifted children do not 

constitute an homogeneous population group. One can not speak of a unique 

psychological profile. However, gifted children represent a special group that 

differentiates itself through personality traits, learning styles, way of interacting with 

peers, etc. They must be considered as people with special needs, precisely because 

they are special. 

The gifted student is that subject/individual with an intellectual capacity superior 

to the average, (psychometric level, over 120-130, depending on the used test), 

noticing cognitive differences both in quantitative and qualitative terms. 

The importance of early identification of gifted children is primary and consists 

precisely in the fact that most of the explanations about the differences between 

potentiality and the situation of gifting head its familiar factors and educational and 

professional opportunities to substantial differences in early favorable environments. 

There are various obstacles that can prevent a specialist from identifying a child 

with high skills, and this could  go unnoticed due to some stereotype expectations of 

high efficiency, false expectations, lack of motivation from the student to participate in 
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standardized education, its try of not betraying high abilities,  inappropriate behaviour 

and shyness. 

We all should know that being gifted is not equal to being the best at school. 

Many children who have such intelligence get bored in school because they 

understand so many things and find it useless to show they have understood the 

manual and some of them may have difficulty in  writing because their mind  process 

the information faster than they can often write. Some of the gifted children think of 

more things at the same time and seem not to pay attention during classes. They know 

a lot of information because they have read it before, and what is taught at school is 

already far exceeded. 

As wonderful as they are, they are so hard to understand. If we think they could 

change the world because of their superior and fantastic intelligence, but they can just 

as well fail if they are not helped to find their place. They sometimes feel misunderstood 

and isolated, risking to fall into depression because they have the feeling of not being 

the same as those around them. 

"The gifted or talented child is a young person who, in kindergarten,  in primary 

or secondary school, has proved  the aptitude of reaching a high level of competence 

in the intellectual, artistic, academic fields, in visual arts, theatre, music, dancing , 

leadership skills, having therefore need of  activities that are not normally possible in 

school." (American Congress) 

 

1.2 HIGH-ABILITY PERFORMANCE. CHARACTERISTICS 

 

Cognitive:  

- Higher intelligence of the media;  

- High concentration capability;  

- Superior memory;  

- Early vocabulary development;  

- Precision and expressiveness of communication;  

- Originality of thought; 

- Skills in using symbol systems; intuition; 

- Sense of observation;  

- Probabilistic thinking;  
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- Investigative spirit;  

- Clarity and precision in the formulation of ideas. 

Affective - motivational emotion:  

- Increased overall sensitivity; 

- Sense of humor;  

- High level of energy, vitality;  

- Intense emotional experiences; 

- Activism;  

- Strong attachment and personal engagement;  

- Artistic sensitivity;  

- Intrinsic motivation for learning; 

- Pursuing ideals;  

- Anxiety;  

- Feelings of isolation; 

- Multiple academic interests;  

- High level of aspirations; 

Personality: 

- Perseverance; 

- Initiative spirit; 

- Charismatic qualities; 

- Optimism; 

- The feeling of being different from the colleagues of the same age; 

- The tendency to dominate relationships with colleagues; 

- Volunteerism; 

- Desire of debate. 

 

1.3 SPECIFIC RISKS 

 

Children with high intellectual abilities are predisposed to multiple risks due to 

the fact that the company does not have adequate systems to address this category. 

Even teachers, through their pedagogy classes, are geared to dealing with the 

"average student", the prototype of the standard student, so "talents must be taught to 

bear the burden of their own talent." On the other hand, parents are unprepared for an 
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exceptional child. Mostly lacking the necessary support, these children can go through 

situations of school subconsciousness, isolation and difficult socialization, intellectual 

inhibitions, depressive states, difficulties arising from the gap between cognitive and 

affective development. 

Heterochrony (psychodiagnosis) - refers to the gap between cognitive / 

intellectual development and psychomotor, emotional and social development. 

Supportive children often suffer from a lack of synchronicity in their intellectual, 

affective and psychomotor development, which affects a number of aspects of their 

lives and can cause psychological problems. Often, there is a great discrepancy 

between intelligence and emotional maturity. Anxiety and fears can overwhelm the 

child when "his intelligence provides information that causes anxiety that he is unable 

to process appropriately" (Terrasier). 

Intellectual Inhibition - It differs in two classic types: the final loss of intellectual 

potential or, at least, high intellectual abilities ("the light that is extinguished") the 

momentary loss of intellectual capacity with the possibility of recovery ("voltage drop"). 

"Depression of success" and suicide. "Depression of success" is a phrase used 

by D.M. Farell to describe the incapacity of the "ordinary man to just accept defeat", to 

cope with accidental failure. The depression of success occurs in some children who 

have only experienced continuous success, having no structures or abilities to support 

real failure. 

School Underrealization - Defines the situation of students who do not promote 

school assignments as well as those who do not get their personal performance odds 

in different areas of activity due to a multitude of personality variables that interact with 

inadequate environmental education formal conditions. 

The risk of non-identification - occurs frequently in children who are in special 

upper-class categories - such as from minority groups or from a different culture. 
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1.4  COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF GIFTED INDIVIDUALS 

 

During preschool years, giftedness can be demonstrated by early physical 

development, early language development, and/or exceptional powers of observation 

and curiosity. 

While it is rare for a gifted child to exhibit all characteristics listed below, it is 

common for a gifted child to manifest many of them: 

- Unusual alertness, even in infancy; 

- Rapid learner;  

- Putting thoughts together quickly; 

- Excellent memory; 

- Unusually large vocabulary and complex sentence structure for age; 

- Advanced comprehension of word nuances, metaphors and abstract ideas; 

- Enjoys solving problems, especially with numbers and puzzles; 

- Often self-taught reading and writing skills as preschooler; 

- Deep, intense feelings and reactions; 

- Highly sensitive; 

- Thinking is abstract, complex, logical, and insightful; 

- Idealism and sense of justice at early age; 

- Concern with social and political issues and injustices; 

- Longer attention span and intense concentration; 

- Preoccupied with own thoughts—daydreamer; 

- Learning basic skills quickly and with little practice; 

- Asking probing questions; 

- Wide range of interests (or extreme focus in one area); 

- Highly developed curiosity; 

- Interest in experimenting and doing things differently; 

- Puts idea or things together that are not typical; 

- Keen and/or unusual sense of humor; 

- Desire to organize people/things through games or complex schemes: 

- Vivid imagination (and imaginary friends when in preschool). 
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(Reproduced with permission from: Webb, J., Gore, J., Amend, E., DeVries, A. (2007). 

A parent's guide to gifted children. Tuscon, AZ:  Great Potential Press, 

www.greatpotentialpress.com)  

 

1.4.1 BRIGHT CHILD / GIFTED LEARNER 

Good problem-solving abilities Rapid learning 

Extensive vocabulary Good memory 

Longer attention span Compassion for others 

Perfectionism High degree of energy 

Preference for older companions Wide range of interests (or narrow ones) 

Interest in experimenting and doing things 
differently 

Unusual sense of humor 

Early or avid reader with greater 
comprehension 

Ability with puzzles, mazes or numbers 

At times seems mature for age Insatiable curiosity and persistence 

Intense concentration Perseverance in areas of interest 

May question authority Advanced sense of conscience 

Perceives abstract ideas, understands 
complex concepts 

Sees relationships/makes connections 
with ideas 

May demonstrate intense emotional  Exhibits creativity 

Knows the answers / Asks the questions Is interested / Is highly curious 

Is attentive / Is mentally and physically 
involved 

Has good ideas / Has wild, silly ideas 

Works hard / Plays around, yet tests well Answers the questions / Discusses in 
detail, elaborates 

Top group / Beyond the group Listens with interest / Shows strong 
feeling and opinions 

Learns with ease / Already knows 6-8 repetitions for mastery / 1-2 
repetitions for mastery 

Understands ideas / Constructs abstractions Enjoys peers / Prefers adults 

Grasps the meaning / Draws inferences Completes assignments / Initiates 
projects 

Is receptive / Is intense Copies accurately / Creates a new 
design 

Enjoys school / Enjoys learning Absorbs information / Manipulates 
information 

Technician / Inventor Good memory / Good guesses 

Enjoys straightforward, sequential 
presentation / Thrives on complexity 

Is alert / Is keenly observant 
 

 
(Janice Szabos, Challenge, 1989, Good Apple, Inc., Issue 34) 
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1.4.2 MYTHS/FACTS ABOUT GIFTED STUDENTS AND GIFTED 

EDUCATION 

MYTHS FACTS 

Gifted education and the "gifted" 
label are "elitist" because schools 
with gifted programs offer 
"special" treatment for smart kids 
that already have it all 

Gifted education is, in fact, about meeting the 
academic and affective needs of students whose 
abilities and knowledge exceed what is being taught 
in the regular classroom 

Gifted kids have "pushy" parents In fact, parents of gifted children are often less 
inclined to make an issue of their children for fear of 
drawing attention and harming their child's school 
experience. Often, parents of gifted children may be 
reliving their own negative experience in school and 
simply want their child to be intellectually challenged 
each day in school 

Gifted kids tend to be physically 
weak and unhealthy 

Gifted children actually tend to be stronger, have 
fewer illnesses, and many are outstanding athletes 

Gifted kids are emotionally 
unstable and social misfits 

The opposite is generally true. Many children fail to 
be identified by teachers because their outward 
behaviour seems so normal. They are often very 
outgoing and can be outstanding leaders 

Gifted kids are enthusiastic about 
school and academic work 

Gifted children will, in fact, opt for alternative ways to 
demonstrate their intelligence and creativity, if not 
encouraged to do so in a school environment. Gifted 
students will often choose the easiest path to an "A" 
since the "A" comes so easily to them 

Gifted kids are smart enough to 
learn by themselves 

Gifted children require the same professional 
educational and emotional support as other 

Gifted kids are smart enough to 
learn by themselves 

Gifted children require the same professional 
educational and emotional support as other children, 
but support must be appropriate to their needs 

Gifted kids are usually from 
upper/ middle class professional 
families 

Gifted children are found in all socioeconomic groups 
in proportionate numbers 

Gifted kids with the same level of 
intelligence have the same 
abilities and interests 

Gifted children, like all children, are unique 
individuals and differ in their abilities, talents, and 
personalities 

All children are gifted All individuals are unique with their own relative 
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1.5 1.5 LEVELS OF DEVELOPMENT. ASYNCHRONOUS 

DEVELOPMENT OF GIFTED CHILDREN 

 

Many authors, including M. Jigău (1994), in his work on children with high 

abilities, state that gifting and precocity intersect but they are not equivalent and 

mention  the following characteristics of high-skill children: 

- the special development of cognitive functions and fast growing up of 

thinking; 

- the ability to understand the adults’ problems; 

- Self- image superior developed; 

- the awareness that they are different from others; 

- the existence of some differences  (heterochrony, disharmony, dissonance) 

in development, usually between intellectual and affective, psychomotor or 

social development; 

- Gifting can also lead to school adaptation problems, even to failure; 

On each component of the capacity development, however, there are stages of 

development that correspond to the complexity of thinking at a given moment. These 

components are: 

- intellectual - expressed through various forms of thinking, 

- affective and emotional, 

- spiritual, 

- social, 

- interpersonal, 

- intrapersonal, 

- artistic, 

- kinesthetic, 

- sensory, 

- empathizing with the natural environment, etc. 

These stages are expressed by universe models that children have at different 

stages, on their models of perception of reality, on the type of information they 

communicate between themselves and on their horizons of knowledge. 

In capacity of development, children move from the stage of cumulative 

perception to the: 
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a) topological stage; 

b) critical analytical stage; 

c) synthetic-structural thinking stage; 

d) complex and dynamic thinking stage. 

These stages of thinking can be perceived in all their directions of personal 

capacity development, but in gifted children there is an extra phenomenon called 

"asynchronous development of personality". 

The asynchrony of the development of gifted and talented children is an 

apparently paradoxical phenomenon and creates the special needs that characterize 

them. 

Many of the psychological characteristics of gifted and talented children are due 

to this asynchronous development.  

Gifted children are often characterized by family or school with appeals showing 

low levels of communication with their social environment: nerdy, naughty, weird, etc. 

The concept of dissonance introduced by Terrasier refers to the fact that early 

intellectual young people have a series of specific developmental features, consisting 

of a heterogeneity between intellectual, affective, psychomotor and graphomotor 

development. Ignoring these facts - that is, the gap between intellectual maturity on 

the one hand and affective-emotional, social maturity on the other hand - means to 

expose high-skill children not only to educational risks but also to de-socialization. 

(Jigau, M. 1994). 

It seems that the phenomenon of desynchrony (between the intellectual and 

affective plan, for example) is more pronounced - and is therefore more easily 

observable - at levels of extremely high gifting (intellectual coefficient over 150), these 

children having the  tendency  to isolate themselves and to become aggressive, 

because the older or the younger ones do not accept either because they are physically 

immature or because they are too clever about the chronological age group. This 

phenomenon of internal and external heterochrony is a strong argument in favor of the 

necessity of an educational school environment, organized according to criteria other 

than those of the school for all. The high level of motivation is manifested by the existing 

dissonance between the speed of mental development of the gifted child and that of 

classmates in a standardized school curriculum. 
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Although they have special intellectual capacities, they do not always have the 

school results as their capacity because their field of interest is different from the one 

promoted by the school and they get bored at school, the school curriculum  

responding to nothing that interests them. 

A gifted child who has learned to read at the age of two or three, asking adults 

what the sign of a letter represents, will find writing and reading boring in primary school 

and he will often write with drafting mistakes because his field of interest is different 

from that of his colleagues. 

If the gifted child who learned to read at the age of two or three would have been 

taught the spelling and grammar when he had a field of interest developed in that 

direction, then the child would have appropriated the writing correctly. The example of 

reading-writing difficulties for gifted children is quite common, and for the correction of 

these features, methodologies are developed to bring writing and reading closer to the 

children's field of interest. In this case, they learn to write and read correctly in a record 

time. 

The same asynchronous development causes gifted children to have fields of 

interest in which they develop surprising skills and hobbies, school subjects in which 

they excel (often overcoming their teachers) and school subjects in which they are hard 

to promote. 

Gifted children have a certain amount of candor in their opinion about people, a 

fact that shows that their development is not done in all directions, coupled with 

horizons of concern designed in the future, showing that their asynchronous tendency 

is permanent. In ordinary children, the development of intelligence is done in an 

asymptomatic curve. 

Studies have revealed that around the age of 10, ordinary children have already 

formed about 95-98% of their intelligence measurable through IQ tests. The rest of the 

percentage is developed later, and the accumulation of experience and the 

development at a higher level of the same 10-year-old skills are the most important 

part of their further development. 

By contrast, high-skill children who, due to asynchrony, are perfectionists, 

continue to improve their intelligence throughout their lives, especially those whose 

intellectual and emotional characteristics are very high. This often gives rise to 

inadequacies in a flattened social environment and to the search for a social 
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environment in which they can continue to develop their capacities (science, 

technology, etc.). 

For this reason, although children with high abilities are randomly distributed in 

all social or cultural environments, adults with high skills who managed to be socially 

integrated, are predominantly found in certain activities. 

This feature of the asymmetry of the representation of people with special 

abilities makes certain educational programs to be targeted to the social areas where 

children with high abilities would not normally come in and where there is a need for 

cognitive skills and contextual analysis such as leadership. 

Because gifted children demonstrate greater maturity in some domains over 

others, they may be at greater risk for specific kinds of social-emotional difficulties if 

their needs are not met. 

These aspects may include: 

- heightened awareness; 

- anxiety; 

- perfectionism; 

- stress; 

- issues with peer relationships; 

- concerns with identity and integration.   

Parents, adults, and caregivers in their lives need to stay in tune with their 

specific child's needs, and help shape a strong framework for social-emotional health.   

Keep in mind: 

- A child gifted in one area does not mean gifted in all; 

- Giftedness can lead to the masking and misunderstanding of problem signs; 

- Not all gifted children are the same, including their own unique social-

emotional profile; 

- There is no single, definitive recipe for maintaining a child's emotional 

balance; 

- Parents need to model balance and set the tone to reduce stress/anxiety in 

the gifted child's life; 

- We can teach our children strategies and provide tools for dealing with the 

ebb and flow of life. 
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1.6 TYPES OF INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF 

GIFTEDNESS 

1.6.1 Instinct intelligence 

 

It is a form of intelligence common for each species, genetically 

perpetuated and with which we are all born. We observe it in habits that 

sometimes contradict our own logic, but which we cannot control, such as many 

people’s aversion to snakes or spiders. 

 

1.6.2. Intuitive intelligence 

 

Intuitive intelligence is the ability of learning complex things and of solving 

difficult problems at subconscious level. This type of intelligence provides adaptation 

to a new and unknown environment, the learning of a language or the ability to survive 

in confusing and chaotic circumstances. This kind of intelligence is often better in 

solving complex problems than sensory logic intelligence. 

 

1.6.3. Sensory intelligence 

 

The ability to logically connect different knowledge or facts gives us the 

opportunity to discover new rules and to think methodically. It mainly occurs at mature 

stages in children’s growing. This category is generally defined as intelligence because 

it is due to conscious thinking, while other types of intelligence are not submitted to 

psychological analysis. Sensory intelligence is commonly used to detect relationships 

and details of linear thinking, and it is used to list the child's thinking and personality 

characteristics. 

These types of intelligence enable the making up of psychometric tests that give 

relatively well-defined directions of characterization. Within these directions appraisals 

regarding giftedness are made by behavioural packages specific to the "endowment" 
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category. Identifying the level of intellectual giftedness is an extremely complex 

process and no taxonomy fully covers the characteristics that need to be identified. For 

this reason there are different approaches that consider different aspects of gifting, but 

no current theory integrates all the knowledge in this area. (IRSCA Gifted Education, 

EDUGATE Consortium). 

1.6.4 Theory of multiple intelligences 

 

Based on Dr. Howard Gardner's Theory of Multiple Intelligences, there are at 

least eight primary factors of intelligence within the human brain. These intelligences 

vary in relative strength with each individual and include: 

- Linguistics: very verbal, sensitive to semantics, syntax, pronunciation; likes 

to read and write; enjoys learning new vocabulary. 

- Musical: listens to, expresses, composes, and performs music in variety of 

ways; senses music in contexts not associated with music. 

- Logical Mathematical: able to perceive patterns, relationships, 

abstractions; likes puzzles, schemes, collections, experiments in controlled, 

orderly ways. 

- Spatial: recreates the visual without the physical reference; likes to build 

things, to draw; able to solve the problem by visualizing the product.  

- Bodily-Kinesthetic: expresses through conscious use of body; physically 

adept both with large and small motor control; able to make complex 

sequence of moves; likes to "clown around." 

- Interpersonal: instinctive capacity to sense emotional states of others; 

highly interactive, influential, and able to manipulate others; often takes 

leadership roles. 

- Intrapersonal: able to discriminate one's own feelings; individualistic, 

independent, usually self-assured; introspective. 

- Naturalist: fascination with the immense variety of the world's animal and 

plant species and the talent to assign them to new or established taxonomy. 
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1.7  WAYS TO IDENTIFYING GIFTED STUDENTS 

 

History has shown and proved that gifted people existed, exist, and I'm sure they 

will be exist, but unfortunately a great part of them are acknowledged with a long delay, 

sometimes only post-mortem, Mozart, Vivaldi, Van Gogh, Da Vinci, Michelangelo, 

Gauss, Eminescu. Examples of personalities who succeeded not through education 

systems: 

✓ Einstein spoke at four years old and read at seven; 

✓ Isaac Newton got poor grades in primary school; 

✓ When Edison was a child, his teachers told him he was too stupid to learn 

anything; 

✓ A newspaper editor fired Walt Disney because he did not have enough ideas; 

✓ Caruso's music teacher told him he could not sing because he did not have any 

bit of voice; 

✓ Lev Tolstoy was expelled from college; 

✓ Luis Pasteur was considered mediocre in chemistry when he graduated from 

Royal College; 

✓ Winston Churchill repeated the sixth grade. 

 

1.7.1 HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

 

Brilliant intelligence is rare and human abilities to identify it are rather limited. 

Most of the times we are unable to recognize it, and if we do we do not know how to 

approach it. We are fascinated by the brilliance of the human genius but until its 

recognition we have to follow a difficult path, full of obstacles. It is, maybe, easier to 

identify talents that perform in domains such as: art, music, sport. These categories 

benefit from special centers, but the concerns are reduced for the rest of the gifted 

children, though 80% of all discoveries and scientific innovations are due to gifted and 

creative children. 

In Romania, the concerns for the domain of intellectually gifted have developed 

especially after 1900 when myths and prejudices regarding the superiority of the white 

race have been put aside by research and studies in this area. The findings have 
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revealed aspects regarding intellectual superiority in all human races, equally 

distributed for each gender. Of course, giftedness has its own culture and tradition 

related characteristics. 

Unfortunately, after World War II and the political changes that occurred as its 

consequence, we observe lower interest for the subject of giftedness, considered of 

elitist nature, promoting social inequality. 

Nowadays, in Western Europe and the USA, concerns for the psycho pedagogy 

of giftedness are numerous and in Romania the interest for this domain has increased 

after the 90s. Since then, attempts have been made to include the category of gifted 

people in the object of study of special psycho pedagogy, taking into consideration 

their special psychological profile. As a matter of fact, in countries such as Spain and 

the USA, the statement special educational needs explicitly includes the category of 

gifted children in the legislation of special integrated education. 

Giftedness is a delicate and interesting subject but still too little explored by the 

history of psycho pedagogy, due to non-inclusion of gifted children in the category of 

persons with special needs for a long time. Today, it is more than obvious that these 

children should benefit from special training programmes, adapted to their high 

potential, to their psychological profile. Without these facilities they can not achieve 

superior performances. 

According to some authors, the usefulness of research and education of the 

gifted can be analyzed based on these three aspects: definitions, ideologies and 

hypothesis that allow the classification of six problems regarding the programmes of 

identification and education for the gifted after their orientation: 

- the level of superiority or of superior performance and the assignment of a label 

of gifted child; 

- types of giftedness; 

- the way giftedness is manifested in different cultural environments; 

- the origin of giftedness; 

- screening procedures of the gifted; 

- the efficiency of educational programmes. 

Any attempt to identify and train the gifted in a differentiated manner is improved if 

those involved are aware that in planing and applying the programmes prevail the 

aspects related to ideology, empirical obviousness, or if they are focused only on 
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definitions. All training strategies designed for the gifted children capable of superior 

performances (acceleration, enrichment, grouping, school activities, activities outside 

school), though so different when viewing their components, teaching and learning 

time management, knowledge presentation, have a few common premises that refer 

to: 

- the intellectual nature of giftedness; 

- affective characteristics of giftedness; 

- objectives settled by a regular curriculum; 

- the ability of enriched or differentiated curriculum to fulfil the education of the 

gifted. 

Many authors reveal in their studies the importance of early identification of gifted 

children in an attempt to help them understand their status, to understand that what 

they have is not a mistake of the nature, to make them aware that the nature of their 

personality has nothing weird and that they should not feel ashamed by what they are. 

A second argument would be the authors’ attempt to help them progress in their own 

pace in the fields they manifest giftedness, so as to achieve the performances they are 

capable of and to become real creators in their fields of interest. Silverman, L.K. (1983), 

Terman, L. M. (1981). 

 

1.7.2 THE FUNDAMENTALS OF THE IDENTIFICATION PROCESS 

 

Why is it so important to discover giftedness as early as possible? 

Because it's an enormous chance for a child. It is very helpful to identify gifting 

so that the child could get education according to the level of his/her abilities, as well 

as incentives to develop his / her abilities. Modern pedagogy is increasingly influenced 

by recent neuro-physiological research that yields remarkable results for optimizing 

action in favor of children in order for them to develop their potential. According to this 

research, it is possible to establish qualitatively that brain development in children is 

made in accordance with the informational pressure of the ambient environment that 

causes the selective use of brain potential. 

The importance of early identification of gifted children is primary and consists 

precisely in the fact that most of the explanations about the differences between 
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potentiality and the situation of gifted child direct their familiar factors and the 

educational and professional opportunities towards the substantial differences in early 

favorable environments. There are various obstacles which can prevent a specialist 

from identifying a child with high skills and this may go unnoticed: 

- due to stereotypical high efficiency expectations, 

- false expectations, 

- lack of motivation from the student to participate in standardized education, 

- the attempt of not betraying their high abilities,  

- Inappropriate behaviour and shyness. 

The identification must: 

- take place throughout the schooling period; 

- use multiple criteria; 

- be inclusive; 

- be dynamic and continuous; 

- be culturally correct; 

- ensure that all directions of gifting and talent areas are identified; 

- recognize the degrees of gifting and talent; 

- be organized and linked to the differentiation of education paths; 

- be open to identifying processes and identify all the gifting stages - receive 

information from all the involved people. 

The characteristic features arise from early ages. Not all the features are 

exclusive, but gifted children possess them to the highest degree (Silverman 1993) 

 

Intellectual characteristics Characteristics of personality 

Exceptional ability in 
reasoning 

Reflexive 

Intellectual curiosity The need to understand 

High speed of learning The need for mental stimulation 

Ease of abstraction Perfectionism 

Complex thinking The need for precision and logic 

Vivid imagination Excellent sense of humor 

Early moral preoccupations Sensitivity, empathy 

Passion for learning Intensity 

Power of concentration Perseverance 

Analytical thinking Acute self-stimulation 
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Divergent thinking/creativity    Non conformism 

Strong sense of justice Disproof of authority 

Thinking capacity Tendency of introversion 

 

Not all the characteristics of the gifted children are positive, there are also negative 

features of which we mention: 

- stubbornness; 

- non-involvement in class activities; 

- lack of cooperation; 

- cynicism; 

- negligence and disorganization; 

- tendency to challenge authority; 

- emotional frustrations; 

- they are absent-minded; 

- little interest in details; 

According to some specialists (Benito, Yolanda, 2003), preschool children and 

pupils possess certain hidden social and cognitive abilities that are rather difficult to 

identify. Therefore, more integrative methodologies are required to identify gifted 

children. There are gifted children in every type of culture, both genders and of different 

ages. Gifted children sometimes hide their abilities and refuse to obtain high scores in 

tests. The gifted can be emotionally extremely sensitive and therefore obtain low 

scores in tests. Complex identification methodologies are necessary and they should 

take into consideration various factors, including the academic, psychological and 

cognitive ones. There is a strong urge to find specific methods for identifying gifted 

children. A flexible identification system has to contain a multitude of factors. A rigorous 

identification is necessary but so is giving equal study opportunities to gifted children, 

without discrimination. Educational opportunities for gifted children should be offered 

equally to boys and girls. 

In Feldhusen's conception, the identification of the gifted children is 

accomplished by going through two stages: 

  1. General screening refers to the identification of children by: 

a) formal sources based on the results of standardized intelligence or 

knowledge tests; 
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b) informal sources based on the recommendations of the teachers, parents or 

on their own nomination. 

  2. The in-depth differentiation takes place after screening and consists of a further 

examination to determine the level of development of the abilities concerned.  

There are several steps: 

- Screening of gifted pupils based on appreciation scales (informal sources); 

- Nominations of parents, teachers, or even self-nominations based on 

nomination sheets; 

- Assessment by a group of expert teachers of students’ products, products in the 

form of written papers, theoretical or experimental scientific papers, oral 

presentations or artistic achievements; 

- Assessment of their abilities using standardized and calibrated tests; 

- Assessment of the level of knowledge at school subjects; 

- Quantification of the results obtained in phases 1-5; 

1. Observation 

The first stage in the identification work is searching the best valid selection 

procedures. Usually, the choice depends on the aimed educational programme but 

also on the experience of those involved professionally. A set of identification 

procedures contains: IQ measurement tests, tests for special abilities, teachers' 

appreciations, a portfolio of talents, observations, etc. All components can be 

examined empirically from the point of view of internal consistency, content validity, 

test - retest fidelity and empirical validity. Research points out the invalid aspects of an 

identification instrument (Rotaru, T., Ilu, P.,1997). For this reason, identification 

procedures depend on hypothesis related to the label of “gifted”. Therefore, in 

problems related to identification several meanings are assigned to various definitions, 

ideological or empirical aspects being less taken into consideration. This approach 

clarifies the elements that represent a central interest in a position or another towards 

differentiated education of gifted that are ignored or neglected. 

The identification of gifted or talented children is a concern that lately gained 

interest among researchers. Identification in practice can be made by studying some 

types of gifted children, different personality patterns that vary from a cognitive, ability-

based and emotional point of view. The higher the giftedness is, the more emotionally 

asymmetric the children are, and therefore the differences are substantial. Gifted 
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children, especially at a young age seem to possess attention and observation abilities 

and the level of attention and concentration evolves through the method of observation. 

However, identification should contain multiple procedures, various tools and methods: 

observations, questionnaires, lists, standard tests, meetings with parents, children and 

teachers, etc. Observations have to be selected according to scientific qualities, 

objectivity, fidelity and validity, everything based on observation grids. (Radu, I., 

Ionescu, M., 1987). Identification requires a multi-methodological approach. 

Intellectual and personality features are observable aspects by field research, 

direct and systematic observation, without outside interference. 

We can classify the events based on aimed behaviours as follows: 

- non-verbal behaviours made up of information provided by body 

movements, facial expressions, gestures; 

- spatial behaviours offer information about the individual's reactions to certain 

concrete situations, like proximity reactions, bounding of a pupil with the 

other; 

- extra-linguistic behaviours include aspects of an individual's peculiarities 

according to his voice modulation, tone, timbre, volume, etc.; 

- linguistic behaviours refer to the content of oral or written message. 

If these aspects are observed accurately, they will provide us information 

regarding certain intellectual and personality - based characteristics that will be 

registered according to a checklist. Observations can be made on groups of subjects, 

during a school semester. The time attributed to observation (F. C. Dane, 1990, apud, 

Boco M., 2005) will be the time assigned to formal and non-formal activities. Not all 

characteristics of gifted children are positive, there are also negative features. We must 

to identify these features too based on the method of observation and we can record 

them in our observation sheets. Observations will be classified into four components: 

non-verbal, spatial, extra linguistic and linguistic: 

- stubbornness; 

- the tendency to dispute authority; 

- not taking part in class activities; 

- lack of cooperation; 

- cynicism; 

- negligence and disorganization; 
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- emotional frustrations; 

- absent-mindedness; 

- weak interest for details. 

The observed events will be systematically recorded in individual observation 

sheets belonging to each individual. 

2. Testings 

The tests will follow a few regulations. Firstly, we will use standardized tests that 

follow validity norms such as: a standard set of items applied to all children, standard 

application rules and evaluation procedures. Following these rules allows us to 

compare individual results with target group results, in our case, gifted children. Below, 

we present the tests we have used in our study: 

- Domino 70 Test  and Raven Progressive Matrices  and Colour RPM, that 

properly highlights the g factor (Spearman). From a conceptual and correlational 

point of view it results a strong saturation of g factor, as: 0,86- g factor; 0,9 - k 

factor k (perceptive spatial variation); 0,04 - n factor (numeric). 

- WISC V or WPPSI (Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence)- 

identification of Verbal and Logico-mathematical Intelligence 

- Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale/ Terman – Merill, Form L-M 

- H.P. Test. This test is applicable for the age group of 9-25, it consists of 60 items 

that contain aspects related to mathematical intelligence as arithmetical 

argument, to linguistics and vocabulary, to logics by analogy making, to 

succession grasping, focus ability, differentiation between essential and 

inessential. 

- H.S.P.Q. Test, according to the test manual it is applicable to the age group 

1218 and investigates 14 personality factors that are in direct relationship with 

success/ interest for school and sport activities, leadership and school 

adjustment. 

- Goodenough Test and Baumtest by Koch, Family Test by Corman 

- Woodworth —Mathews Test can be used to determine the degree of school and 

social adaptability of the subjects as well as to determine certain differentiating 

aspects of their personality. This test has been standardized on a normative 

population of over 2000 subjects and is one of the most frequently used 

questionnaires of adaptation. It aims at highlighting the adaptation difficulties in 
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different areas of human activity and grasps the differentiating aspects of a 

person's adaptation. 

- Holland Inventory, for investigate the vocational interests 

- We consider as useful the usage of sociometrical tests and demonstrations 

because these respond to our selection criteria. They offer us the possibility to 

observe group relations, child behaviour, as well as indexes to reveal possible 

heterochronic aspects of development between intelligence and adaptation 

conditions. 

3. Nomination made by the parents 

       We consider that in early age parents or legal guardians are the first one that get 

to know the development level of the children and to ascertain specific aspects that 

differentiate children. They are the first ones to observe aspects different from those 

manifested in the classroom. At home, children have a different behaviour, motivations 

are different, the interests are different, the attitude differs in a secure environment like 

the one at home, and therefore special abilities can easily be observed. Thus, we will 

rely on data provided by parents within the identification process. This data has been 

collected in interviews that contain relevant questions regarding exceptional 

development of children in different directions such as: 

- precocious reading skills; 

- special linguistic abilities; 

- advanced thinking; 

- intellectual curiosity. 

These aspects may or may not be relevant in the identification process of a 

gifted child, because parents have the tendency to be subjective and lack realism when 

they compare their child's performance with other children' performances. Therefore 

we have related each item - by parent or teacher - to the assessed child/pupil trying to 

identify the intensity, frequency and the degree of adequacy of the characteristics 

based on the identification scale. 

4. Nomination made by the teachers 

This method represents an accepted way to identify gifted children of all ages. 

It focuses on observing behaviour and characteristics typical for children of a certain 

age. The teacher observes the child in different states while being in school. The 

teacher uses various means of thorough observation, such as: spontaneous 
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observations, systematic observations recorded in checklists, the analysis and study 

of school results, of school portfolios. Outstanding aspects observed through this 

method can confirm the presence of a gifted child among other children. Teacher's 

checklist should contain the following directions of identification: 

- outstanding learning characteristics; 

- strong motivation; 

- leadership; 

- highly creative thinking; 

- eagerness for knowledge and information; 

- constancy of these abilities; 

- self-determination. 

In order to possess information as real as possible, we will use multi-factor 

identification items. Teachers' observations will be done based on these items. A child 

that possesses all these characteristics is considered a gifted child and s/he should be 

put under a close observation. 

5. The analysis of school scores 

The procedure of school score analysis may or may not be relevant in the 

attempt to identify gifted children. Specialists argue that most of the times, school 

scores do not fully reflect the exceptional abilities of gifted children, yet it is good not 

to give up on this procedures, if it is used cautiously. School scores can be analyzed 

as a whole or each school subject separately. 

6. Nominations made by classmates 

In the first identification stage (screening) of children with high abilities, there 

are used teachers, parents, classmates nomination procedures, even self - 

nomination. Nominations made by classmates are viable due to the fact that children 

have a developed spirit of justice and honesty, therefore their observations are 

considered just and relevant. One of the most appreciated classmates' nomination 

procedures is Tracking Talents, designed by the Canadian professor Franţoys Gagne. 

The questionnaire presents 42 psycho-behavioural prototypes, grouped in 9 ability 

categories (intellectual abilities, creative, socio-affective, physical, academic, technical 

skills, artistic skills, interpersonal skills, inferior achievements/success). The 

classmates are required to fill in the questionnaire, nominating four classmates, in 
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order of their preferences that they consider the most appropriate for the position 

described by the prototype. 

 

1.8 PROFILES OF GIFTED AND TALENTED CHILDREN  

 

1.8.1 TYPE I - THE WINNER (THE SUCCESSFUL) 

More than 90% of gifted pupils identified in school and integrated into special 

programs are Type 1. Children who have demonstrated behaviour, sentiments and 

needs classified as Type 1 have learned how the system works; they listened to their 

teachers and parents. After discovering what is acceptable at home and at school, they 

have begun to behave appropriately. They learn well and are able to get high scores 

in knowledge / acquisition tests and intelligence tests. As a result, they are usually 

identified for placement in programs for the gifted. They rarely have behavioural 

disorders because they need a lot of approval from teachers, parents, and other adults. 

Many think about these children that they "will do everything in their own way". 

Often, however, they become bored of school and learn to use the system in such a 

way that they are not forced to make the least possible effort. 

Instead of pursuing their own goals and objectives, they tend to go through the 

changes imposed by the school route seeking structure and direction from teachers. 

They are addicted to parents and teachers. They fail to learn the attitudes and skills 

necessary for autonomy but acquire knowledge. However, they seem to have a 

positive self-image because they have affirmed their acquisitions and achievements. 

They are pleasant in the group of friends and warmly welcome in various social groups. 

They are addicted to the system, but they do not understand that they have some 

deficiencies because the feedback they receive from adults, also pleased with the 

academic performance of their children, strengthens their behaviour. Longitudinal 

studies have shown that even the most brilliant children in class can become 

competent, yet devoid of imagination adults who have not fully developed their high 

potential. It looks as if these children have lost their creativity and autonomy along the 

way. Young gifted children who will later perform below average in college and their 

professional life come from this group. They lack the skills, habits and attitudes 
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necessary for lifelong learning. They are well adapted to society, but they are not 

prepared for the ever-changing challenges of life. 

 

1.8.2 TYPE II - THE CHALLENGER (THE CHALLENGER) 

Type II is a controversial gifted. Many school systems fail to identify Type II 

children as gifted for special programs. The Type II child typically has a great capacity 

for creativity and can appear tactless, sarcastic, or obsessed with an idea. He often 

questions authority and can challenge teachers in front of the class. He does not 

comply with the system and has not learned to use it for his benefit. The challenger 

receives little recognition, few prizes or praises. His interactions at home or at school 

are often conflicting. These children feel frustrated because the school system does 

not help them to assert their talents and skills. They struggle with their own self-esteem. 

They may or not feel included/integrated into the group. Some of them also challenge 

their friends and colleagues, which is why they are often not accepted in group 

activities or projects. 

On the other hand, some have a sense of humor and creativity highly 

appreciated by colleagues. However, their spontaneity may be explosive in the 

classroom. Despite creativity and spontaneity, Type II children often have a low self-

image. They can become a "risk category" as potential drug addicts or people with 

delinquent behaviour if appropriate educational interventions are not carried out until 

adolescence. Parents of gifted teenagers who drop out of school (Type IV) often claim 

that they have had type II behaviour in middle school and high school. Although this 

correlation has not been empirically validated, its significant implications deserve a 

serious consideration. 

 

1.8.3 TYPE III – THE HIDDEN GIFTED (THE UNDERGROUND) 

Gifted children of Type III are known as "underground" (hidden). Usually there 

are girls in recent years of gymnasium or in early years of high school, but some boys 

may want to hide their gifting. If a gifted boy becomes "underground," this usually 

happens late in high school, and usually in response to the pressure to participate in 

sports competitions. Generally, in Type III there are gifted girls who have a dramatic 

emotional breakdown during mid-schooling (Kerr, 1985). They begin to deny their 
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talent as they feel more integrated into a non-gifted age group. Highly motivated and 

strongly interested students of academic or creative goals quickly become 

underground in a seemingly radical transformation, losing any interest in what they had 

previously passionately pursued. 

Type III is frequently unsafe and anxious. His need for change often conflicts 

with the expectations of parents and teachers. Too often adults react in ways that only 

emphasize the resistance and denial of children. There is a tendency to "push", to force 

these children, to insist that they continue their educational programs no matter how 

they feel. Type III needs to be accepted as it is. It is also important not to be allowed 

to abandon all the advanced projects or courses they have begun, and alternatives 

must be explored to meet their learning needs as they go through this transition period. 

Resistance and challenges can remove these teenagers from those who can help them 

meet their long-term needs and goals. 

 

1.8.4 TYPE IV – THE ONES WHO ABANDON, THE ONES WHO ARE A 

FAILURE (THE DROPOUTS) 

Type IV – the dropouts are angry. They are angry about adults and themselves 

because the system has not responded to their needs for many years, and they feel 

rejected. They can express this anger through depression and introversion, through 

shyness and reserve, or by impulsive reactions and defensive responses. Frequently, 

Type IV has interests outside the usual school curriculum and fails to find support and 

affirmation of talent and interests in the usual fields. School seems irrelevant and often 

hostile. There are high school students or, rarely, secondary school students who come 

to school occasionally or only on certain days and essentially "emotionally and 

mentally" abandon, sometimes even physically. Often, Type IV includes gifted pupils 

who are identified very late or not at all before high school. 

These children are filled with bitterness and resentment as a result of the feeling 

of rejection and neglect, isolation. Self-esteem is very low, and they need a very close 

working relationship with an adult to trust. Traditional programs are not long term 

suitable for Type IV. In return, they can benefit from individual counseling, and family 

counseling is also very important. Diagnostic tests are also required to identify areas 

of competence and possible areas for remedy. 
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1.8.5 TYPE V - THE TWO-LABELED TYPE (THE DOUBLE-LABELED) 

Type V - refers to children who have a form of physical or emotional disability, 

or who have learning disabilities. Most programs for gifted children do not identify these 

children and therefore cannot offer them personalized, differentiated ways to meet their 

special needs. Fortunately, research into the effective identification of these children is 

promising and there are attempts to implement alternative programs. Students of Type 

V often have no behaviours that the school expects from a gifted. They may have 

nasty, ugly writing, or impulsive, explosive behaviours that make it difficult to complete 

work tasks, and often feel disturbed, confused about their ability to accomplish school 

tasks. They experience stress symptoms, feel discouraged, frustrated, hopeless, or 

isolated. They can deny their difficulty by treating work tasks as "boring" or "stupid". 

They can use their sense of humor to make fun of others to strengthen their own 

self-esteem. They have an urgent need to avoid failures and are unhappy that they 

cannot live up to their own expectations. They can become very technical and 

intellectualized as a compensation for the feeling of inadequacy. They are often 

anxious and criticized and stubbornly react to criticism. Usually, these students are 

also ignored because they are only perceived as deficient or requiring recovery 

assistance. The school system tends to focus only on their weaknesses and fails to 

develop and encourage their strength or talent. 

 

1.8.6 TYPE VI – THE AUTONOMOUS STUDENT (THE AUTONOMOUS 

LEARNER) 

Type VI of gifted children is represented by those who learn independently. Few 

gifted children demonstrate this style at a very young age, but parents can see 

evidence of this style at home. Like type I, these students learn to work effectively 

within the school system. But, unlike Type I, learning to make as little effort as possible, 

type VI learns to use the system to create new opportunities. They do not work for the 

system, they make the system work for them. Type VI has a strong and positive self-

image because his needs have been achieved. They are successful and receive the 

necessary attention and help both for their achievements and for who they are. They 

are respected by adults and colleagues and are often leaders in school or community 

action. Students of Type VI are independent and self-determined. 
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They feel safe when they design their own educational and personal goals. They 

are accepted as they are and are able to take risks. An important aspect of Type VI is 

their strong sense of personal strength. They understand that they can make changes 

in their own lives and do not expect others to make changes for themselves. They are 

able to express their feelings, goals and needs freely and appropriately. 
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CHAPTER II. METHODOLOGIES AND STRATEGIES OF 

INTERVENTION AT SCHOOL LEVEL, AND IN ACTIVITIES THAT 

NGO`S UNFOLD WITH THESE STUDENTS IN ORDER TO HELP 

THEM DEVELOP THEIR OWN POTENTIAL. SUMMARIES OF THE 

RESEARCH WORK DONE AS PART OF THE PROJECT 

(DESCRIPTION AND CONCLUSIONS)  

 

2.1 GIFTED CHILDREN AND THE ROLE OF THE SCHOOL IN 

STIMULATING THEM 

 

These children’s capacities can deteriorate along the years if they aren’t well 

trained. These kids can sometimes feel inferior in comparison to their classmates, they 

feel their abilities as something wrong, as a burden. This way there can appear feelings 

of underestimation as they are rejected because of their abilities, they can feel guilty 

because of this and that’s why they try to hide their capacities by not doing their 

homework or doing it superficially, without paying much attention to it. 

This can provoke disappointment as an answer to their curiosity and shows 

them that school work isn’t worth it (thus becoming unfulfilled). This way school 

provides the forming of intellectual inhibition. Thanks to their well developed cognitive 

functions, to their capacity of understanding adult’s problems and to their fast and 

mature thinking as well as the thought they are different from the others, they become 

perfectionists, self-criticized and socially isolated. Their high sensitivity about the 

environment and their deep concerns about morality and justice are a consequence to 

their social maladjustment feeling, to the growing of internal conflicts to the lack of 

one’s understanding of the capacities and abilities of these gifted children. 

Trying to resume what we’ve said so far, there become more evident the three 

big psycho-behavioural ways specific to gifted children or young people, as direct 

effects of the development of heterochrony described by Wallace (quoted in Cretu C, 

1997): 

- The feeling of being different from their classmates having the same age, 

because of ideas in some ranges, because of more profound developed 

interests, more varied, more expressive; 
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- The burden of high sensitivity (gifted children have survival problems 

because of being exceptional); 

- The outrunning of mental levels of age and a premature intellect are not 

accompanied by the same emotional and psychological precocity; 

- Exceptional learning ability: the fast rhythm of social and scholar learning 

undoubtedly turns the gifted child into a candidate for the multifaceted 

experience of boredom, which leads to an involution towards the personal 

possibilities, if these children aren’t given cognitive and affective 

compensatory stimulus. 

There’s no doubt that the high intelligence of these gifted children activate at the 

same time all the other levels of psychical development, and it turns into compensatory 

mechanisms which aim the aspects of social interaction, but in spite all these gifted 

children are more frequently exposed to scholastic and social maladjustment  risks, 

both because of the things related to their own personalities or because of pressures 

coming from some external background they are put upon. 

For the development of the gifted children  the parents’ support and teachers’ 

as well are decisive. Empirical observation and case studies suggest that we have to 

examine parents’ attitudes in the child’s early education and development. The 

development of scientific capacities depends on: 

- Individual determination; 

- Intellectual potential; 

- Creativity; 

- Intrinsic motivation; 

- Cognitive curiosity; 

- Preoccupations for a certain range. 

The role of the school in stimulating gifted children: 

- Identification of gifted students and advising parents for their evaluation; 

- Assistance and counseling for the projecting, forming and educational 

processes; 

- Perfecting the teaching and non-teaching staff; 

- Administrators; 

- Teachers; 
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- Counselors, through launching programs for master’s degree/post-

graduation. 

- Developing from a formal system of learning to a long-distance learning; 

- Producing a kind of academic routes, specific curriculum programs for gifted 

children/students; 

- Projecting and developing university research investigation about how to 

make more efficient the educational support for gifted children/students; 

- Sustaining partnerships in this field of advanced formation and research for 

gifted students. 

 

2.1.1 THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER AS A COUNSELOR IN THE 

RELATIONSHIP WITH GIFTED STUDENTS 

 

Gifted and talented children give proof of high skills and performance in specific 

academic fields or in areas of high intellectual, creative, artistic or leadership abilities 

and they need special programs and services which are not normally provided by 

regular school and, in the absence of these, they cannot develop to their full potential; 

Although they have a huge potential, they can fully develop themselves only in 

a specialized educational system, because, being much more intellectually advanced, 

they can learn very much and very quickly, study the issues profoundly and in all their 

complexity, easily surpassing their colleagues of same age learning the school 

curricula which is provided for an average level in the regular educational system; 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE TEACHERS 

Gifted students develop skills and attitudes that indicate an open mind, 

objectivity and impartiality. They are the kind of children that normally use 

metacognition, analyzing their own thinking process.  

A gifted child: 

- Raises issued and vital questions clearly and precisely formulated; 

- Gathers and evaluates relevant information using abstractions to interpret it; 

- Reaches well-thought conclusions and solutions, testing them according to 

relevant criteria and standards; 
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- Thinks openly and not according to a doctrine, acknowledging and 

evaluating his own suppositions, implications and consequences; 

- Communicates effectively with the others, building solutions for various 

problems; 

- The support of parents and teachers is very important for the development 

of a gifted child; 

- A creative education is needed, as a factor of development of social and 

interpersonal relationships; 

- Gifted children need materials to learn and instruments for individual and 

general knowledge. 

 

IN THE RELATIONSHIP STUDENT-STUDENT AND TEACHER-STUDENT  

It is necessary to respect a code of ethics of communication as it follows: 

- When you present your ides to other people, be open to the weaknesses of 

your own system and grateful for corrective interventions; 

- When you listen to somebody else’s ideas, see them in the most favorable 

light; 

- Analyze the credits of ides and not of people presenting them, and their 

relationship with them should not ruin your impartiality; 

- Explore the qualities and weaknesses of a variety of ideas without taking into 

consideration your own system of values and see them from a logical point 

of view; 

- Remember that critical thinking does not mean to destroy others’ ideas, it is 

a way to look for the truth.  

 

TEACHERS SHOULD: 

- Develop and maintain a positive close relationship with the students; 

- Verbally interact with them as much as possible; 

- Adapt the schedule to the specific needs of the students; 

- Focus on skills that stimulate students’ creativity; 

- Provide educational contexts suitable for independent study; 
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- Manifest a human exemplary behaviour and authenticity towards the other 

students. 

 

2.2 DIFFERENTIATED LEARNING 

 

These children need superior educational programs different from those which 

we usually have in the syllabus curriculum, in order to achieve their contribution 

towards themselves and towards society. It is possible that these gifted students 

couldn’t have demonstrated their potential efficiently, yet. So that it is very important 

that their identification is done by professionally qualified people. It’s absolutely 

necessary to be taken into consideration the concept of gifted children with all its ways 

of manifestation, in order to develop a fit service system for the best education of 

children with varied and multiple potential. An alternative for aiming to success is 

defining gifted children as an advanced development in any domain/field. 

Tannenbaum introduces the concept of “chance” which means the meeting of 

the gifted child with the right person to discover and guide him. All  these features are 

used in the education of gifted children and the evaluation of progress is done in all 

these directions. 

Joseph Renzulli gathers all these three directions in the simple form of the three 

circles, which characterize: 

- Intelligence; 

- Creativity; 

- Aiming for goals. 

Facilitating their passage from one class to another, superior in level if they 

have at least met the requirements of the previous level; making differentiated 

programs to allow faster advance of some in the same time unit; organizing special 

classes based on the following criteria: level of the intellectual coefficient focal points 

of interest common projects suction or success levels; organizing classes with a 

program independent to that of the school, outside of the common school time. 

Acceleration of studies - it is the technique preferred by specialists, but little 

used because of the social and emotional negative impact of the rapid passage of the 

traditional stages of the school. Enrichment of studies - providing knowledge and 

special activities within the usual classes. Most teachers working with gifted children 
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use the knowledge enrichment method (over 80%). Grouping on skill levels - gifted 

pupils who remain integrated in or out of ordinary classes, are offered differentiated 

training programs in a new temporary reunification. 

The model of psycho-pedagogical and social improvement - is based on the 

study of differences in what development and features of gifted children concern, 

through multiple proceedings, psychometric tests, observation, interviews, 

questionnaires. Thus an orientation and intervention upon the following factors can be 

done: 

- Cognitive 

- Scholar 

- Emotional 

- Motivational 

- Social 

 

2.2.1 PRINCIPLES OF ELABORATING DIFFERENTIATED CURRICULUM 

FOR GIFTED STUDENTS 

- To develop the intellectual potential and skills of each; 

- To the greatest possible extent, to stimulate the interest, the spirit of exploitation 

by designing programs designed to maximize the development of their superior 

potential;  

- To help them develop a "social consciousness", sense of responsibility, ethical 

and moral qualities;  

- To teach them to think independently; to stimulate their creativity; to sensitize 

the world of the school and the community for the recognition and appreciation 

of cultural values and intellectual performances;  

- To find new content and methods that can also be applied in general education. 

Alternatives: 

- Content adapted to psycho-behavioural features; 

- Organizing content in interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary ways, modularized 

and compacted; 

- Different ways of completing a course, from the student's perspective (the 

products of the activity); 
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- The same course achieved with different teaching means; 

- Flexible (individualized) terms for completing school tasks; 

- The activation of the complexity of psychological processes. 

 

2.2.2 DIFFERENTIAL DESIGN OF CURRICULUM FOR GIFTED 

STUDENTS 

 

This can be done on 4 levels:  

1) Adapt the content 

Adapting the contents to students with high skills must consider both 

quantitative (volume of knowledge), as well as qualitative aspect (emphasis on high 

functional levels of each cognitive process, adapt to the speed and style of learning 

and the interdisciplinary connections).  

Teaching suggestions: 

- Allow your students to choose by themselves the study fields and the 

methods to integrate and transform information; 

- Promote independent, self-directed and thorough study; 

- Encourage the application of advanced methodological and research skills; 

- Focus on tasks that have more than one possible correct result; 

- Offer the students the opportunity to develop their leadership and group 

interaction abilities; 

- Allow student-centered discussions, Socratic questions and seminar 

learning; 

2) Adapt the process 

The main psychic processes targeted by the curriculum for high intellectual 

skilled students are: 

- critical and creative thinking; 

- independent learning (psychic processes involved); 

- inter- and intrapersonal communication skills (particularities and risks of 

integration in microgroups); 

- affective processes (with emphasis on high emotions, feelings, passions) 

Teaching suggestions: 
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The process can be changed to include: 

- learning through discovery and experiment; 

- activities in small groups; 

- independent research and study; 

- problems with open answer etc. 

3) Environment (Working atmosphere - physical, psychological, social) 

The characteristics of the proper psychological environment are: 

- Inter-stimulating through encouraging the transfer of opinions, judgments, 

observations, suggestions, experience; 

- Encourage original expression, divergent thinking, assuming the risk of 

producing something new; 

- Encourage independent learning 

- Accept and respect differences and similarities between people; 

- Transparency and empathic communication; 

- Balance between the competitive behaviour and the cooperative one. 

Teaching suggestions: 

- The space of the classroom should facilitate the communication student-

teacher and student-classmate, open talks, activities in small groups, 

activities that should involve large groups, independent research and 

investigation; 

- Encourage the social and self knowledge (ex.: acknowledgment and use of 

own abilities, focus on himself, appreciate similarities and differences 

between himself and the others); 

- Encourage self-directed learning in order to promote and to develop 

independent research studies; 

- Encourage a tolerant and cooperative environment promoting a positive 

attitude towards the creative challenges, activity of investigation, and 

generation of knowledge; 

- Create an atmosphere that promotes decisions commonly taken by student 

and teacher in order to plan the learning process and the common 

responsibility for this; 

- Create the proper framework for a high level learning through the extension 

of activities from the classroom into the real world; 
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- Offer access to resources and materials adequate to the student’s level of 

knowledge (library, IT laboratory, media center, complex materials, 

stimulative, covering a large scale of levels and fields). 

 

 

2.3 METHODS TO ADAPT CURRICULUM TO THE NEEDS OF 

DEVELOPMENT OF GIFTED STUDENTS 

2.3.1 STRUCTURAL SOLUTIONS 

SEPARATE CLASSES IN REGULAR SCHOOLS  

 

 Advantages: 

 - it is less expensive and easier to organize.  

 - the students are no longer completely isolated from their colleagues, taking all 

part in common activities and sharing the school’s general values.  

 Disadvantages: 

 - the resources that the gifted students have access to are of a different quality 

than those provided for regular students, which can generate frustration among regular 

students, as well as rejection reactions against those labeled as being „superior” to 

them. 

 - equal access to school resources is questionable, considering the costs, 

salaries for qualified staff and resources allocation plan. 

 - the issue of discrimination inside the public educational system may appear, 

some students benefiting from better learning conditions (so higher chances of 

success in the future) than the others, although all the funds come from the state 

budget. 

 

ACCELERATING STUDIES 

It implies teaching the contents in a shorter time, by shortening a learning time 

interval (for example, compressing two school years in one), by starting school at an 

early age (starting from 5 or 6 years, for grade I). 

There are also various intermediate options, such as jumping a year or partial 

acceleration (at the school subject(s) where the students prove to be gifted). 
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A convenient solution is the credit system, which gives students much freedom 

in choosing the learning rhythm suitable for them (without neglecting the psychological 

benefit of the fact that getting the credits depends only on the student’s effort, while 

giving grades remains a teacher’s prerogative). 

 Advantages: 

- valorizing the area of proximal development (reduce the gap between the 

learning potential of the student and the level of the teaching-learning 

process) 

- reducing the number of reviews and revisions necessary for the proper 

acquisition of knowledge and skills, eliminate „dead moments” 

- stimulating motivation for knowledge and for communication with the 

colleagues who have the same academic concerns 

- shortening the period spent inside the educational system. 

 Disadvantages: 

 - amplifying isolation from children of same age (who don’t have the same 

concerns, interests and opinions) 

 - psychic overload generated by the high requirements of teachers  

 - physical, emotional, social immaturity (compared to the new classmates) 

 - less interest in spending free time  

 - reducing time necessary to fix and consolidate knowledge and skills already 

learned.  

OBS!!! In practice, these disadvantages interfere with the school progress only 

in case of students misidentified as gifted (false positive cases). 

 

HOME SCHOOLING  

It is a radical approach of the differentiated teaching of gifted students and, in a 

way, a continuation of a historical educational practice. 

The main reason is the lack of funds necessary for training gifted students in 

the public educational system and the transfer of costs to the families. Obviously, such 

a solution is accessible only to the families with consistent income, but there are forms 

of accessing educational services without any charge or at subsidized costs. 
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2.3.2 FUNCTIONAL SOLUTIONS 

GROUPING 

 There are several ways of grouping gifted students: 

 1. Grouping according to similar aptitudes; 

 2. Grouping on disciplines (only at the school subjects where the student has 

high performance); 

 3. Temporary grouping (from one hour to half a school day) of gifted students 

from the same school in an educational stimulating program; 

 4. Grouping in a mentoring system, meaning a qualified teacher is in charge of 

a small group of gifted students (5-6); 

 5. Forming small study groups in a regular class (if there are several gifted 

students in the same class); 

 6. Interclass-grouping (students from different classes are selected to study a 

common school curriculum). 

ENRICHMENT 

Gifted students remain in the classes they were enrolled but they are provided 

with special courses to deepen their knowledge and skills at the school subjects they 

prove high aptitudes.  

Deepening can consist in getting additional information, applying the information 

already acquired in more and more difficult contexts.  

Those who promote the enrichment methods emphasize the stimulation of 

creativity, the transfer of knowledge and skills, the spirit of competition and the interest 

for new situations.  

There are a lot of programs of enrichment of educational contents.  

Essentially, they are based on 3 categories of teaching-learning activities: 

Type I is designed to offer the students a variety of subjects for debates, jobs, 

disciplines, hobbies, people, places and events that normally do not appear in the 

regular curriculum. 

Usually, there are thematic trips, talks with people having special jobs and an 

outstanding personal history, presentations and projections of demonstrative materials 

etc. Obviously, the activities designed are in accordance with the interests and the 

preferences manifested by the student within the first category of enrichment activities. 
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Type II involves the use of teaching materials and methods designed to 

stimulate the development of thinking and affectivity. Typical activities have as a central 

point: 

- Practicing creative thinking and the ability to solve problems; 

- Practicing critical thinking and affective processes; 

- Forming skills referring to learning techniques; 

- Properly using the relevant materials at a high level; 

- Forming skills of verbal-oral, written and visual communication. 

Type III addresses to the students manifesting interest in one favorite field and 

who want to allocate the time necessary to acquire the knowledge and skills requested. 

The students assume an active role in acquiring these. 

 

2.4 COUNSELLING GIFTED CHILDREN, PARENTS AND TEACHERS 

 

We must emphasize that psycho-pedagogical assistance of gifted and talented 

children and young people  is neither a caprice nor a brave act, or a charity act, but a 

social necessity, an imperative of the moment imposed by the competition of 

stimulating and creating human competences at a national and international level.  

The school counselor will intervene on: 

- children; 

- parents; 

- and teachers.  

The need for counselling is linked to: 

- The development and improvement of their personality; 

- The stimulation of creativity; 

- The increase of self-confidence; 

- The development and harmonization of children and the exploitation of 

performances; 

- Counselors for school and professional orientation of gifted students.  

Goals of counselling gifted students: 

- Support the authenticity of values and ideals; 

- Develop creativity; 

- Develop autonomy, integrity and responsibility, forming civic behaviour; 
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- Form a high level of moral development, altruism and compassion; 

- Encourage inner judgment, moral courage; 

- Develop global awareness of inner and outer reality. 

The functions of psycho-pedagogical counselling achieved in school 

units are the following (Colagelo adaptation):  

- Make gifted students overcome frustration when their time is planned by 

others, when they are imposed a certain way of approaching problems or 

when participating to activities where they are assigned one single type of 

tasks; 

- Use counselling techniques centered on students in solving the problems 

related to these students; 

- Educate the others and make them understand that these students have 

limits, they are predisposed to exhaustion and overuse, under the influence 

of parents or teachers; 

- Help parents and teachers in understanding special situations that may 

occur due to the increased level of affective involvement into the activities 

performed;  

- Develop warm, close relationships with these students; 

- Affectively support the gifted students who are often labeled as wasting time 

on unimportant activities; 

- Support the students through didactic strategies to approach advanced 

learning tasks; 

- Initiate students in pursuing high goals and finalities. 

 

2.4.1 SPECIFIC ISSUES RELATED TO GIFTED STUDENTS 

 

▪ Gifted children often face difficulties in establishing relationships.  

▪ They want to integrate themselves but, at the same time, they know they are 

different.  

▪ To be accepted by the others, they can pretend they have no knowledge or 

abilities that make them different from their schoolmates.  

▪ Other children shut themselves and prefer loneliness. Therefore, gifted 

students choose to stay in front of the computer or spend much time reading.  
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▪ These kind of students have a strong need for perfection, they are exigent with 

themselves, facing frustrations, tensions and anxieties, that frequently take the 

following forms: stomachaches, headaches.  

▪ Gifted students are difficultly accepted in groups of persons of the same age 

because they manifest strong will, own authority; that is why it is quite hard for 

them to integrate and adapt.  

▪ Gifted students defend in these cases using sarcasm when stating their point of 

view or they refuse to tolerate children with low intelligence or they are very 

critical with those around them.  

Another problem is linked to the school performance. School activities are very 

easy for most of them and, being sure of their success, they neglect study, becoming, 

in some cases, average students, even with low results. In many cases, teachers can 

treat them as being malicious because these students have different opinions from 

their teachers’.  

So, even very early, gifted children may lose their interest for school, they feel 

they have nothing more to learn and, consequently, they adopt a disturbing behaviour, 

lack of respect for the classmates and for the teacher, being annoyed and discouraged.  

The brain of gifted child consumes glucose faster than normal. If the blood level 

of sugar drops too fast, this can lead to: 

• Sudden, unexplained changes in mood; 

• Children’s judgement is not reliable at that moment; 

• Lack of self-control; 

• Impulsive behaviour. 

Under these conditions, these children need food rich in proteins and sugar in 

order to avoid these problems and recover quickly. 

Gifted students may have problems in the relationship with their parents, other 

members of the family, classmates, teachers etc.  

Some parents feel uncomfortable since their children are different. Other 

parents may be overprotective or too much preoccupied by their children’s abilities, 

making pressures on them to achieve performance (“You MUST be the best").  

From a psycho-affective point of view, gifted children may manifest: 

• States of anxiety; 

• Insecurity; 
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• Feelings of isolation; 

• Complexes due to their manual or physical clumsiness; 

• Suffering for the fact that they have other preoccupations than their 

schoolmates (the need to read all the time, to be alone, always to decide for 

themselves, the need to be interested in things considered unusual by 

children of the same age); 

• Problems of school and social adaptation; 

• A gap between the intellectual and emotional development, not knowing or 

not being able to manage their own emotions. There are cases where 

children need individual counselling. 

One can notice in case of gifted students the development of the phenomenon 

called intellectual inhibition (low school results) characterized by permanent or 

temporary loss of high intellectual skills. 

Causes of low school results: 

Internal causes may be: 

• Deficient self-image; 

• Low self-esteem; 

• Low motivation for certain activities; 

• Emotional disturbances; 

• Low perseverance in certain activities; 

• Insufficient involvement to certain tasks; 

• Difficulties in establishing relationships. 

External causes may be: 

• Increased severity of parents; 

• Exaggerated expectations of parents over the gifted child; 

• Rejection of gifted child by his parents; 

• Insufficient valorization of the potential of the gifted child; 

• Undifferentiated treatment of gifted child by teachers; 

• Insufficient / inadequate training of teachers on the issue of gifted 

children; 

• Hostile treatment of gifted child;  

• Fear that their position may by taken by a gifted person. 
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2.4.2 INTERVENTION STRATEGIES IN WORKING WITH TEACHERS  

 

The teachers, during their educational activity, may encounter situations where 

they can feel in a competition or even defied by the gifted students who, in certain 

fields, may outperform their teachers. 

The profile of the teacher of gifted students: 

- Open and accepting students’ ideas; 

- Offer them the possibility to make choices; 

- Encourage constructive criticism; 

- Listen to them; 

- Use innovative methods; 

- Create opportunities for social interactions and encourage socialization 

during daily activities; 

- Accept they are humans and they can make mistakes etc.; 

- Visible intellectual confidence; 

- Very high flexibility; 

- Sense of humor allowing them to get in touch with students and make them 

relax during the learning process; 

- Self-control in situations when the student challenges him or when he does 

not know the answer to the questions he is addressed; 

- Pleasure in teaching and learning all the time something new from other 

people, from books or from new and meaningful experiences. 

The counselors can help teachers: 

• Recognize the categories of gifted students; 

• Their social and / or emotional problems; 

• Aspects linked to learning methods as well as family issues; 

• Solve problems of “role interference” when they come in the relationship 

with the gifted students. 
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2.5 CONCLUSIONS OF THE MICRORESEARCH DEVELOPED IN THE 

PROJECT REGARDING COUNSELING THE GIFTED CHILDREN 

GROUPS 

 

Gifted children do not make a homogeneous populational group, so we can’t 

talk about a unique psychological profile. Gifted children make up a different group 

which is characterized by personality features, learning methods, capacity to memorize 

different ways of interacting with people, proving precocity and talent. 

Giftedness is an outstanding human manifestation with multiple faces, having 

as a common element exceptionality, and it is done by happily combining certain 

intellectual capacities and particular skills with certain personality features and the 

condition of a favorable social-familiar, cultural and educational environment. These 

children need superior educational programs and services different from those we can 

find in the school syllabus, their identification being very important to be done by 

qualified people. 

The importance of early identification is crucial, and this should be done in the 

early familiar or scholar environment. 

Both the teachers’ support and then parents’ are decisive in the developing of 

gifted children’s skills and talent, therefore there are serious obstacles which can 

stumble their identification, such as: false expectations, stereotyped expectations for a 

high productivity, lack of motivation on the student’s behalf, his shyness or the 

inadequate  behaviour of parents or teachers.  

 The above observations have revealed the following relevant aspects: 

- There is a remarkable growth of performances and an optimization of 

school adaptation of gifted children in the situation when they are given 

the possibility of working independently, without any exaggerated 

emphasis on their work or group competition. 

- It was said that there can be sometimes tendencies on the teachers’ 

behalf to over-exhaust this type of students, by ignoring the age 

characteristics, the level of knowledge 

- Sometimes at this type of children there was an acute tendency to 

perfectionism which leads to a high level of stress and mental exhaustion 

which furthermore needs specific strategies of psychological advice. 
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 In this project we wanted to validate an experiential group of developing 

social and emotional abilities/skills for gifted children. 

 Group Counseling has a strong potential in treating or exchanging 

interpersonal interests. With this type of counseling gifted children can explore their 

feelings, how they feel when they are called “gifted” and the most important thing is 

that they can find out what the other young people think about them or how they are 

generally perceived. 

 Colangelo considered that  the Counseling Group  is the only efficient way of 

communication between the talented, because they can share their experiences, 

define and explain perceptions. 

 Human development is an obstacle race (I. Mitrofan 2003) which children start 

doing in a better or worse way, and at that moment when they cannot face the 

obstacles anymore, we, adults ( teachers, specialists, parents) have to be there and 

teach them how to go on, help them grow and develop entirely. Experiential programs 

of personal and behavioural development for all the children can become a way of 

helping in critical situations and they can also prevent children’s sideslips, improving 

those personality features and those skills which can prevent them from major 

stumbling. 

 Implication in organizing and applying such developing programs for students, 

NGOs, local community, educational institutions and parents would lead to the 

reduction of unwanted events which happen more and more frequently in children’s, 

teenagers’, young people’s lives. These programs being initiated by specialized people 

they come to solve the educational problems that a growing number of parents are 

confronted with. 

 By analyzing data, it seems that the children’s participation in the group led to 

a growth of some markers, thus this group can become a way of preventing emotional, 

social and behavioural problems, helping children to develop confidence in their own 

capacities, confidence that they can be successful in life by themselves and learning 

to collaborate correctly with the others.  

 Some of the exercises proposed in this Group have put the children in some  

imaginary  difficult situations, in the situation of finding multiple and creative solutions 

to get over a difficulty. Unblocking the creative ability of finding solutions critical 
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situations is an important aspect of this measure. Thus children can develop their 

capacity of selecting those responsible decisions to help them in life. 

 Active participation in the activity of a developing group having people of the 

same age and the same preoccupations is important in the formation and training of 

an empathic manner of life. Part of the creative exercises practiced during the 

experimental program, especially  aimed   the training  of empathy. Experiencing the 

others’ states of minds, thoughts and actions, have an important role in the efficiency 

of interpersonal communication, in adopting tolerant attitudes and understanding and 

listening to the others’ reasons and states of mind. There are psychological researches 

which sustain the idea of  associating empathy with the pro-social behaviours. 

 Students who participated in this experimental group changed their relational 

and social behaviour in class. Teachers noted a more active implication in projects  

where they could work in team. 

 This Development Group we proposed in this research can be adapted for pre-

students, the exercises proposed are fit for their age too. We consider that activating 

the gifted teenagers (students between 11-14 years) in this Group proves to have a 

good effect because:  

- Creative group training improved the participants’ capacity of recognizing their 

own emotions as well as the others’ emotions. This is truly important because 

teenagers with a high perception of emotional abilities, generally have a greater 

satisfaction in life and a low level of stress perception. 

- In this group participants achieve the ability to become involved in solving 

somebody else’s problems; by definition emotional intelligence includes social 

responsibility, preoccupation for others’ well-being. 

- Pre-teenagers participating in the activities of the group became positive, less 

inhibited, expressing naturally their feelings and ideas, and this is because of 

the specific of the proposed exercises (specific standards of this type of group 

which asks for as many ideas as there can be, without thinking about the others’ 

judgement, experimental group techniques); 

- Various role-playing in the context of these experimental techniques, the use of 

fantasy as a mean of personal growth form a cathartic  experience from an 

emotional point of view; 
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- Pre-teenagers succeeded in becoming more agile with handling negative 

emotional states when they deal with them and they look for ways of diminish 

them, often using the creativity or relaxation techniques studied in this group. 

- Participating in this group led to a growth of the efficiency level, these teenagers 

look upon difficult tasks as being  rather challenges than threatens, which should 

be  avoided; they involved more into the group activity and out of the group, too, 

they became more persevering and established  more complex and challenging 

goals; scholar failure was motivated by insufficient effort or not enough 

knowledge. 

- Participating in this group activity, pre-teenagers showed a great interest 

towards critics through their easiness to admit mistakes in front of the group. 

- The metaphorical script used, regarding creativity methods, offer a reference 

frame on the basis of which participants can define their own  ways of action 

and relating to reality. These anchors sketch challenging situations with a higher 

or lower degree of ambiguity and with their help, the ones involved project 

elements characteristic to their way of inner functioning. 

- The experimental group offered pre-teenagers the possibility to create scripts. 

This ability to create at this age has a compensatory role for the discomfort 

created by the social integration, because pre-teenagers are characterized by 

a continuous swinging between an intense socialization on one hand, and 

isolation on the other hand, as a behavioural formula needed  to define their 

own identity. 

- Through practicing it is created an open social context which provides the 

structure of a cognitive creative style which allows transforming the potential 

into performance. 

- The participants found solutions to self-existential problems regarding a poor  

relation with their family, friends, confronting a failure, the group functioning as 

a real social support. 

- Participating in this group developed the flexible part of emotional intelligence, 

which is a general ability to adapt to unfamiliar circumstances, unexpected and 

fluid. 
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With this project we tried to develop professional and social inclusion  at the 

level of school institutions of gifted students by understanding the way these students 

can be identified and dealt with differently. 

Teachers, after participating in the formation courses of this project, formed the 

following competences: 

• Analyzing reflection and interpreting competences of these gifted phenomena; 

• Ability of analyzing and interpreting the problems regarding the models and 

theories of the gifted children; 

• Ability to recognize characteristics belonging to the gifted child’s profile; 

• Ability to intervene informational, hoping to improve, or ability to prevent from 

effects generated by the inadequate dealing with the gifted students; 

• Competences of team work, showing: tolerance, empathy, constructive critical 

spirit; 

• Competences of relating educational partners (students, parents, social 

partners, NGOs,) with social partners involved in the gifted children’s 

education. 
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CHAPTER III. DEVELOPING EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE AND 

SOCIAL SKILLS FOR STUDENTS WITH HIGH ABILITIES  

 

3.1 HOW DO WE DEVELOP EMOTIONAL AND SOCIAL SKILLS FOR 

HIGH-SKILL STUDENTS? 

 

- Critical thinking - by case studies; 

- Empathy - by role-play; 

- Spirit of cooperation - by exercises that involve team work; 

- Self-confidence - by development exercises that highlight the student’s 

qualities; 

- Tolerance - by role-play and brainstorming; 

- Self esteem - by exercise dreams of perspective that increase the level of 

aspiration; 

- Respect for others - by games to discover the qualities of others; 

- Self-control - by exercises to strengthen the will. 

Stimulation, disinhibition, growth and manifestation of creative potential - as 

educational instructive objectives - can be successfully accomplished within and 

through creative training groups. Made up of 6 to 12 people, organized according to 

specific principles and rules, they aim at: 

a) stimulating, developing and manifesting the creative potential of the 

participants; 

b) cultivating motivation for creation in general and stimulating motivation for 

self-accomplishment through creation, in particular;  

c) stimulation and development of empathic capacity, manifestation of 

empathic behavior; 

d) the acquisition of techniques and methods of creativity and the formation of 

their capacity to use and transfer them in as many fields as possible by all members of 

the group; 

e) identifying subjective obstacles of creativity at individual level and reducing 

them;  

f) training members as creative group leaders.  
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Creative training is designed as a dynamic chain of strategies, techniques and 

methods of creativity / inventiveness. Communication within the creative training group 

is: non-aggressive and non-violent, exciting, non-evaluative, empathetic and 

supportive. 

In our own research to develop the flexibility of thinking - a basic component of 

creativity - we have referred to means such as: 

a) exercises to develop perceptual field restructuring capacity (ex: counting 

triangles and quadrilaterals in several figures);  

b) questions of estimation and overall appreciation ("Which number is greater: 0.3 

or 0.32?"); 

c) trap questions ("How many fingers does a man have on one hand? But on two? 

But on 10 hands?"); 

d) Determining the positional changes of figures (for example, rotating cubes or 

letters);  

e) perceiving objects in a space ("view" of hidden elements). 

 

3.2 GIFTED CHILDREN AND THEIR PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT IN 

THE EXPERIENTIAL GROUP 

 

  The preventive approach to the issue of gifted children in relative failure relative 

to their intellectual resources is of course preferable to the corrective one, and that is 

all the more successful since the action is early on set; anyway, before this "syndrome" 

becomes chronic and deeply rooted in the cognitive behaviour of the child. 

  Much has been written about emotional maturity and other personality factors 

of gifted children. There are cases where some authors show that, the higher the IQ of 

a child, the greater their emotional issues they will be. However, it has been noticed 

that overcrowding seems to be open, participatory, docile in the early years, from 6 to 

8 years, all the more so as the level of intelligence is higher. 

  It was well-written about emotional maturity and other factors of the personality 

of gifted children. There are cases where some authors show that, the higher IQ of a 

child is, the higher his potential emotional problems 

  The asynchrony of the development of gifted and talented children is an 

apparently paradoxical phenomenon that creates the special needs that characterize 
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it. Many of the psychological characteristics of gifted and talented children are due to 

this asynchronous development. Curious curiosity, penetrating questions, and mature 

observations make the gifted child often have features that are hardly compatible with 

their own social environment and find other people with whom to communicate. 

Paradoxically, gifted children are often characterized by family or school as naughty, 

impertinent, strange, nerd or other appeals that show the low degree of communication 

with their social environment. 

  Based on these findings with respect to children with high abilities, we believe 

that early participation of these students in experiential groups for the development of 

social and emotional intelligence will contribute to their better adaptation to school and 

will reduce their failure rate. 

  The personal development of children in the experiential group is a type of 

development that focuses on a set of processes that constitute so-called group 

dynamics. In this type of development the group and the group dynamics represent 

real factors of the process, with effects both on the individual and on the whole group 

as a body. 

  Within the experiential development group:  

- Experience is the key to awareness. The child-child relationship has a 

central role and serves as an instrument of change; 

- The provocative exercises focus on the child in a certain experience in which 

he can realize how he does and what he does to perpetuate and maintain a 

certain behavior; 

- Through role-play, the child can recreate other roles and actions more 

appropriate to the situation; 

- The ultimate goal is to help the child be aware of himself and his existence 

in the world; 

- Within the group, the child is helped with expressing his feelings, thoughts 

and experiences in a secure environment. 

The way children develop in the experiential group is based on a set of 

processes which together form the so-called “group’s dynamics”. The group and the 

group’s dynamics represent key factors in the process of development, with effects 

both on the group’s members and on the group itself, which can be described as an 

individual entity, as a complex organism. 
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The group, created with the purpose of personal development and optimization, 

can be defined as "a gathering" (Zinker) that allows each member to discover and 

shape themselves while interacting with each other. The therapeutic change can occur 

both to the group and to each one of its members. The mechanism of achieving self-

knowledge tends to be successful in the groups where people feel safe, are 

unconditionally accepted and have the feeling of trust. 

The experiential group of personal development is in accordance with the 

children's dominant needs, such as communication, interaction, interpersonal 

relationships with those of the same age and self-knowledge. (I. Mitrofan, 2003, p. 182) 

It is known that the interest in one's inner self appears around the age of 8 to 9, 

when children become concerned about their thoughts, emotions and feelings. Thus, 

the group employed in the personal development and optimization of these children 

meets their needs, facilitating their self-discovery and self-improvement. Also, it offers 

them the possibility of assimilating and experiencing new attitudes and behaviours. 

They learn to have optimal relationships with others, to communicate appropriately, to 

become willing to use their abilities in order to receive and provide help, which increase 

their self-esteem. 

The expressive techniques that allow children to show their thoughts and 

feelings other than verbally give them the opportunity to deal with different personal 

issues "right here and right now", while benefiting from useful insights. Children can 

spontaneously activate their own mental resources and discover ways to cope with 

various life situations. By experiencing positive emotional states and the feeling of unity 

with the other members of the group, the curiosity and motivation to engage in the 

group’s activities increase. These activities can satisfy the children’s needs to 

communicate with those of the same age, to approve and stimulate their assertiveness, 

their being important among others and to acknowledge the personal abilities and 

resources specific to each one of them. (ibid., p. 200) 

Moreover, the group of personal development and optimization can provide 

gifted children with self-awareness and self-esteem, which has positive effects 

regarding their interpersonal relationships. They can learn to practice self-assessment, 

to search for what is good inside them and to find creative ways to adapt on all social, 

interpersonal and spiritual levels. 
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The results generally refer to the entire personality of the child and particularly 

to the following aspects: 

- Developing the ability to express verbally and non-verbally one’s desires, 

feelings, experiences; 

- Self-esteem and self-confidence; 

- Personal strategies for solving intra- and inter-personal problems and conflicts; 

- Overcoming emotional blockages; 

- Improving self-awareness and self-acceptance; 

- Developing moral and spiritual values; 

- Developing cognitive skills (memory, attention, language, thinking, etc.) and 

creativity; 

- Relieving psychological tensions, anxiety, stress, frustrations and negative 

feelings; 

- Developing the ability to integrate into groups. 

Those that guide the children can challenge them with activities such as: games, 

guided fantasy, metaphor and expressive techniques (drama therapy, movement, 

dance, drawing, collage making, clay modeling). These are "means of transport" that 

provide access to everything that happens inside a child, resulting in alleviating 

emotional stress, learning the ability of self-discovery and experiencing insights that 

can transform them. (I. Mitrofan, 1997, p. 182) 

The group of personal development and optimization offers children the 

opportunity to develop their self-confidence, having beneficial effects in interpersonal 

relationships in general, as well as with children of the same age, providing the 

possibility of an optimal adaptation to the social groups where the child lives. 

 

3.2.1 GENERAL OBJECTIVES  

 

The main goal 

Developing and optimizing the emotional and social intelligence of students with 

great skills by using collective experiential methods that are both expressive and 

creative (origami, free or thematic drawing, fantasy, storytelling, creative games). 

We want to approach five qualities essential in building the foundation of a 

strong, well-balanced character: 
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1. Social belongingness; 

2. Positive thinking; 

3. Trust in oneself; 

4. Emotional intelligence; 

5. The "out of the box" way of thinking. 

The book "Your child is a genius", written by Florian Colceag and Florin 

Alexandru, represented our source of inspiration. 

We will explain these five concepts that we intend to deal with during the 

activities with the group. They will also be tackled in the meetings with the parents and 

we will propose to continue this kind of activities within the families as well. 

1. Social intelligence, a term which defines social belongingness, means the 

harmonious interaction with others and is a “win-win relationship”. In order to live in 

peace with others, one needs to have the seeds of moral attributes and values planted 

in their minds as early in life as possible. A balanced social integration is built on 

healthy social values. These values are related to the environment where the child 

lives. Within the group, we will deal with these values, but they will also be a matter of 

debate with the parents. A harmonious person with healthy social values and a life 

perspective aiming to fulfillment needs to equally possess all sorts of principles 

(examples: honesty, ambition, family, inspiration, nature, fulfillment, simplicity, energy). 

We can divide social values into: 

- Values related to a clean and honest life (honesty, fairness, respect, honor, 

integrity, compassion, kindness, philanthropy, empathy, love, nature, clarity, safety, 

stability); 

- Values related to an adventurous and financially fulfilled life 

(opportunism, determination, efficiency, competition, power, strength, ambition, 

control, comfort, excellence, success, wealth, social status, fulfillment); 

- Values related to a spiritual life (faith, tolerance, peace, spirituality, calm, 

harmony, family, teamwork, balance, simplicity, flexibility, wisdom, humility); 

- Values related to a creative life (creativity, spontaneity, passion, freedom, 

cheerfulness, courage, curiosity, beauty, enthusiasm, contribution, inspiration, 

independence, energy, action). 

Children cannot develop their own harmonious social life if they do not have the 

physiological and safety needs satisfied and, by ascending to the third level of 
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Maslow's Pyramid, they also cannot achieve the sense of trust in themselves if they 

are in need of love and belonging. These three stages of human needs are essential 

in the development of self-confidence. The fourth stage in Maslow's Pyramid, the need 

of self-esteem (self-confidence, self-fulfillment, uniqueness, respect from others) is 

very important for gifted children in order to achieve their full potential. This level 

propels them towards the path of excellence. Due to the curiosity and the thirst for 

knowledge that they naturally possess, children with great skills can reach their full 

potential in all the three important facets of life. 

2. Positive thinking focuses on the bright side of what happens in everyday 

life, even during unpleasant events that arise. Helping the child to develop a positive 

thinking in the early stages of life means giving them the key to happiness. This way, 

children succeed in always finding joy and beauty in the little things. 

3. Trust in one’s self is the quality that makes the difference between brilliance 

and mediocrity. The family is responsible for building that trust since the child’s birth. 

The stages of development come with certain tasks that children are naturally able to 

accomplish on their own (here we refer to both basic and complex tasks). 

Unfortunately, when parents want to help and perform the task instead, the child 

consequently loses trust in their own abilities. It is known that, at first, self-trust is based 

on independence; the more independent the child, the more self-confident they 

become. What is more, there are parents who would ask the child to perform activities 

such as writing and reading before allowing them to eat or wash themselves. That is 

why there are a lot of grown-ups with low level of self-confidence. 

4. Emotional intelligence involves the development of several abilities such as 

perceiving, using, understanding and managing emotions. It refers to a better 

understanding of emotions, an effective emotional management, the understanding 

and acceptance of one’s social environment and the improvement of one’s self-image. 

5. The "out of the box" way of thinking belongs to the opinion-makers, to 

those who have influence on the way other people think, those who like challenges 

and take advantage of the arising opportunities to learn something new, who do not 

expect to get things without any effort, or, to put it bluntly, to choose the “beaten track”. 

This way of thinking assists in shaping the same kind of personality, being very 

important for gifted children, as it helps them to adapt to any new situation, to turn any 
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situation in an opportunity, to understand social mechanisms and to be able to change 

their perspective on anything whenever it is necessary. 

Practical objectives 

1. The first three sessions aimed to make children open and motivated to 

experience being part of a collective, to create a safe environment by providing children 

with knowledge about themselves and their peers, to lay the basis of authentic 

communication and build the group’s cohesiveness, to discover and practice the best 

ways of interaction and communication between students by engaging the group in 

solving creative and expressive tasks together; 

2. The following meetings aimed to confirm and stimulate the group members’ 

unconditional acceptance of themselves and their peers and the importance of being 

among others, to encourage them to express their opinions frankly and be cooperative, 

to raise children’s awareness of the notion of group as an individual entity and 

strengthen their sense of belonging to it, to stimulate the resources of creativity and 

expressivity, to experience positive emotions and motivation, self-actualization, 

transformation, emotional, mental and behavioural maturity, to develop and stimulate 

the five qualities essential in laying the foundation of a strong, well-balanced self. 

3. Validating the results achieved by the group of selected children. 

Main hypothesis 

The sooner the issue of gifted children and their failures is approached, the 

better it will be for them, because these failures are related to their intellectual 

resources; anyway, it is preferable to act in advance, before this "syndrome" becomes 

chronic and deeply rooted in the cognitive behaviour of the child. 

Emotional maturity and other personality factors of gifted children have 

represented interesting research topics. Some of those who wrote about this shows 

that the higher the IQ of children, the more emotional issues they will experience. 

However, we noticed that the higher the level of intelligence, the more open, 

enthusiastic and obedient in the early years they are, from 6 to 8 years old. 

The phenomenon of asynchronous development of gifted and skilled children 

seems paradoxical and is the reason why they have special educational needs and 

many atypical psychological features. Great interest for everything, intelligent 

questions and mature remarks are often the reasons why the gifted child are 

incompatible with their social environment and struggle to find other people to 
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communicate with. Paradoxically, gifted children are often characterized by family or 

school members as disobedient, insolent, odd, nerdy or other nicknames that are 

evidence of the low degree of communication existing in the place where they live. 

Considering all these assumptions concerning gifted children, we believe that 

these students’ participation from a young age in experiential groups that help in the 

development of their social and emotional intelligence has a positive contribution to 

their integration in school and can decrease failure rates. 

Research hypotheses 

1. The participation of gifted students in The experiential group for the 

development of gifted children’s social and emotional intelligence will increase their 

self-confidence and develop the "out of the box" way of thinking. 

2. The participation of gifted students in The experiential group for the 

development of gifted children’s social and emotional intelligence will help these 

students to think positively, to better communicate and interact with those of the same 

age. 

3. The participation of gifted students in The experiential group for the 

development of gifted children’s social and emotional intelligence will help them to 

modify their disruptive behaviour if it has been noticed by their teachers. 

 

3.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE EXPERIENTIAL GROUP FOR 

DEVELOPMENT AND OPTIMIZATION FOR HIGH-SKILLED 

STUDENTS 

 

During the meetings we aimed for: 

 1. The first three sessions are aimed at unlocking and motivating children for 

the experience group, creating a secure environment by providing knowledge and 

intercultural knowledge, setting the basis for authentic communication and forming the 

cohesion group. Discovering and practicing by students ways to optimize interaction 

and communication by focusing the group on solving a common task with creative-

expressive content; 

 2. The following meetings aim at confirming and stimulating in a group:  

unconditional acceptance of one's own and others, personal importance for others, 

increased self-awareness and cooperation, awareness of the group as a whole, and 
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strengthening the sense of belonging to the group, stimulation of expressive resources 

creativity, experiencing positive affective-motivational states, experiencing common 

experiences of self-actualization, transfiguration, affective maturation, cognitive and 

behavioural. Develop and stimulate the five essential qualities in the fundamental 

construction of a strong, balanced character. 

 3. Validating the results obtained on the selected pupil group. 

 

3.4 WE STARTED FROM THE FOLLOWING HYPOTHESES 

  

We started from the following assumptions: 

  1. The participation of high-skill students in the Experimental Group of 

Development of Social and Emotional Intelligence for Highly Skilled Students will help 

them to have a high degree of trust in the person and develop their "Out of the box" 

way of thinking. 

  2. Participating in the Experimental Group of Development of Social and 

Emotional Intelligence for Highly Skilled Students will help these students to think 

positively, communicate and relate better to students of the same age. 

  3. Participating in the Experimental Group of Development of Social and 

Emotional Intelligence for Highly Skilled Students will help them to change their 

disabling behaviour if they have been noticed by teachers in the classes they teach. 

 

3.5 ”THE ORIGAMI CLUB” - A WAY TO DEVELOP LIFE SKILLS AND 

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE AT GIFTED CHILDREN (6-10 Y/O) 

3.5.1 ORIGAMI STORY 

 

THE CRANE is one of the most important elements in Asian culture symbolizing 

longevity, happiness and luck. A crane is said to live for 1.000 years.  

        In 1945, when Hiroshima was bombed (in the Second World War), Sadako Sasaki 

was a survivor of only 2 years old. Soon after, Sadako became ill and diagnosed with 

leukemia.  

While she was in the hospital, her best friend told her about the legend of the 

thousand paper cranes and that they can fulfill a wish and restore her health.  
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Sadako managed to fold only 644 paper cranes before leaving this world. Her 

friends folded the remaining up to 1.000 and buried them with her.  

Another version tells that Sadako managed to fold 1.000 paper cranes but, if 

she initially wanted to get well, finally, her wish was different: PEACE, all people should 

be happy and children shouldn’t suffer. 

In Hiroshima there are 2 monuments built in the honor of the girl who became a 

symbol of peace and nuclear war impact. 

SENBAZURU is an ideal gift for those who start a new journey or want to 

achieve something. 

 

3.5.2 WHY ORIGAMI AMONG INTERVENTIONS WITH GIFTED 

CHILDREN? 

 

”ORIGAMI is as useful in the same way a BABY is useful...” (Vicente Palacios 

– an Origami artist and teacher from Spain)  

ORIGAMI is an invitation to LOVE, to PLAY, to DISCOVER, to LEARN, to 

CREATIVE THINKING, to HAPPINESS ... . 

In case we focus on ”making origami useful", we focus only on the final result 

and we lose sight of the happiness, the well-being that the folding process brings. 

ORIGAMI is often associated with different forms of therapy through art due to 

its effects. 

Effects of ORIGAMI on children:  

-  helps them develop fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination, the sense of 

touch; 

- using hands directly stimulates different areas of the brain; 

- improves their abstract thinking, imagination, creative thinking, ability to focus 

attention and self-control, space perception; 

- reduces anxiety, improves intuition and teaches them a new symbolic 

language, a way to relate and communicate with others; 

- encourages them to appreciate well-done work, patience and perseverance; 

- represents a form of emotional satisfaction, a way to spend time together, to 

strengthen relationships when the activity is performed in groups.    
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ORIGAMI can help children to regain inner balance stimulating will. Besides, 

origami is a window to where the child would want to be.  

ORIGAMI, as any type of art, offers a therapeutic effect by simply being 

practiced and when it is practiced in group, it manages to develop communication and 

relate bridges with the others. 

 

3.5.3 DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENTIAL GROUP FOR GIFTED CHILDREN 

 

In experiential development group:  

✓  Experience is key to awareness. The relationship child-child has a central role 

and serves as an instrument of change; 

✓  The provocative exercises engage the child in a certain experience where he 

can become aware of how he does and what he does in order to perpetuate and 

maintain a certain behaviour; 

✓  Through role play, the child can recreate other roles and actions more adequate 

to the situation;  

✓  The ultimate purpose is to help the child to be aware of himself and of his 

existence in the world; 

✓  Through the group activity, the child is helped in the process of expressing 

feelings, thoughts and experiences in a secure environment.  

 

3.5.4 ORIGAMI CLUB AS EXPERIENTIAL GROUP OF EMOTIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT 

 

THE ORIGAMI CLUB has offered children the freedom to manifest and express 

their emotions, desires, opinions, fears and hopes, allowing them to connect to 

themselves, to develop their abilities of expression, communication and relationships. 

✓  The meetings took place weekly and lasted one hour and a half, over a period 

of 12 weeks;  

✓  The work sessions had the structure of a development group, starting with 

introducing the children, allowing them to get to know each other, group work 
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and working session end, with conclusions, feed-back, opinions and 

suggestions; 

✓  The group consisted of 12 children aged between 6 and 11 years old (children 

with high potential); 

✓  The facilitator was helped in his approach by 2 of his students (both gifted) who 

were practically the ORIGAMI instructors. 

 

3.5.5 DESCRIPTION OF THE MEETINGS HELD BY THE EXPERIENTIAL 

GROUP 

 

The SESSIONS had the following themes: 

SESSION 1 ”THE STORY OF HIROSHIMA  GIRL AND PAPER CRANES” 

– folding activity of THE CRANE – as a symbol of the club 

SESSION 2 ”DANCE OF EMOTIONS”  

–  develops expressing emotions and empathy by acknowledging emotions 

expressed through nonverbal language by the others. The emotions were associated 

by the children with different  paper-folded animals (rabbit, ghost, cat, dog, fish, frog 

etc.) 

SESSION 3 ”THE FISH TANK” 

– a story about being together, activating and optimizing creative resources and 

self-assertion  

SESSION 4 ”FIGHTING THE STORM” 

–  drama therapy exercise  

SESSION 5 ”RESCUE PLANES”  

– a session in which the children were the rescuers  

SESSION 6 ”THE WITCH MUST DIE”  

– the perspective of SELF in search for the GOOD  

SESSION 7, 8 AND 9 “THE WAY THROUGH PLANETS” 
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Is a creative exercise. The theme approached is the “road to initiation”. It was 

presented and applied as a story and a role play in episodes, based on the story of 

„Little Prince” by Saint-Exupery.  

It took place over three consecutive meetings. 

Description of exercise 

Stage 1 

The story of „Little Prince” by Saint-Exupery was read. This story was chosen 

because it provides for children a noble, easy to understand cause: saving a flower on 

the planet of the Prince and his journey through stars, with a lot of meetings making 

him grow up. 

A child was guided to fold a planet like a flower. The other children folded at 

their choice: a fox, King-Time, a snake, a desert, a plane. 

When a new character appears in the story, after reading the passage that tells 

the Prince’s encountering to this new character, a child is chosen to fold the respective 

character. For example, after encountering the fox, the child who will fold the fox will 

be chosen, etc. After finishing reading the story, the children start folding the characters 

in the story, and talk about them. 

Stage 2 

Each child was asked to create a planet. Each child talked about his planet, 

gave it a name, said who lived on it, what kind of planet it was. There was a discussion 

about stars and the fact that each of us has a star that belongs to us and protects us.  

Stage 3 

The children built with the planets an orbit from where they can launch them. 

Launching the planets coincides with a path that the planets (children) made. The 

children described how that path was and especially what they would do during that 

journey. It was very important for those who built the planets to understand the fact 

that they will become stars and they could see them every night, and their star would 

be the brightest. This form of external guiding mark will make the children not feel 

lonely and will give them hope in difficult moments. 

„The Constellation“ installed in the sky was given a name and, it was discussed 

about the fact that the group would remain together even after the session through the 

stars shining in the sky ends. 

Results obtained: 
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-  It allowed the children to express their feelings; 

-  It involved group and individual work; 

-  It helped the participants to get a better knowledge of themselves and of 

their originating environment; 

-  It stimulated imagination; 

-  It provided solutions to personal and group conflicts in crisis situations. 

Observations: 

The flower disease from the initial story became the pretext to discuss real 

problems of this group of students, who was transferred to the flower. The prince in the 

story looked for a solution and the children were encouraged through this exercise to 

break the barriers in the story, where there is no clear indication if the flower was saved 

or not.  

These barriers were broken more easily by the children in the following ways: 

- when the prince met the King-Time, they learned the notion of measurable 

time; 

the clock tells us how time passes, the notion of night and day, weeks, months, years, 

centuries, millennia; 

- when the prince met the Fox, they assimilated the notion of winning trust 

through effective communication, knowing each other through mutual appreciation, the 

notions of patience and predictability; 

- when the Prince travelled through the desert, the children could put in the 

desert all kind of creatures or plants representing their major fears at that moment or 

a proof of empathy with the Prince’s suffering; 

-  when the Prince met the Snake, children’s significant fears or anxieties 

emerged; 

-  when the plane was discovered, the end of the story was negotiated with the 

children; 

Some children preferred to repair the plane or to find a solution different from 

that presented in the original story. 

TRANSFORMATION – the positive change needed at the end of the exercise 

provided a metaphorical solution to heal the flower on the Prince’s planet. So that the 

solution remains in the children’s hearts, it was approached the exercise based on the 
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story of the „Little Prince”. However, it is important to help children gain faith in their 

future. 

SESSION 10 ”THE BOX WITH UNPLEASANT SITUATIONS” 

– an exercise of imaginary liberation of problematic situations over the day. 

SESSION 11 ”FROM HEART TO HEART” 

– exercise for sharing the most exciting moments during the meetings. At the end of 

the session, they created hearts and UNITED them in a single heart. 

SESSION 12 ”ORIGAMI PAPER CRANE COLLAGE” 

– feed-back session. The wishes that we have when starting a road.  

 

 

3.6 DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITIES EXPERIENTIAL GROUP OF 

DEVELOPING SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE IN 

STUDENTS WITH HIGH SKILLS (11-14 Y/O) 

 

  The Experiential Group of Developing Social and Emotional Intelligence for 

High-Skilled Students has been running for 4 months (January 2018 - June 2018) with 

a frequency of 4 monthly meetings (excursions to holidays). Thus, a total of 16 

sessions lasting one and a half hours were held. A total of 12 pupils from the 

gymnasium cycle (12-14 years) participated in the group. 

  The venue for the meetings was the school reading room. The room is large 

enough to allow activities for the 12 participants in the group. 

  The first three sessions were aimed at motivating active participation in the 

group program, creating a secure and gratifying affective framework, setting the rules 

for participation. The foundations of group cohesion were laid. Some of the group 

students knew each other, some of whom were classmates. 

  During the next 12 sessions, expressive-creative techniques were used to 

facilitate communication skills, activation of creative resources, optimization of 

behaviour, promotion of co-operation and self-affirmation, development of empathic 

abilities and five essential characteristics for the formation of a strong character. 

  At the last meeting the final feed-back of the program was completed. The 

program was carried out according to a methodological structure in line with the 
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research objectives. 

 

3.6.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE MEETINGS HELD BY THE EXPERIENTIAL 

GROUP (11-14 Y/O) 

ACTIVITY 1 

   Session’s aims: 

- learning about the rules of the group; 

- getting to know the members of the group; 

- losing inhibition and gaining motivation to participate in the program of 

development. 

In the beginning of the meeting, the rules for participation in the group were 

discussed, rules that all members of the group must follow. 

Exercises used to achieve the goals: 

Energizing Game: The "Spiral of Friendship" (recommended to be held in 

an open space) 

All children and parents present catch hands and run in the shape of a 

spiral until they hug. Repeat the game twice. It is preferable for the trainer to 

spiral with the children. 

1. "THE BALL OF TWINE AND THE RAIN" 

Purpose: getting to know each other and becoming part of the group. 

Objectives: 

- Developing communication and co-operative skills within the group; 

- Interpersonal knowledge; 

- Group integration; 

- Knowing the name of each colleague; 

- Overcoming blockages, either emotional or relating to group relationships; 

- Developing attention and memory; 

- Compliance with group rules; 

- Co-operation and mutual support within the team. 

Used methods: 

- Role playing; 

Required materials: 

- A ball of twine; 
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- Mats or chairs for each child; 

- A piece of cloth, a piece of fabric, paper, cardboard for the “roof”. 

Description: 

Step 1 

Before the game begins, the children are placed in a circle and asked to stay 

focused on the game. Once they have formed the circle, a large ball of twine is given 

to one of them; the child has to say their name and pass it to a colleague sitting beside 

them, who has to do the same thing. The end of the string is kept by the first child who 

received the ball and every child who gets the ball, after having told their name, passes 

the ball to their colleague while holding the loose string in their hand. In the end, a 

network is created. The ball of twine reaches the last child of the circle. 

The group of children stands up and spins clockwise and counter-clockwise 

while holding the string, then they stop and sit on the stools or on the mats. 

The second phase of the game consists of rewinding the ball. 

The ball of twine is in the hands of the last member of the group, who then gives 

it back to the child who last held it. The next child takes the ball, says the name of the 

person who gave it to them and then "My name is ...". The ball will finally get to each 

child, and they will have to say the names of those who held it before they did and then 

say their own name, winding the string and then passing the ball. The last child gets to 

say the names of each member of the group. 

Step 2 

After winding the ball, they have to imagine that a heavy rain has come and they 

all have to shelter under a "roof", protecting the ball of twine very well. Whoever stays 

outside the ”roof” is in great danger, so they have to help each other and provide space 

for each other under this "roof." 

Step 3 

The same exercise is repeated, but this time when the rope is being wound, the 

child says, "I got the ball from...", "My name is...", "I like ...". 

Effects: 

- Achieving the first insight into the group members; 

- Overcoming inhibitions and conflicts produced by the first interpersonal 

encounter; 

- Facilitating the freedom of expression, encouraging communication; 
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- Reducing anxiety and relieving psychological tensions; 

- Verbal and non-verbal (through body touch) communication between group 

members; 

- Physical and emotional integration into the group. 

2. "THE GREETING EXERCISE" 

Purpose: insight and integration into the group 

Objectives: 

- facilitating freedom of expression; 

- reducing anxiety, removing inhibitions, relieving psychological tensions; 

- experiencing positive states of mind; 

- communicating verbally and non-verbally. 

Used methods: playing a game 

Description: 

"The children stand up in a circle and hold hands. Each child proposes a way to 

greet others either verbally or non-verbally. The other children respond to the greeting 

in the same way. After the tension between them is relieved and they laugh, the 

children feel good, make informal comments and move on to write their ideas of 

greetings on the flipchart on the same sheet, choosing a different color for their 

markers. " 

Effects: Children become more open to suggestions, everybody is in a good 

mood and there are quite a few children curious about what they are going to do next. 

Verbal and non-verbal communication initiated by children is observed. 

3. "THE TREE OF EXPECTATIONS" 

Materials: Sheets of paper, sticky notes, markers, pens for each participant, 

glue. 

Description: 

A tree is drawn on the flipchart, on a large sheet of paper, the roots representing 

their expectations, the trunk – each one’s contribution to meeting the expectations and 

the branches - the members' fears regarding the participation in the self-development 

program. 

Each pupil receives some sticky notes on which they write separately their 

expectations, contributions, fears, which they stick onto the suitable part of the tree. 

Whoever wants to can read them out loud. 
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4. "THE END OF THE FIRST SESSION" 

Objectives: 

a) indicating the positive experiences had so far; 

b) analyzing and expressing the experienced states of mind. 

Description: "Every child tells how they felt, what they liked and what they did 

not like during the meeting." 

Effects: The 12 children expressed their opinions in their own way. 

 

ACTIVITY 2 

Energizing game: Children are quickly made into teams by standing up 

according to different criteria: boys, short-long hair, children in red, dressed in sandals, 

slippers, etc. 

Session’s aims: 

- Facilitating verbal and non-verbal communication, 

- Developing empathy and establishing emotional ties. 

Goal-supporting exercises: 

1. "GROUP’S DRAWING" 

Objectives: 

- Developing group communication; 

- Meeting the requirements, the needs and the opinions of the group members; 

- Increasing tolerance to frustrations and increasing self-control; 

- Collaboration with the rest of the group; 

- Complying with group rules; 

- Respecting the limits set within the group; 

- Developing creativity and spontaneity. 

Used methods: 

- Drawing; 

- Free story-telling; 

- Dialogue; 

- Working individually and as a group. 

Required materials: 

- Large sheets of paper; 

- Cardboard; 
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- Colored pencils or markers. 

Description of the exercise: 

“The instructions given to the group are as follows: "You have a large piece of 

paper in front of you. Each of you can choose a place on this sheet. It is advisable that 

you choose your place so that your colleagues have the same amount of space on the 

paper sheet as you. Everyone can draw what they want. It is important to be patient 

and limit yourself to the space you have chosen. You have the colors next to you, three 

boxes full of colored pencils which you can use. If more of you need the same color, 

you can use it one at a time in the order you set together." “ 

After each child has finished their drawing, they are asked to tell what they have 

drawn. The others will listen to them and help them if needed. In the end, all of the 

children will contribute to the name of the whole drawing. They will give a name to their 

own drawing separately, writing their name on it, and finally they will reach agreement 

concerning the name of the whole drawing. 

Effects: 

- Facilitating freedom of expression; 

- Reducing anxiety, removing inhibitions, relieving psychological tensions; 

- Group members communicating verbally and non-verbally; 

- Respecting the other members of the group; 

- Developing one’s patience and accepting the group rules; 

- Getting to know each child and their group interaction skills; 

- Encouraging the expression of feelings both by drawing and by speaking about 

it. 

Remarks: 

During this exercise, the relationships within the group were observed: if the 

children help each other, if they respect their colleagues, if they have patience to wait 

for a certain color which is not available when they need it and especially if they try to 

draw in the space of the group colleagues. 

Telling the story of the drawing is an important moment. These stories helped 

in knowing the children better and noticing what each person felt at that moment. Three 

students did not want to say anything about their drawings and were not obligated to 

do so. 

2. "END OF SESSION 2" 
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Objectives: 

a) expressing their own experiences in an environment which lacks criticism; 

b) indicating the positive experiences had so far; 

Description: "Every child tells how they felt, what they liked and what they did 

not like during the meeting." 

Effects: Having created a positive atmosphere where unconditional acceptance 

is encouraged, children begin to express their states of mind more easily and they no 

longer fear what others think and say about them. 

We were pleasantly surprised by a girl of the group who expressed her 

dissatisfaction regarding her being unfairly treated, openly stating her point of view. 

She said she had worked hard and wanted to give her best in order to get the task 

done and deserved more respect from the group for her effort. The problem was 

listened to and treated very seriously by the rest of the group, and it was established 

that, in the future, not only should each child describe what they wanted to draw, but 

they should also express their feelings during the tasks. 

 

ACTIVITY 3 

Session’s objectives: 

- Gaining knowledge and getting to know each other; 

- Creating cohesiveness; 

- Expressing creativity. 

Exercises used to reach the goals: 

1. "ROTATION OF DRAWINGS" 

Purpose: It is an exercise that triggered the stage of "storm" inside the group 

because some of the children were dissatisfied with the performance of their group 

colleagues. Groups usually go through such a stage, so the manifestations are normal 

and were successfully managed so that they could move to the next stage, “rule 

establishment and group’s behaviour”. 

Objectives: 

- Improving co-operation within a group; 

- Gaining resistance to frustrations and developing self-control; 

- Having respect for the other members of the group; 

- Developing intra-group relationship skills; 
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- Developing skills for solving problems, conflicts; 

- Developing creativity. 

Used methods: 

- Drawing; 

- Dialogue; 

- Working individually and as a group. 

Required materials: 

- Large sheets of paper; 

- Cardboard; 

- Colored pencils or markers. 

Description of the exercise: 

The children sit around a table. Each child is given a sheet of paper and a box 

of colored pencils. Each child can draw whatever they want on their sheet until the 

counselor says: "GAME OVER!". After that, each child passes their drawing to the 

colleague sitting to their right. For 5 minutes they draw on their colleague’s sheet of 

paper whatever they want; when the counselor says "STOP! CHANGE! ", they give the 

sheet in front of them to the colleague on the right. 

Drawings go only in one direction, so that every drawing reaches each member 

of the group. 

Achieved results: 

- Allowing children to express their feelings, needs, opinions; 

- Encouraging tolerance to frustrations; 

- Helping participants to learn from and respect each other; 

- Helping children learn how to work in a team; 

- Developing strategies for managing and resolving conflicts and problems 

within the group; 

- Developing their ability to adapt to the needs and desires of their group 

colleagues; 

- Promoting values and solidarity within the group. 

Remarks: It is an exercise where the students and the whole group encountered 

a delicate situation. At first the children were delighted with the idea of exchanging 

drawings, but conflicts occurred during the game. Some had in mind a certain way in 

which their drawings should be continued and the others ruined their plans. It was a 
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frustrating situation and discussions were needed in order to teach them how to 

manage these situations, explaining to them that it was a collective drawing, a mere 

painting and that there is no good or bad, beautiful or ugly, but only a drawing. During 

this collective drawing, it was observed that there were conflicts among the members 

of the group (revenge, punishment, envy). 

Accepting the drawing means the acceptance of and integration into the group. 

The behaviour of each child during this exercise was observed and the significant ideas 

were noted. In this exercise there were children who tried to influence the drawings of 

their colleagues, imprinting their own ideas and feelings on these drawings. Few 

children tried to continue what their colleague started because they get used slowly to 

the group and are not accustomed to giving up on their own expectations. 

2. "END OF MEETING 3" 

Objectives: 

a) expressing their own experiences in an environment which lacks criticism; 

b) indicating the positive experiences had so far; 

Description: "Every child tells how they felt, what they liked and what they did 

not like during the meeting." 

Effects: Having created a positive atmosphere where unconditional acceptance 

is encouraged, some of the children began to express their states of mind more easily 

and they no longer feared what others thought and said about them. All the conflicts 

that occurred during the exercise were resolved. 

 

ACTIVITY 4 

Session’s aims: 

- Enabling and improving both the individual and collective creative resources. 

Exercises used to reach the goal: 

"CREATIVITY EXERCISE" 

Purpose: 

- stimulating imagination; 

- developing the ability to provide stimulating support in interpersonal 

relationships; 

- self-awareness of one’s feelings. 

Used techniques: 
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- drawing as an expressive technique; 

- storytelling as an experiential and expressive technique; 

- dramatherapy (role playing). 

Description: 

"Children draw on separate sheets of A4 paper an object that is representative 

for them. Everyone tells the story of their own drawing. A collective story is written by 

one of the students. Each child has to write at least one sentence relating to the object 

drawn by them and one about the whole drawing. After the story is completed, children 

dramatize it." 

Effects: There were no blockages in the beginning, children started working as 

soon as they were given all the instructions. By drawing freely, they acquired the sense 

of freedom of expression. They drew what represented them best. 

Creating the story raised issues amongst some children. They were encouraged 

and guided by the usage of questions in creating the story. Children with blockages 

were stimulated by the atmosphere in the group and the positive feedback offered to 

each storyteller gave them self-satisfaction. 

The chance of creating a unique story intensified the feeling of belonging to the 

group and of the unconditional acceptance provided by all to children to each other. 

The children’s needs to have their abilities approved and praised and to be noticed and 

unconditionally accepted by the rest of the group were satisfied. 

Remarks: After having completed the exercise, a group discussion was initiated 

using the following questions: How did you feel during this exercise? Why? What 

emotions did you experience? 

 

ACTIVITY 5 

Session’s aims: 

- Children will learn to appreciate themselves and the others and to assertively 

communicate their needs, desires, and points of view. 

Exercises used to reach the goal: 

1. "LET’S APPRECIATE THE OTHERS" 

Purpose: Children will become aware of the positive characteristics they 

possess, they will appreciate those around them more, especially family members and 

friends. 
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Description: 

Children are invited to sit in a circle. It is explained to them that we all have 

positive and less positive sides, and that it is important to see the positive aspects. 

This exercise will make them appreciate themselves and their colleagues. The game 

starts with a random child who is asked to tell the person sitting on their left what they 

like about them; that is what all the members of the circle have to do. When the circle 

is completed, the exercise is repeated in the opposite direction (each participant tells 

the person on their right what they like about them). 

Discussions: The following questions occurred in order to facilitate the 

discussion after the exercise: 

How did you feel when you made a compliment? Why? / How did you feel when 

you received a compliment? How often do you tell your friends and family members 

how much you appreciate them for the things they do for you? / How do you feel when 

your friends criticize you or say negative things about you? Why? Can you find ways 

to use your skills in order to help your friends? How? 

2. "HOW TO MANAGE THE PRESSURE OF THE GROUP?" 

Purpose: making one's personality stand out; helping them in giving an open 

and confident exposure of their own points of view without the fear of getting negative 

consequences (the group's critics). 

Description: 

The counselor asks the students if they have the courage to express their 

wishes, their points of view. 

“If your parents ask you to do something, do you accept or not? Do you have 

the courage to refuse the task if you don’t want to do it? Give arguments.” Students 

are led into a conversation to bring solutions to these issues. “What do you know about 

the conflict between generations? (causes, solutions) Do you say "no" to parents? 

Why? In what situations?” Students will give examples and concrete situations that will 

be subject to collective debate. A role play on this subject is proposed. 

“Do you know situations when youngsters tell their parents "no" just to affirm 

themselves?” 

We say "no" to family / parents, but do we always say "yes" to friends? 

“Have you ever said "no" to your friends? Have you thought about a refusal and 

then you said "yes"? In what situations?” Debates on these issues. 
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“Where do you feel better? While spending time with your family or with the 

group of friends?” 

Students will express their points of views and will give arguments. 

When you stop considering your family the only significant people in your life, 

the "group of friends" begins to be of paramount importance. Saying "no" to the group 

of friends and not complying with its rules means taking huge "risks" - to be alienated 

from the group: you find yourself in the situation of being lonely, without a family and 

without a group of friends.  

A role play on this subject is proposed. 

The final discussions are about the way they feel and the lessons they have 

learned from the activity. 

 

ACTIVITY 6 

Session’s aims: Developing the ability of expressing emotions and taking 

responsibility for what one feels; increasing empathy by accepting the emotions non-

verbally expressed by others. 

Exercises used to reach the goal: 

1. "THE VOCABULARY OF FEELINGS" 

Objectives: 

- Learning that others do not control our feelings or emotions and are not 

responsible for our sadness; 

- Understanding that anger can be managed (the chain reaction of negative 

emotions, the "healthy" and less "healthy" ways of expressing emotions); 

- Identifying the emotions of others, analyzing the consequences of behaviours 

that are the result of an emotion, changing of emotions when beliefs change. 

Required materials: sticky notes, pieces of paper with written words expressing 

emotions on each of them. 

Description: A set of sticky notes with different names of emotions written on 

them is used (loved, scared, worried, sad, patient, confused, furious, offended, 

embarrassed, jealous, ashamed, frightened, happy, guilty, bad, comfortable, moody, 

discouraged, frustrated, bold, awful, sensitive, dreadful, grieving, helpless, different, 

cheerful, hateful, depressed). The group is divided into 4 groups of 3 pupils. Each 

group chooses a certain role for each of the three members (the sculptor, the statue, 
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and the observer). The student who has chosen the role of sculptor picks up a note 

and the student who has chosen the role of statue tries to "give shape" to the statue 

by adopting a facial expression and posture in accordance to the emotion written on 

the note. The observer notes all the ways in which the statue tries to express the 

emotion. The other students have to identify that emotion and draw it on a sheet of 

paper. 

Discussion: 

Questions: What is the difference between the emotions that give us a positive 

state of mind and those that give us a negative state of mind. What can we do with our 

emotions? What kind of emotions do you usually experience? What can you do when 

you experience unpleasant feelings? 

Conclusion: Having helped students to accept the different types of emotions 

and to learn how to express them in order not to have a negative influence on 

themselves or on others, they will be able to deal in a healthier way with situations of 

everyday life. 

 

ACTIVITY 7 

Session’s aims: Deepening emotional expressivity and developing empathy by 

recognizing feelings non-verbally expressed by others. 

Exercises used to reach the goal: 

1. "THE DRAWING OF FEELINGS" 

It is an exercise through which children are able to freely express their feelings. 

Objectives: 

- Developing the ability to express feelings; 

- Decreasing stress and anxiety; 

- Developing communication skills; 

- Orientation in space and time; 

- Developing creativity; 

- Promoting respect and moral values; 

- Increasing self-esteem, self-knowledge and self-control. 

Used methods: 

-Drawing; 

-Dialogue; 
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-Music; 

-Making collages; 

-Playing with clay; 

-Simulation; 

-Working in a big group; 

Required materials: 

- Sheets of paper or pieces of sponge; 

- Colored pencils or markers; 

- Watercolors; 

- Clay or plasticine; 

- Sheets with the four faces (cheerful, sad, frightened and angry); 

- Cardboard for the box; 

- Tape or staples; 

- Twine for the box. 

Exercise’s description: 

Step 1 

Children are seated at the table. Each of them is given a sheet of paper or a 

piece of sponge for painting and a set of watercolors. Four songs have been chosen 

that express feelings such as: joy, sadness, anger and fear. Before listening to the 

music, children are asked to pay attention because they have to paint what they feel 

at that moment on the sheet or sponge while the music is playing. They are told that 

they can use lines and dots to express their feelings. Then the music is played and the 

students are invited to start painting. Each song lasts for 5-10 minutes. At the end of 

the exercise each child describes their drawing. Two children hesitated to speak about 

their work and they were not obligated to do so. 

Step 2 

Using the same songs, children were asked to express their feelings through 

dance. The dance was accompanied by expressivity. This exercise helped everyone 

to relax and find themselves while dancing. Through movement and dance, the child 

found their inner world, relieved the stress and anxieties and developed self-

confidence. 

Step 3 
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In the third part of the exercise the game "My faces" was used. Using sheets of 

paper that have the sketches of the four faces on them: the cheerful, the sad, the 

frightened and the angry, each child was asked to fill in the faces so that they look like 

themselves in the four situations. In the end they described the drawings and 

associated each face with a name or another feeling. Then they were asked to model 

the four faces out of clay. 

Step 4 

"THE TREASURE CHEST" 

This time, children were asked to build together with the therapist a treasure 

chest with drawers for each of them. In those drawers they put some precious things 

and pieces of paper on which they wrote what they want, what they like, what they do 

not like, etc. The box was made of cardboard, and each side of it was painted. This 

box represented both the entire group and each child. 

Finally, thoughts on the way they worked on this exercise were presented. 

Results: 

- Children expressed their feelings, needs, experiences; 

- Stress and anxiety were relieved; 

- A connection with the inner self was created; 

- The group was engaged into working together; 

- Participants got to know themselves and their group colleagues; 

- Imagination and distributed attention were stimulated. 

Comments: 

Some children preferred to express their feelings non-verbally. They painted the 

way they wanted to. One of the rules of this game was not to criticize or comment on 

any colleague’s choice. 

 

ACTIVITY 8 

Session’s aims: Developing communication skills and creativity, increasing self-

esteem and self-knowledge, communication, collaboration and integration, reducing 

anxiety, frustration and stress, relieving tensions; 

Exercises used to reach the goal: 

1. "ME AND THE MONSTER" 
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This is an exercise dedicated to self-knowledge. It is assumed that each one of 

us has a beautiful part, but also an ugly one, that is, a "monster" that sometimes 

appears and causes us a lot of trouble. 

Used methods: 

- dialogue; 

- drawing; 

- playing with clay; 

- making collages; 

- metaphor usage; 

- role playing; 

- individual and group work. 

Materials: 

- colored pencils or markers; 

- A4 paper sheets or a sketch pad; 

- clay or plasticine; 

- materials for masks (cardboard, feathers, glue, aluminum foil). 

Description: 

Step 1 

Each child was given a sheet of paper and was asked to draw a head. Half of 

the head represents a self-portrait and the other half, the "inner monster". After 

finishing the drawing, each member of the group said a few things about it. They 

described both their self-portrait and the portrayal of the "monster." Questions used to 

start the conversation: "When does this monster appear? What does it look like? What 

is it doing? Does it scare you? Is it friendly or not? How is it? Are there other people 

that see it too? What does the monster want from you? What do you do to make it 

disappear? " 

Step 2 

After drawing their "monster", the children were asked to model first the monster 

and then the self-portrait out of clay or plasticine. Next, they had to find or build a place 

for the "monster" and the self-portrait. 

Step 3 

Consists of a role play in which children are supposed to have a discussion with 

the "monster". It can be the modeled figurine or an imaginary one. 
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Staging this exercise was very difficult for the children, so only the children who 

felt ready had the dialogue with the “monster”. The children were assisted in the 

dialogue with it so that they managed to change the "monster" by the end of the 

exercise. This transformation was either good or bad, depending on the children's 

desires. Some of them felt the need to be "bad", to do something "bad", therefore this 

role play satisfied somehow this desire. The way the monster was shaped was in 

accordance to the child’s state of mind at that time and not in general. 

Step 4 

The children were instructed to make two masks. One represented the self-

portrait and the other, the "monster." After having created their masks, they were asked 

to interact with the other children in the group using any mask. 

Results: 

- Strategies to solve conflicts and problems were developed within the group; 

- Freedom of expression was encouraged; 

- Anxiety and inhibitions were reduced, psychological tensions were relieved; 

- Contribution in physical and emotional integration into the group; 

- Patience and acceptance of group rules were developed; 

- Imagination and distributed attention were developed. 

Comments: Some children were unable to discuss about their negative side or 

their anxieties and fears and they were not forced into doing so; they listened 

attentively to the other children. There was a girl who said, "I have no monster," and 

she was asked to draw a random monster. Modeling helped the children to express 

themselves, to voice their anxieties and frustrations with the help of that piece of clay 

or plasticine. The mask offered the children a means of interacting with the "monster", 

but also a way to conquer and transform it. Role playing brought them the possibility 

of verbal expression. The non-verbal and verbal forms of communication were very 

well intertwined in this exercise. 

 

ACTIVITY 9-10 

Session’s aims: Improving practical skills and dexterity, increasing interpersonal 

communication, seeking solutions for a crisis individually and / or collectively, 

developing creativity, finding solutions for possible crises occurring in the life of each 
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individual and of the group, raising the level of social integration, increasing self-

esteem and self-knowledge. 

Exercises used to reach the goals: 

1. "THE PATH AMONG THE PLANETS" 

This is an exercise that can be successfully used when one of the children goes 

through a rough time: divorce between parents, loss of a family member, arrival of a 

new child in the family. The theme is "the initiation pathway". It was presented as a 

story and implemented as a play divided in acts, following the story of " The Little 

Prince" by Saint-Exupery. It took place during two consecutive meetings. 

Used methods: 

- Dialogue; 

- Drawing or painting; 

- Metaphor usage and storytelling; 

- Individual and group work. 

Required materials: 

- The story “The Little Prince”, preferably in an illustrated edition; 

- Watercolors and paint brushes; 

- Cardboard; 

- Various materials to help in building the planets and the orbit (pieces of 

sponge, twine, wire, twigs, balls, polystyrene). 

Description: 

Step 1 

The story "The Little Prince" by Saint-Exupery was read. It was chosen because 

it is about a noble cause, which is easy for children to understand: saving a flower from 

the Prince's planet and his trip through the stars and many other meetings that help 

him to achieve maturity. 

A child was asked to draw a planet and to make it look like a flower. The other 

children had to choose to draw between: a fox, The-King-of-Time, a snake, a desert, 

an airplane. 

Whenever new characters appeared in the story, after having read the excerpt 

that deals with the encounter between them and the prince, a child was chosen to draw 

that character. For example, after the Prince’s meeting with the fox, the child to draw 
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the fox was chosen and so on. When the reading was finished, children started to draw 

the characters in the story and then discussed about all of them. 

Step 2 

Each child was asked to make a planet with the materials and then to draw or 

paint it. Everyone talked about their planet, gave it a name, mentioned who lived there 

and what kind of planet it is. There was a discussion about stars and the fact that 

everyone has a star that belongs to them and protects them. After they had built the 

planets, they created an orbit to launch the planets into. Launching the planets into the 

orbit is like a journey that the planets (the children) made. Children described how that 

pathway was and especially what the planets would do on that journey. It was very 

important for those who built the planets to understand that those celestial bodies 

would become stars, and they would see them every night in the sky because their star 

would be the shiniest. This external source of guidance helps the children to never feel 

alone again and can give them hope in difficult moments. 

The assembled "constellation" was given a name; although the meetings came 

to an end, the group decided that they would always be together through the stars that 

sparkle in the sky. 

Results: 

- Children expressed their feelings; 

- Children engaged in team and individual work; 

- Participants got to know themselves and the place where they were born 

better; 

- Imagination was trained; 

- Solutions to personal and group conflicts were provided. 

Remarks: 

The disease of the flower in the first story became the pretext to discuss the real 

issues of this group of students, which were transferred to the flower. The prince in the 

story sought a solution and the children were stimulated by this exercise to break the 

barriers in the story, where it is not clear whether the flower was saved or not. These 

barriers were more easily broken by children when: 

- the Prince met The-King-of-Time; the notion of measurable time was learnt; 

the clock tells us how time passes, and it is responsible for the ideas of night and day, 

weeks, months, years, centuries and millennia; 
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- the Prince met the fox; children learned the notions of gaining someone’s trust 

through effective communication, getting to know each other through mutual 

appreciation, patience and predictability; 

- the Prince made the journey in the desert; the children could imagine placing 

in the desert all kinds of creatures or plants which represented a big fear of theirs at 

that time, or a proof of empathy with the Prince's suffering in the story; 

- the Prince encountered the snake; fears or anxieties of the children were 

clearly revealed; 

- the plane was discovered; every child was allowed to imagine their own end 

for the story; some children preferred to repair the plane or find a solution other than 

the one presented in the original story. 

Transformation - the positive change needed at the end of the exercise has 

provided a metaphorical solution to the disease of the flower on the Prince's planet. 

The exercise used the story "The Little Prince" so that such a solution would linger in 

the children’s minds. However, what is the most important is that they gained trust in 

their future. 

Exercise 1: MAKE AND BREAK 

Objectives: 

• facilitating body contact; 

• eliminating specific inhibitions of the beginning of group activity; 

• facilitating the development of group cohesion. 

Required materials: none. 

Duration: 20 to 30 minutes. 

Instructing: 

"Welcome back to the group, how do you feel, are you ready for a new self-

knowledge exercises? Let's warm up a little for that! We suggest you get up and join 

in a circle. just after the kids are ready to move on.) Raise your right hand up ... and 

then grab the hand of the girl that is right in front of you, on the opposite side of the 

circle .. Ready? (only after they've got the trainer check the correctness of the catch 

will you move on.) Now lift your left hand and grasp the free hand, so the left one, of 

the child to the left of the child with whom you caught the other hand. Now all that you 

have to do is to break apart and finally form a circle again. Consult each other as to 

not hit or cause pain to anyone. It is the only rule of this exercise. " 
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Experience Capitalization Strategies: 

As a rule, the exercise raises many questions about the existence of a real 

solution or other rules of the exercise. Insist on the freedom you give your children to 

have an initiative without causing pain. Finally, after the children have reached a 

normal circle or after they have been so bored and decided they want to stop because 

they fail to do it, initiate and guide discussions on the following topics: 

• how children collaborated with each other and the importance of working 

together to find solutions to group issues; 

• how communication and collaboration have been blocked; 

• how they felt next to each other; 

• what mood the exercise has caused; 

• how important it is to win / find the solution or lose; 

• what is the cost of winning or losing; 

• what they retain from this exercise. 

Exercise 2: TROUBLESOME ROW 

Objectives: 

• stimulating nonverbal communication; 

• Knowing the importance of nonverbal communication; 

• Strengthening the cohesion of the group. 

Required materials: Tickets made from white or post-it sheets, pencils, a box. 

Duration: 20 to 30 minutes. 

Instructing: 

On each ticket you write a number from 1 to 10; so there will be 10 tickets with 

each number. These tickets will be put in a box and you will be careful to mix them 

well. "We invite everyone to extract a note from the box / hand, and you will find a 

number from 1 to 10 on it. The number you will extract will be secret, you only know it 

and you will not tell anyone. Then, after reading the note, memorize it, and then please 

put it aside). So ... now, please close your eyes without speaking, so without saying a 

word, do so to form a row with the numbers in ascending order, from 1 to 10. It does 

not matter where are number one and number ten, as long as the numbers are one 

after the other. Remember: you are not allowed to talk! Good luck!" 

Experience Capitalization Strategies: 
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They may ask how it is possible to solve the exercise if they can not speak. Encourage 

them to look for ways other than talking about the number, without giving too many 

details. It is important that they discover secure nonverbal communication. 

At the end of the exercise, focus your discussions on: 

 • What is the importance of nonverbal communication; 

 • when, how and why we use nonverbal communication; 

 • The advantages and disadvantages of nonverbal communication, especially 

in certain situations. 

Exercise 3: THEATER OF FEELINGS 

Objective:  

• developing the non-verbal communication (transmission and decoding of the 

mimico-postural message). 

Required materials: cards with feelings (joy, sadness, desire, agitation, 

warmth, disinterest, curiosity, pleasure, fear, love), body parts (face, hands, feet, whole 

body). 

Duration: 60 minutes. 

Instructing: 

"You are now invited to create a special theater different than then we all know. 

You will divide yourself into two equal groups, i.e. 6 by 6. Each group will be a team 

that will have to mimic with the help of different body parts. When a team will be 

mimicking, the other will be a spectator and will try to guess what sentiment is being 

mimicked.You will do it taking turns. Every time a team guesses the mimicked feeling 

we will reward both teams with applause. " 

The first team will pick up and extract one card from the cardboard package on 

which the feelings are written. Then they will choose a card from the other package, 

the one with the body parts. They will then have to mimic the sentiment chosen with 

the help of that part of the body. 

Experience Capitalization Strategy: 

Prepare all cards and give them to the two teams when their turn comes. You 

can also use this exercise as a contest to create more dynamism and 

enthusiasm. In this case, set a score which the two teams will have to reach 

up to and specify that the team that scores the first score will be awarded. The 

points will be given for both "mimicking" and "guessing". 
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Finally, discuss and analyze: 

• How to express feelings with the whole body; 

• how we express ourselves without asking for feelings with all parts of the 

body; 

• how we can identify the states of others by "reading" the body; 

• Comparison between verbal and non-verbal expression of feelings. 

Prior to departure, 10 minutes are used to induce a slight relaxation in which the 

children meditate a little on what they have done at this meeting. Then they will be 

urged to synthesize this knowledge or state it in one word that they will write on a post-

it or on a sheet of paper that they will take with them. But they have to remember that 

at the last meeting they will need this little souvenir of the meeting. 

 

ACTIVITY 12 

Exercise 1: Energizing Exercise - The Wolf  

By participating in the game, the participants will be able to: 

- In the current world we are placed in the position to make quick decisions 

under difficult circumstances and the superficial approach of important 

decisions can have serious consequences; 

- Children will be able to make quick decisions under stressful conditions 

The necessary materials: 

Duration: 5-10 min. 

Training:  

The children are in a circle, one of them is placed in the middle with the role of 

wolf. The rules of the game are presented moderating a few turns for their 

understanding. The goal is not to become a wolf, or to "let go of the wolf"; after 

identifying a person in the circle - the prey, the wolf moves from the center to the prey, 

and if he succeeds in reaching them and touches them on the shoulders, that person 

becomes a wolf and moves to the center by exchanging roles. The new wolf comes to 

the center and can escape this role only when it manages to catch the prey doing the 

same. Prey can be saved only if it realizes that it is the target of the wolf and before it 

reaches him, he makes eye contact with someone else in the group and he calls his 

name. This energizing exercise tests the speed of response in a stressful situation, in 
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which another person is penalized rather than the wrong person. Even in teams where 

members know each other well, stress blockages occur. 

Children are invited to individually identify an earlier life situation where 

hesitating in making a decision has cost them at school or personally. 

Each worksheet is distributed to each child explaining that it helps them learn 

new things about their own learning and be more effective in the future when studying.  

Exploration, experimentation (5-10 min.)  

Children are grouped into teams of 5-6 members and are asked to present their 

successful and unsuccessful past learning experiences (for example: preparing for a 

school contest at a particular discipline, a theater club, etc.) and to note the main 

elements that led to the success, respectively the failure of those learning situations. 

Communication, observation (15-20 min.)  

Each child presents to their colleagues the successful and unsuccessful 

learning experience, i.e. the context and the favorable / unfavorable conditions. Track 

and (if necessary) note the compilation aspects observed during the activity about the 

ability of the children to identify those specific conditions that potentiate or inhibit their 

own learning. 

Analysis, reflection and evaluation (15-25 min.) 

Finally, the main conclusions are discussed with the whole group. The teacher 

generalizes on the basis of collective debates about various influences on learning by 

making a cognitive organizer on a paper and synthesizes the main conclusions. Such 

a cognitive organizer can include the following categories and may be arranged in a 

tree structure, concentric sectional circles, etc. 

Learning Factors: 

▪ psychological: 

✓ previous training for learning; 

✓ interest, motivation, attitude; 

✓ general skills (cognitive, affective, social, etc.) and specific skills; 

✓ the personal situation (frustration, curiosity, boredom, etc.); 

✓ individual differences; 

▪ physiological: 

✓ health; 

✓ a suitable sphere; 
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✓ enough rest; 

▪ socio-cultural: 

✓ cultural conditions; 

✓ group expectations; 

✓ expectations from significant people; 

✓ relationships with family members; 

Comply with the instructions for solving the task and the time allocated. 

 

Personal Sheet "Personal Attitudes and Limits in Learning" 

Specific 
learning 
situation 

The situation I am very satisfied with 

and for which I have been praised ☺ 

The situation …………..................... 
.................................................. 
.................................................. 
What should I have learned?  
..................................………… 
.................................................. 
.................................................. 
How did I learn?  
.................................……… 
.................................................. 
.................................................. 
What was the result? 
.................................................. 
.................................................. 
.................................................. 

The situation I consider a 
personal failure in learning 
The situation…....……............... 
.................................……........... 
.................................................. 
What should I have learned?  
..................................………… 
.................................................. 
.................................................. 
How did I learn?  
.................................……… 
.................................................. 
.................................................. 
What was the result? 
.................................................. 
.................................................. 
.................................................. 

Factors of 
success / 
failure 
 

Physical Factors  
.....................…………………. 
................................................... 
Psychic factors 
…………………....................... 
................................................... 
Environmental factors 
……………………................. 
................................................. 
................................................... 
 

Physical Factors  
.....................…………………. 
................................................... 
Psychic factors 
…………………............... 
................................................... 
Environmental factors 
……………………........... 
................................................. 
................................................... 
 

What I 
learn? 

From success:  
................................................. 
................................................... 

From failure: 
................................................. 
................................................... 

What do I 
do in the 
future? 

A personal quality I can count on? 
................................................. 
................................................... 

What strategy do I apply? …… 
................................................. 
................................................... 
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ACTIVITY 13 

Exercise 1: MY FUTURE HOUSE  

Time: 30 minutes 

Materials: tables and chairs, paper in the squares for each participant (21 * 29 

cm), pencils, paints, erasers, sharpeners, clamps and rulers. 

OBJECTIVES 

- Becoming aware of existing values. To perceive, to understand how they think 

and how everyone IS according to the tastes, needs and values projected. 

PROCEDURE 

It consists of building a house plan where we would like to live, indicating 

dimensions, furniture, rooms ... Once the plan is finished, everyone presents it to the 

group, answering questions. One can try, in a favorable environment, to get the group 

to reach some conclusions, common opinions, agreements and disagreements 

reflected in a unique plan. 

EVALUATION 

How did you feel seeing your house? And the others? Would you like to invite 

somebody in? Who? What kind of values did you find seeing the replanted house 

(common  variant)? 

Exercise 2: "Negotiating Values" 

Purpose  

• Exercising negotiation and conflict resolution skills  

Objectives: 

• Using conflict negotiation and conflict resolution techniques 

• Work in a group 

Materials: Pens, Paper 

Time: 1 h 

Activity description 

1. The following story is told to the participants: "You are on vacation. You are 

preparing for a trip. Where?! ... It's about a life trip that will take a few months. You 

have to pack up your luggage, which for this trip will be different from the usual ones. 

To relax and feel as good as possible on this holiday, you must take at least 10 qualities 

and 10 flaws in your baggage. "Participants are allowed 10 minutes to record these 

qualities and flaws. Then the trainer continues: "It's very, very late. There are only five 
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minutes left until the train leaves and your luggage does not close. Unfortunately, all 

defects are placed at the back of the backpack, and the surface is just the qualities. 

You have to leave home three qualities. Cut out three qualities from the list that you 

think you can miss a few months. "Participants have 5 minutes to resolve this task. 

Then the trainer continues: "Bravo! You're on the train! Go on the trip of your life. 

You've now reached your destination. Unfortunately, you already notice that you do 

not have everything in your luggage to handle. Luckily, you can negotiate with your 

roommate to get what you lack from it. "The participants are divided into pairs and for 

5 minutes they have to negotiate so that they get from their partner the features they 

do not have but also would like them. Rule: You can not give anything without receiving 

anything in exchange. 

2. After that: "Unfortunately for your roommate you did not find everything you want. 

Fortunately, you can go to the neighborhood neighbors to negotiate with them. "The 

participants have 5 minutes to join teams 2 by 2 and to negotiate. 

3. The educator continues: "Unfortunately, you have not found everything you want 

at neighbors. Fortunately, you can all go to the hotel lobby to see if you can negotiate 

with another member of the large group. "Participants have 10 minutes to join the big 

group and negotiate with others. 

4. In the end, there will be talks in the big group about: How easy was the 

negotiation? How satisfied is each participant with the "baggage" he has now ? How 

hard was it to change defects into qualities? And so on. 

 

ACTIVITY 14 

Solving individual or team problems 

Exercise 1: "The nine points problem" 

Required resources: For each participant a paper with the following drawing: 

 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 
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Time: Approximately 15 minutes 

Description: 

The drawing is given to the participants, one for each person. Participants are 

asked to work individually and join the nine points with four straight lines and without 

lifting the pen on the paper. (They have to take the pen on the paper only after they 

have finished drawing the four joined lines). 

After a while, ask if someone found the solution, and see how they solved it. 

The only way, in fact, to solve, is to extend two lines beside the imaginary square of 

the nine points: 

The starting line, for example, in the upper left corner, goes diagonally down to 

the right. And in the right corner starts the second horizontal line to the left, and next 

to the lower left corner. Start the third line outside the square and unite the second 

point in the first column and the second point in the first row and go over the square 

again. The fourth line starts off the square, directly above the point in the right corner 

and goes straight down. 

Reflection and evaluation 

The participants will study why it was difficult to find a solution for the puzzle. 

Show your point of view that people tend to have a limited perspective on things, and 

sometimes we have to go beyond barriers, LIMITATIONS. Our own limited cultural 

perspectives may be a severe limitation in finding solutions in an intercultural context - 

we need to see a more open picture. 

Exercise 2: Negotiation Techniques  

How do we ask questions to get a favorable answer? 

When you ask someone: 

1. "Would you like to go to a movie?" 

2. "Would you like to go to the park?" 

3. "Do you like this car"? 

4. "Have you decided to buy it"? etc. 

You may get a response like: I wish, but I do not have time! These questions are 

not very convincing because you give the interlocutor the opportunity to "escape" very 

quickly. By asking such questions, you "force" the interlocutor to answer yes or no. The 

affective part or the logical part of the one you are discussing will rush to give you an 

answer that is not very convenient to you. 
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Take a look at the following queries: 

1. Do you want to go to the park today or tomorrow? 

2. Do you think it would be better to buy a pair of red or black shoes? 

3. Where do you think it would be better to go on holiday in July or August? 

4. During the next weekend I thought we'd go somewhere. Where would you like 

more at sea or in the mountains? 

What do you notice about these questions? What's the difference? What do you 

think will be the interlocutor's answer? 

Rule 1 for an Exceptional Negotiator: Prepare yourself 

In a bargain, if you get unprepared, or you pay too much or sell too cheaply. Valentin 

Postolache said in an interview a few years ago that the negotiation must always be 

win-win, but my win must be in big letters (WIN-win). 

Never leave the preparation for the last moment. Many aspects of preparing, as 

well as trying to figure out what the negotiating partner thinks, require days, not hours, 

to reach a balanced view. 

If you nervous about negotiation, a thorough training will help you enormously. Just 

like an exam: if you're prepared, you are the master, you are not nervous; But if you 

just browsed the course book the morning of the exam, besides the fact that the 

emotions will make the unpleasant experience, you will also get a low mark. 

In this step, you have to define exactly what situations you can meet and how you 

react, what do you say, what you propose in those cases. It's good to run every 

situation in your head just like a movie just because you do not see yourself from the 

outside, but you see through your eyes. 

The reason is simple, the mind does not make the difference between reality and 

something imagined, it's a free workout that you only do in your mind. 

Alan Richardson made a small experiment: he picked up a basketball team, divided 

it into 3 groups and tested each player's ability to make free throws. 

The first group would practice 20 minutes a day. The second group was not allowed 

to practice at all, but for 20 minutes each had to see that they were making free throws. 

The third group was not allowed to practice or visualize. 

Alan tested the players again and the result was amazing: the group that did nothing 

had the worst results, but the group that just watched had a similar result to the group 

that practiced 20 minutes a day. 
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Rule 2 for an Exceptional Negotiator: Wait for a NO 

Once you make the proposal, if you did it well, the other party should say NO. 

Does it seem counter-intuitive? It is. 

Most inexperienced negotiators will confide in the first NO and begin to make 

unfavorable compromises. A NO does not mean the end of the negotiation, but on the 

contrary, it means its beginning. To explain: If the negotiating partner says YES first, 

you have lost the chance to negotiate and you might lose some money just because 

you did not correctly interpret the balance of power and how much the client was willing 

to pay. 

Anticipate a NO, get ready for a NO. In order to have the maximum clarity and 

not to make a ridiculous offer just the other party to say NO, you must establish 

Z.O.P.A. (Zone of Possible Agreement). 

Rule 3 for an exceptional negotiator: Listen and watch 

Listen actively when the other speaks, value it, appreciate it, make subtle 

compliments, and show respect. Being gallant and polite is not synonymous with 

flattery that should be avoided at all costs because it puts you in a lower position. 

 Dale Carnegie says that "for one person, the sweetest sound is the sound of his 

own name." Use the other's name as much as you can, you'll create a link much faster. 

Look at them when you talk. If you find it uncomfortable to look someone in their eyes 

- which is quite common - look at the top of their nose or the area between their eyes. 

They will not realize that you are not looking straight into their eyes. Avoiding sight is 

a sign of inferiority and you do not want to look inferior in any way in a negotiation. 

Rule 4 for an Exceptional Negotiator: No Compromise for FREE 

Although it seems logical and simple to make no compromise without receiving 

anything in exchange, it is not really like that and you fall into the net of the versed 

negotiator, which will create the illusion that you are going to lose the business unless 

you come up with something extra. 

It's absolutely necessary to have some prepared compromises, something that 

costs you a little, but in the eyes of the other one can weigh more. Have more time 

than you think you will use and do not give them for FREE no matter what. 

 Inexperienced negotiators believe that if they make small compromises, they 

will win the other's goodwill, but any good negotiator knows that "gratuitousness" 

generates greed. Always have in mind "you give me something, I give you something." 
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Rule 5 for an Exceptional Negotiator: Be Patient 

An impatient negotiator will always have less business than a patient negotiator. 

Set up more time for the meeting than you think you need, do not schedule another 

meeting at least an hour after, so you will not be pressured to finish the bargaining fast. 

 Being patient does not mean sitting and listening to the car, wife, children, or 

employees of another. When this happens, politely interrupt your interlocutor and read 

the subject where you want. 

A good technique to completely avoid unnecessary discussions is that at the 

beginning of the negotiation you can tell him how long the meeting will last and what is 

the expected result. 

This also gives you a very good reason to start the conversation by jumping on 

a long and useless "small talk". An ideal "small talk" is between 2-5 minutes, preferring 

to discuss general things like weather or road to the meeting place; any other subject 

may lead to long and unnecessary discussions for your purpose. 

Remember what Chester L. Karrass said: "In business, as in life, you do not get 

what you deserve, you get what you negotiate." 

Fairness is relative: "If you expect the world to be right with you just because 

you are right, you are deluding yourself. It's like expecting a lion not to eat you just 

because you did not eat it. " 

The sooner you learn to negotiate and understand that everything is negotiable, 

the better. Remember what Nora Roberts said: "If you do not ask, the answer is always 

NO." We often miss the opportunity of a better business because we do not ask and 

do not try to negotiate, we take things as they are. That's because people generally 

tend to maintain a status quo. 

In general, we are reluctant to change, especially when it is supposed to do 

things we were looking at with a knot in the neck, such as negotiation and conflict that 

can come out of a negotiation. Try, though, and you will see that it improves your life, 

self-esteem, and saves you or multiplies some money. 

Now you know the rules underlying effective negotiations. Even if you are a 

person who does not like the wonderful game of negotiations, practicing, you will be 

able to make the best NEGOTIATOR. 

 

ACTIVITY 15 
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Exercise 1: "HALL OF MIRRORS" 

Objectives: 

At the end of the proposed activity students will be able to: 

 - to understand that the human character is the proper combination of qualities 

and defects; 

- to mobilize to promote their qualities and to alleviate their defects. 

Resources: 

  - spacious room. 

Steps of activity: 

• The teacher will tell the students: "Imagine being in a mirror room. Every 

colleague is a magical mirror in which you can see some of you." It may be a 

part that you have or will lack a part that you like or do not like. You will enter 

the mirror room in turn and name what you see. If you feel the need, you can 

change the position of the mirrors so that you can define yourself the best. 

• Each student is encouraged to name the mirrors one at a time, and to change 

their position when it feels appropriate. For example, the student walks in front 

of a colleague and says: "You, Mary are my Perseverance," "You, Nick are My 

Courage and I would like you to stand in this position" etc. 

Exercise 2: Self-respect • Love • Duty • Consideration towards others 

A. THE MOST IMPORTANT LESSON  

One of the teachers gave an exam. I was a conscientious student and I quickly 

answered the questions until I came to the last: What is the name of the birth name of 

the female janitor in school? "It was a joke, precisely. I had seen the woman on duty 

several times. She was tall, with dark hair, about 50 years old, but how was I supposed 

to know what her name was? I gave the teacher my exam, without answering my last 

question. Just before the bell rang, a student asked if the last question was also part 

of the test. "Of course," the teacher replied. "In your life you will meet many people. 

Everyone is important. They deserves your attention and care, even if all you do is 

smile and say 'Hello!' "I did not forget that lesson. Later I learned that her name was 

Daniela.  

B. ALWAYS REMEMBER THOSE WHO SERVE YOU  

In times when ice cream cost much less than now, a 10-year-old boy entered a 

cafeteria and sat down at a table. The waitress put a glass of water in front of him. 
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"How much does an assorted ice cream cost?" "Five lei," the waitress answered. The 

boy took his hand out of his pocket and looked at the money he had in his hand. "How 

much is a simple ice cream?" He asked. Meanwhile, some people were waiting for a 

meal, and the waitress was starting to lose patience. "Four Lei," she said quickly. The 

boy looked at the money again. "I'd like a simple ice cream," he said. The waitress 

brought the ice cream, put the bill on the table and left. The boy finished his ice cream, 

paid for his house and left the confectionery. When the waitress came back to wipe the 

table, her tears overwhelmed her. Beautifully seated next to the empty plate was a 1-

leu bill. The boy could not eat an assorted ice cream because something had to remain 

for her. 

C. THE OBSTACLE IN OUR WAY 

"In ancient times, a king put a big boulder in the middle of a road. Then he hid 

and waited to see if anyone would take the boulder out of the way. Some of the King's 

most wealthy merchants and courtiers have arrived there and bypassed the boulder. 

Many even complained that the king is doing nothing to make the roads clean, but 

none of them put their hands on the boulder to give it up. Then came a farmer, with a 

bag of vegetables in the back. As he approached the boulder, the man put down the 

bag and tried to push the boulder to the side of the road. After several attempts, 

eventually he succeeded. After the peasant took his vegetable bag back, he noticed a 

leather bag at the place where the boulder had been. There were several gold coins in 

the bag, and a note from the king saying that the gold was for the one who would set 

aside the boulder off the road. " 

 

ACTIVITY 16 

  Session objective: 

⚫ Methodology of observing the behaviours of the group members and getting 

impressions on the program. 

Support exercise: "COLLECTION OF ASSESSMENTS" 

Objectives: 

- at the end of the proposed activity students will be able to: 

- discover the impressions their colleagues have about them; 

- objectively appreciate others; 

- provide positive feed-backs to others. 
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Resources: 

Resources: 

- A3 paper sheets, 

- markers, colored pencils, 

- Materials for collages, magazines, 

- glue, scissors. 

Steps of activity:  

-  the instructor tells the participants that they will have the opportunity to make 

a collage - for each student - to describe his qualities; 

-  Write the name of each person in the group on a sheet of paper; 

- The children have some time (5 minutes) to think about the features of each 

group colleague, then cut pictures and look for words for description; 

- paper rolls with names on them are rotated (passed on to each participant 

in the group) to paste the pictures and write the appropriate words; 

- at the end, all the collages pass from hand to hand and each student 

explains the contribution made to their drawing; 

- The collages are given to the teachers. 

 Support exercises to achieve the goal: "GROUP DRAWING" 

 Methods used: 

- Drawing 

- The free story dialogue 

- Work individually and in the big group 

  Necessary materials: 

  Large sheets of paper, cardboard 

  Colored pencils or markers 

  Description of the exercise: 

  "The instructions given to the group are as follows:" You have a large piece of 

paper in front of you. Each of you can choose a place on this sheet. Everyone can 

draw what they want. It is important to be patient and use the space you have chosen. 

You have the colors, colored pencils, you can use them. " 

  After each child completes his drawing, he is asked to tell, in turn, what he has 

drawn. Finally, all the children in the group will give a name to this drawing, they will 

reach agreement on the designation of the whole drawing. 
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Effects: 

- Verbal and non-verbal communication has increased since the beginning of 

the program; 

- Respect for group colleagues; 

- Knowledge about group interaction skills; 

- Encouraging expression of feelings both through drawing and explaining a 

drawing. 

  Remarks: 

  During the exercise, we noticed the relationships within the group at the end of 

the sessions. Improvement of relationships and communication between group 

members has been observed. If they help each other, if they respect their colleagues, 

have patience until their turn witch a certain colored pencil comes and especially if they 

try to draw in the space of other group colleagues. 

  2. "END OF THE LAST SESSION" 

  Materials: Sheets and pens for each participant, a set of colored cards (three 

colors of the semaphore) for each participant. 

  Process: 

  A set of colored cards has been distributed to all participants. A student is asked 

to start telling what he / she has learned in the program activities. Whoever agrees with 

the appreciation made must pick up the green card, whoever is neutral raises the 

yellow card, and those who disagree pick up the red card and comment on this 

statement. The other participants continued with other affairs. 

  Four incipient sentences have been written on the flipchart: 

- I feel... 

- I know... 

- I think... 

- I am sure that... 

  The participating students wrote on the sheet the continuation of these 

sentences, referring to the content of the activities and their own involvement during 

the program. 
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3.7 “GIFTED STUDENTS, HAPPY CHILDREN” PROJECT GUIDE FOR 

HIGH SCHOOL (15 - 18 Y/O) 

 

From September 2017 - February 2018 interval we identified a group of 15 gifted 

students, group ages 15 to 19. We did an initial evaluation and analysis of their abilities 

so that we can accurately assess their progress once the project will be completed.  In 

order to select the participants we proceeded to: 

- An initial screening done by filling three questionnaires (teachers, pupils, 

parents) for the students recommended by the parents; the students were selected on 

the basis of the recommendations done by the teacher, on their proven performances 

at special competitions and science contest, as well as on the basis of nominations 

and descriptions of parents and classmates.   

- After the selection we proceeded to the evaluation of the cognitive abilities, of 

the emotional intelligence and the evaluation of the social intelligence. We used the 

intelligence tests Raven and WISC-IV, Rosenberg Self Esteem Scale, The Emotional 

Maturity Scale Friedman. 

The experiential development group for developing social and emotional 

abilities of gifted students (15 to 19 years old) unfolded between January – June 2018 

and the continued after the summer vacation with final meetings and evaluation 

activities.  

We continued the activities with the development groups and unfolded eight 

workshops on the overall, between January – June 2018.  At the experiential  group 

for development of social and emotional abilities of the pupils with high abilities aged 

from 15 to 19 we had initially 16 members (10 girls and 6 boys).  Two of the students 

dropped out saying that they do not have the time in order to take part in the activities, 

as one of them was preparing for the International Linguistics Olympics and one of 

them for a political youth led activity. The interest in the school for our activities was 

high, so they were replaced by two gifted students, a boy and a girl.  

The main objectives of the workshops had as objective self- knowledge and 

interpersonal communication (the students although colleagues in the same college 

did not knew each other and were of different ages, had different passions and 

interests) and the development of stress management and emotional intelligence, time 
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management, personal self-awareness, creativity, critical thinking and decision-

making, vocational counselling. 

The work sessions had the structure of a development group, starting with 

introducing the children, allowing them to get to know each other, group work and 

working session end, with conclusions, feed-back, opinions and suggestions. As main 

topic, the first 3 workshops had as main goal to motivate the active participation of 

youth to the group programme, to create a secure and rewarding environment, to set 

the rules of participating to the group.  

In the next five meetings we used creative techniques to facilitate the 

communication abilities, activating creative resources, optimizing behaviour, 

promoting cooperation and self-affirmation, developing empathical capacities and the 

five essential characteristics for forming a strong character (social belonging, positive 

thinking, trust in their own potential, emotional intelligence, thinking outside of the Box 

patterns). The main topics of each of the 8 sessions unfolded between January and 

June 2018 and the first meeting from September were:  

1. Knowing yourself and accepting your self, being ‘’Different’’.  

2. Values, emotions and feeling. Emotional Self-Control. 

3. Problem solving and decision making.  

4. Critical and creative thinking 

5. Interpersonal relations and assertive communication. 

6. Stress Management 

7. Time Management 

8. Vocational Counselling – interests, abilities, relationship with the labour 

market in the XXI century.  

9. As part of the development groups, we also organized an experiential 

workshop with the pupils, parents and teachers from both schools reunited in the same 

event, on the 24th of May 2018, marking the end of the first interval, as an ending of a 

first stage of unfolding the activities.  

The feedback was great and encouraged parents as well as our colleagues from 

both institutions to support us in our efforts for achieving the project results.  In this last 

session from June 2018 we also did an evaluation of all the 8 sessions that were 

unfolded by the group. 
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The students from this group, apart from participating to the activities, started to 

interact much better with each other and to be interested in getting to know students 

with the same concerns and passions as them, from the school and outside of it. We 

continued the activities with the development group from September 2018 onwards, 

completing the workshops. On the 18th of September 2018, a new workshop with the 

topic Emotional and Social Abilities - Between Needs and Reality. Possibilities for 

developing social and emotional abilities through non-formal activities, was organized 

as part of the experiential development group, as a continuation of the work done until 

June 2018.  

The evolution of people from the group, in regards with emotional and social 

intelligence, in the case of the 16 pupils, was visible. They started to interact much 

better with colleagues, they showed initiative in proposing and organizing projects and 

activities. Four of them started to organize a team of activity coordinator for the 

Scientific Society of Brătianu which is a students organization of our high school and 

started to organize science workshops for younger students: Liana Ivascu and Chiriac 

Alexandru organize physics workshops, Nicoară Bogdan is now organizing IT 

workshops, Atanasescu Andrea is organizing biology and genetics workshops.  Also  

Iulia Manda became facilitator for an Erasmus+ youth exchange project organized by 

a local NGO.  

In September and October 2018, the members of the development group 

worked for preparing two workshops for the C2 event : one on personal development 

through the use of non-formal methods and one workshop on sciences (physics, 

astronomy, biology, aeronautics, robotics). All the students from all the partner 

countries attended the workshops; activities on interculturalism and a guided tour of 

the city was also organized by the students.  

After the C2 in Romania, we worked along with our partners in order to improve 

the quality of the workshops, by using methodologies that we learned from the other 

partners; parents and teachers observed a series of behaviours that showed the 

development of social intelligence among the members of the development group. 

Several more activities were carried out with the involvement of the members of the 

group: 
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In November 22, 2018 we unfolded a Workshop with the topic Career 

Counseling Skills Required by Employers of the 21st Century. The members of the 

development group participated at the workshop that was facilitated by Sanda Batan.  

The pupils from the two schools from Romania worked together for unfolding common 

activities in the ’’ Different Week’’ program, a national event which means that in that 

week, all students fro Romania, do non-formal activities and no classic type of school 

classes. The students from the two schools unfolded workshops on demonstrative 

sciences and experiments together, in December 2018. The pupils from Bratianu 

college, belonging to the experiential group ages 15 to 19 went to Mircea cel Bătrân 

school and unfolded various workshops on topics such as on topics such as scientific 

experiments of physics, aeromodelling, genetics, astronomy, robotics and a workshop 

creative writing.  The event was attended by more than 200 visitors, pupils of grades 

1-5, academics and teachers and coordinated by Motoescu Carmen, Atanasescu 

Cristina and Bâtan Sanda from our college.  

The activities of the development group ended in December 2018  including 

gathering feedback, ended two months later than foreseen in the application form, due 

to some minor changes in schedule. At the beginning and end of unfolding the groups 

we had meetings with the parents of the students. How ever this short delay allowed 

us to better use the experiences and learning acquired through C3 as well in order to 

improve further the methodology used in the workshops with the group. The feedback 

was great and encouraged parents as well as our colleagues from both institutions to 

support us in our efforts for achieving the project results.  

In 2019 the 16 members of the experiential development group continued to 

work together and along with a group of 9th graders they unfolded a non-formal 

learning activity in February 2019, under the coordination of a teacher, Lavinia 

Olarescu. The activity was entitled ‘’The witches from the Middle Ages’’, which 

consisted of a re-enactment of a Inquisition trial from the medieval times.   

Afterwards, on 17th of April 2019, the members of the development group along 

with other students from our institution organized a fund-raising event for the children 

from the Foster Care Valea Mare Arges. With the involvement of other institutions, 

such as High School ”Traian”, Piteşti and the publishing house Paralela 45, our 

students and teachers raised money to buy books, sports articles, donated clothing, 
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toys, sweets for the children from the foster home. They also organized different non-

formal activities and games.  

Also, as a follow-up of the training, some of the participants organized a 

personal development workshop with other students from Bratianu National College at 

the Bratianu Scientific Society. 

 

3.7.1 PRESENTING THE PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT GROUPS 

WORKSHOPS 1-3 KNOWING YOURSELF AND ACCEPTING YOURSELF, 

BEING ‘’DIFFERENT” 

 

Presenting the project. Topics:  

• General goals and specific activities 

• Identity, personal development and originality. Knowing each other exercises 

and team-building  

• The formation of the group, knowing each other and introductions: 

• Establishing the rules of the group.  

- Icebreaker: „The original greeting exercise” 

• The Name Exercise 

• Dance and physical activity exercise „Human Bodies Sculptures”  

• Self-Knowledge and Personal Development. „The Self Puzzle”.  

• The self image and the self-esteem. 

Interpersonal relations and assertive communication. 

Icebreaker: „If the world were.... I would like to be...” ;  

Theoretical presentation „Who am I? My personality profile”: my self-image, my 

temperament, my aptitudes, values and beliefs, my domains of interest, my personality 

profile.  

1. Where does self-esteem come from? Sources which influence it during 

childhood. 

2. The self-esteem – then and now. The voices from my past. 

3. An image of self esteem 

4. Improving  self-esteem 

5. The construction of self-esteem. 
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6. Self education 

7. What have I realized so far? A self appreciation letter. 

8. The assertive communication: What can we find out about us through 

communication? Styles of communication: aggressive, avoidant and assertive 

communication; Empathy and assertive communication. Exercise: Providing a 

message.  Communication styles exercise „The bulldozer and the milksop”. Using the 

first person in communication.  

9. Creative Writing Exercise.  The creation of short stories and poems using 

stimuli-words.  

10. Feedback – self knowledge and personal development module. 

Self knowledge and personal development module. Personal development 

group 

1. The project presentation 

2. The course agenda 

Informing the participants on the program, the breaks, the content of the 

activities etc. over the entire course. 

3. Establishing the rules 

The participants are asked to elaborate some rules which could help maintain a 

proper atmosphere for the activity. The trainer can come with suggestions, which will 

be approved by the group.   

Some forms of punishment can also be suggested in case the rules are not 

respected. The rules are written on a flipchart and then exposed on the wall. 

Examples: be punctual / respect the program, confidentiality, implication, mutual 

respect, all mobile phones turned off (or on the silent mode), do not talk while someone 

else is speaking, do not discuss non-related subjects, the sincerity / honesty of one’s 

answer, the right of intimacy, the right of opinion (one that’s different from the others), 

acceptance, not taunting / critique / shaming someone else, the right of humor etc.  

4. Getting to know the group’s expectations 

The group will be exposing its expectations towards the program and the trainer. 

The opinions will be noted on a post-it and then glued to the flipchart. The trainer will 

say whether or not the program can live up to these expectations. 

The post-its will remain on the wall. 

The Monkey Box 
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In the corner of a room will be placed The Monkey Box and the participants will 

be informed that every time they have a problem which needs a solution they can write 

it on a sheet of paper, which will be placed in the box. Some pieces of paper will be 

handed out, on which the participants can write their problems. The pieces will then be 

introduced in the box.  

From time to time, during the sessions, the trainer will ask the participants to sit 

in a circle to communicate better. The sheet entitled „The solution to the problems” will 

be given to them. This sheet will permanently be at their disposal, glued on a wall.  

The trainer will take out a note from the box and read it out loud. The group will be 

asked to come up with solutions. 1-2 notes will be read every day.  

5. Presenting the module’s goals and methods of work  

Goals: - The realization of self knowledge and the knowledge of the other 

members of the group;  

- Eliminating the inhibitions due to the first relational contact with the other 

unknown members of the group; 

- Sharing a positive emotional state, which can ensure the implication in the 

given activities and an authentic communication?  

The objectives of the module: At the end of the module, the participants will be able to: 

- Describe self knowledge elements. Analyze the role of self knowledge in one’s 

personal development. Use self knowledge methods (individual and with the group) 

- Define and discuss the concept of self image. Explain the importance of a 

positive self image. Identify techniques for improving one’s self image.  

- Demonstrate self-esteem developing abilities. Define the concept of self-

esteem. Distinguish between positive self-esteem and negative self-esteem. Explain 

the factors which influence the formation of a positive or negative self-esteem. Identify 

one’s personal features (strengths and weaknesses, the attitude towards the self) 

using the algorithm of self-esteem evaluation. List the ways of improving one’s self-

esteem. 

The methods used: exposition, conversation, heuristic conversation, problem 

solving, independent work, analysis, synthesis, discovery-driven learning, 

brainstorming, explication, role play, exercise, group discussion, didactic game, 

individual study, questionnaire, group work. 

Proposed activities: 
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A. The formation of the group, self knowledge and self-presentation: 

1. Icebreaker: „The Original Greeting Exercise”:  

Goals:  

- facilitating the freedom of movement; 

- reducing  anxiety, eliminating  inhibition, reducing  tensions; 

- experiencing positive feelings; 

- Maintaining verbal and nonverbal contact among the members of the group. 

The technique used: the game 

Describing the exercise:  

The children are seated in a circle. Each one of them should come up with an 

original way of greeting the others. The kids start walking through the room, greeting 

each other when bumping into someone else.  

2. The name exercise 

Goals: 

- getting to know everyone else; 

- eliminating the inhibitions caused by the first social contact between the 

participants; 

- Experiencing positive feelings. 

The technique used: the game 

Describing the exercise:  

The kids are standing in a circle. The trainer holds a stuffed toy, saying their 

name and a statement about something they like: My name is... and I like to... , after 

which they throw the toy to a kid who will continue the presentation, this happening 

until everybody’s name is known.  

3. The movement exercise 

Goals: 

- experiencing positive feelings; 

- facilitating the group’s feeling of unity; 

Describing the exercise: 

The exercise consists of sequences, each of approximately 3 minutes.  

  At the beginning, the trainer presents the exercise’s goal and asks the members 

of the group to place the chairs outside the game area, thus making the centre of the 

room available. After this, the participants are asked to walk around the room, looking 
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around carefully. After 3 minutes, they are asked to switch to their inner feelings, 

following their walk, the position of their backs, their respiration, the emotions they feel 

etc. Then, the participants have to watch carefully the other members of the group, 

without saying a word. Next comes the solicitation to watch the floor, then look around 

again, initially walking at your pace, then changing the rhythm, faster and faster, and 

then slowing down to the rhythm of a pleasant walk during a vacation and following the 

emotional changes associated with each one of these rhythms, while starting to watch 

again the other members of the group.   

The second step of the exercise requires choosing a partner and forming a pair.  

After the formation of the pairs, they will be told their next task – each member of the 

two has to say the reason why they chose to be in the personal development group 

and their expectations. Also, they should give some relevant information about their 

personal life. Their partner is supposed to practice active listening and, in case some 

supplementary specifications are needed, they can politely ask. Each member has 5 

minutes at their disposal. After the time has passed, everyone is required to walk again 

around the room, while watching the other participants and observing the emotions 

that everyone is displaying, their body language etc. After this, the pairs reunite, a 

moment in which the 2 people should identify the feelings associated with the reunion. 

In the third step the members of the group share with another group their experiences 

regarding the first part of the exercise and the self presentation in front of the partner 

(what it is like to talk with a stranger for 5 minutes, the state of comfort/discomfort 

during the activity, a possible feeling of tension, what felt better – to talk or to listen, 

how the reunion felt like – if there was the slightest form of comfort or safety…). After 

this, the whole group is reunited and each member has a few moments to analyze 

his/her position and the benefits now associated with the group.  

The end of the activity: each member gives his feedback regarding their 

personal perception of the interactions in the group, the groups dynamic, the degree 

of comfort and security and how were their expectations compared to the reality.  

4. „Human body sculptures” 

Goals: 

-  focusing the attention on one’s body 

- becoming aware of the relation between some physical reactions and some 

psychological states  
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- regarding the group as a whole and feeling the sensation of being a part of the 

group  

- facilitating the verbal and non-verbal contacts   

- having the whole group focused on solving a problem together 

The technique used: the therapeutic metaphor – the sculptural technique of 

posture  

Describing the exercise:  

Part I: The kids are walking around the room. The trainer asks each participant 

to sculpturally express the idea This is my creative, original and precious self. This is 

what I wish for others to see. At the trainer’s signal, they have to stop walking and form 

a sculpture (statue) using their bodies. Their next task is that everyone focus their 

attention on their inner self and observe their physical and emotional reactions, their 

thoughts and their impressions. Each statue will be allowed to speak, so as to verbalize 

its inner self.  

Part II: The participants are asked to build a statuary group using their bodies, 

with the theme The future starts today! . Verbal contact is allowed between the 

members of the group in order to complete the task.   

Debriefing/ The end of the activity: Feedback is given.  

B. Self knowledge and personal development: 

1. „The Puzzle Self” 

It’s a ‘puzzle’ exercise, which will help the participants rebuild their identity 

through shapes and colors, writing on the puzzle elements the end of the sentences:  

1. The things I like the most about me are … (5)  

2. The things I want to change about me are … (3)  

3. I love to …  

4. I’d love to become …  

5. If I were an animal/flower/color/object, I’d be ...   

6. I’m ashamed when …   

7. I’m really good at …   

8. I could get over anything if …   

9. I always feel good when …  

10. I feel guilty when …   

11. I best get along with …   
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12. I am …  

Carrying out the activity: Small groups of 4-5 people will receive colored sheets 

of paper, scissors and glue.  Each member will build the Self – Puzzle. It can have 

different shapes, depending on the creator’s identity. On each element, the participant 

will write the end of the given sentence. The Self – Puzzle will be glued on an A3 sheet 

of paper and will be presented and analyzed by the entire group. At the end of the 

activity, the constructions will be exposed.  

Analyzing the exercise:  

1) How did you choose your answers – were they sensations, emotions, 

thoughts or wishes? 

 2) When you finished the sentence, do you think the color you chose was 

relevant?   

3) How do you feel about the results? Are you happy with them?  

4) Is it easy or difficult to stand out before the members of the group? Do you 

feel pressured by various limits, possibilities, uncertainties?  

2. Self image and self-esteem. The capacity to evaluate the self  

Goal: the participants learn to identify their qualities and to complement each 

other.  

Carrying out the activity: 

• All the participants are seated, the trainer joins them.  

• Everyone names a quality that he/she’s proud of. It has to be an inner quality.  

• Then the activity is resumed. Each student will name a defining quality referring 

to the person sitting on their left. The one who’s being complimented answers with a 

simple ‘thank you’.  

• This will be repeated by everyone until everyone has had taken part in this 

activity.  

Observation: this activity should be repeated at the beginning of each session, 

thanks to its capacity to strengthen the bonds.   

Activity: self assessment  

Goal: the participants learn to distinguish those qualities associated with high 

and low self-esteem.  

Introduction: Self assessment is what we feel about ourselves. It’s about how 

much we value and approve of our inner selves. Lots of people have a low degree of 
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self assessment and feel insecure, even guilty. These feelings negatively affect the 

behaviour, the relationship with the others and the way we make decisions. A good 

opinion about ourselves is bound to make us feel pleased with the way we are and 

convinced that we are able to try new things, regardless of the inherent difficulties 

Carrying out the activity: 

• Two charts will be drawn, each one including the qualities of a person with a 

low self-esteem and a healthy self-esteem.  

• The qualities will be compared and everyone will point out the differences. 

Information sheet 

High and low self-esteem 

A high self-esteem refers to:  

• Being assertive  

• The belief that you’re capable of making good decisions  

• The capacity to face and accept your own weaknesses  

• Feeling relaxed among people  

• Being happy and curios when meeting new people  

• Feeling comfortable with yourself  

• Not being afraid of taking risks  

• Appreciate the others despite their differences  

• Not comparing yourself with the others  

• Being focused on keeping a high self-esteem  

• Taking care of yourself  

• Learning to love change  

• Being interdependent and independent  

• Contributing to society  

• Having a good relationship with the people around you  

 

A low self-esteem refers to: 

• Blaming others  

• Not trusting people  

• Not taking risks  

• Being dependent  

• Being suspicious, envious  

• Bragging and trying to be someone that you are not.  

• Being exaggeratedly focused on yourself  

• Not expecting much of yourself  

• Feeling like a failure all the time  

• Finding excuses for your mistakes  

• Avoiding social situations  
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• Avoiding making decisions  

• Being aggressive or passive  

• Depending on substances to be happy – alcohol, overeating, drugs 

• Behaving as though you are better than everyone  

• Being a perfectionist  

• Being rigid, inflexible  

 

C. „Who am I? My personality profile”: My self-image. My self-esteem. My 

temperament. My aptitudes, my values, my beliefs. My domains of interest.  

1. Icebreaker: „ If the world were…, I would like to be…” Where does self-

esteem come from?  

Goal: The participants identify the source of their self-esteem, exploring the 

messages they received during childhood.   

Introduction: Self-esteem is not predestined. The sense of our lives comes from 

a variety of sources which play a vital role in the construction of our self-esteem. The 

messages we receive during childhood may be false of inadequate: still, we internalize 

and accept them as truths. As adults, it’s important to examine these messages as 

possible factors which will have a negative effect on our current self-image.   

Carrying out the activity:  

• The group will make a list of the factors which influence one’s self-esteem during 

childhood.  

• The trainer asks the participants to come up with examples.  

• The information sheet "Sources influencing one’s self-esteem” will be given to 

the students.  

• The trainer will start a discussion regarding the positive and the negative 

messages from our childhood.  

Observation: The trainer will suggest that the participants struggling with a low self-

esteem should get rid of the negative emotions through a diary, a sincere conversation 

with someone they trust, sport, physical activity etc.  

 

Information sheet 

Sources influencing one’s self-esteem 

       Parents, grandparents, relatives, neighbors, teachers, the community, the 

Church, nationality, race, sex, the order of birth, the family’s financial status, physical 
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problems, family problems (alcohol, drugs, mental illnesses etc.), an unwanted child, 

appearance, mass-media, the family structure.  

Positive messages constructing one’s self-esteem during childhood:  

• I love you 

• I’m proud of you  

• Thank you for your help  

• You did a great job  

• You’ve got a great sense of humor  

• It’s not your fault, it’s mine  

• I’m happy to have you  

• It’s okay to be angry  

• It may sometimes seem that I don’t agree with your behaviour, but I still love 

you 

• I think that you acted very well in that situation 

• You’re very original 

• You’ve made a good decision  

• I’m glad you tried  

• I’m having a great time with you  

• It’s okay to cry, I sometimes do it too  

Negative messages lowering/destroying one’s self-esteem during childhood:  

• You should be ashamed of yourself  

• What you did was bad  

• Grow up. Be a man/woman.  

• Don’t be so stupid.  

• It’s only your fault  

• You’re driving me crazy  

• If you’re not smart, I’m leaving!  

• You’re going to kill me  

• It would’ve been better if you didn’t exist  

• Shut up  

• Nobody asked you/ Nobody wants to hear your opinion  

• It’s all happening because of you  

• Don’t be a child  

• Can’t you do anything right?  

• Big boys/girls don’t cry  

• What have you done now?!  

• Don’t be like this…  

 

2. Self-esteem – now and then 

Goal: The participants explore the messages they received during childhood 

and examine their self-esteem as teenagers.   
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Introduction: During childhood, we received lots of messages about other 

people and about us, which positively or negatively affected our self-esteem. The way 

we think about ourselves crucially influence the way other people treat us.   

Carrying out the activity: 

• The Activity File “Voices from our past and present; Self-esteem then and 

now” is given to the students.  

• The participants answer those questions writing them down. They are 

initially informed that the answers are confidential and that they don’t have 

to share them.  

 

Activity File 

Voices from our past and present; Self-esteem then and now 

 

          Answer the following questions regarding your childhood experiences. If 

you weren’t raised by your parents, write the name of the people who raised you.  

1. What positive messages did you receive in your childhood days? Who said 

them? 

…….………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. What negative messages did you receive in your childhood days? Who 

said them? 

            …………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3. What personal messages have you received at school?  

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. What factors played a major role in the development of your self-esteem?  

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. What factors lowered your self-esteem?  

             ……………………………………………………………………………………. 

6. What negative messages have an influence on you today?  

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

7. What positive messages have an influence on you today?  

           ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

Fill in the next gaps:  

 As a teenager, my self-esteem is …………………………………………………… 

Five things I like about me are:  

1. …………………………………….. 

2. …………………………………….. 

3. ……………………………………. 

4. ……………………………………. 

5. ……………………………………… 

Five things I’ve accomplished are:  
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1. ……………………………………… 

2. …………………………………….. 

3. ……………………………………. 

4. ……………………………………….. 

5. ……………………………………….. 

Five ways I’m taking care of myself are: 

1. ………………………………………….. 

2. …………………………………………. 

3. ……………………………………………. 

4. …………………………………………. 

5. …………………………………………. 

My best qualities are: …………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Ways to improve the way I see myself: ……………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Improving my self-esteem requires: …………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. … 

 

What have I done so far? 

 Objective: The participants identify the achievements so far in their lives. 

Carrying out the activity: 

• The Activity File “What have I done so far” is given to the students.  

• Each participant makes a list of achievements in his life. These may be large 

or small, finished or not yet completed. 

 

Activity file 

What have I done so far? 

My achievements list: 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Activity file 

Appreciation letter 

• The participants will write an appreciation letter for themselves. 

• Here they will describe the things they appreciate about themselves: aptitudes, skills, 

appearance, personality traits.  

• The trainer will be reading the next example:  

          Dear John, 

         The most important thing I appreciate about you is your capacity to face problems. I 

know that it can sometimes be difficult, but you’re very brave. Although you don’t always 

succeed, you try your best. Also, I appreciate your positive mindset. You try to do the best 

thing possible on any occasion, on daily basis. People see that you have a keen sense of 

justice. The others know how to interact with you. If I think about it, I even say that I admire 

you a lot. You are a very organized person and I want to learn how to take care of you.  

 

WORKSHOP 4.  ASSERTIVE COMMUNICATION: 

 

1. Theoretical presentation: What we can find out about communication; 

aggressive, passive and assertive communication; Empathy and assertive 

communication 

Exercise: Sending a message 

Objective:Recognizing different methods of sending a message and the 

different ways in which people perceive it. 

Introduction:  People respond differently in similar situations, influenced by their 

individual communication style and by the situation. There are different ways of 

communicating, some of which are effective and some other -ineffective. 

The unfolding of the activity: 

• The worksheet entitled “Send the message” is handed out and then analyzed 

with the group. 

• Everyone completes the activity sheet entitled “Send the message” individually.  

They are required to give an answer on the answer sheet for every scenario 

from the first sheet 

• Answers are then elicited from the entire group. 

• The trainer will then ask the following questions:” Have you ever had the 

occasion to be aggressive/passive, passive-aggressive? ‘If a participant gives 
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an example, the group is asked if they agree or not. Think of a situation when 

you reacted in one of the following ways: passively; aggressively; passively and 

aggressively and you regretted it afterwards. If you could go back in time, how 

would you change your reaction? Think of a moment when someone responded 

inappropriately to you. How did you feel? How could they have responded in a 

better way? 

• The activity continues including non-verbal messages. The group is divided into 

two, each micro-group getting one of the previous scenarios. 

• Each person will ‘interpret’ the scenario in front of the group, using their voice 

and body language. 

Example: The situation in which the teacher assesses / grades a student’s paper 

unfairly. The student’s replies can be: 

Passive: “I’m not sure, but I don’t think my paper has been underrated” (looking 

down, talks quietly, looks scared). 

Aggressive: “You’ve been unfair to me! I know this paper deserves a better grade!” 

(hostile glance, talks loudly, slams the paper on the table). 

Passive-aggressive: Tells another participant: ”The teacher has been unfair to 

me. He will regret this!” 

Assertive: “I have followed your instructions and I think I answered correctly. I 

don’t think that this grade is a reflection of my efforts. I would appreciate it if you re- 

assessed my paper.” (speaks clearly and confidently and looks understanding). 

Discussion Being assertive means expressing yourself in the best way possible. 

If you constantly respond to a situation one way or another (passive, aggressive, 

passive-aggressive), teach yourself to stop and think before you act. These reactions 

don’t usually earn you the answer you want from others. Try to change and be 

assertive. 

 

Information sheet 

Sending a message 

Methods: 

Passive: 

Doesn’t speak for themselves 

• Doesn’t express their needs 

• Considers themselves a victim 

Aggressive: 
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• Blames others 

• Abusive, sarcastic 

• Considers themselves “the strong voice” 

Passive-aggressive: 

• Looking for revenge 

• Coward, petty 

Assertive: 

• Honestly and openly expresses their feelings 

• Satisfies their own needs without affecting others 

Examples: The situation: A teacher grades a paper unfairly, underrating it. 

Answers: 

Passive: The student doesn’t say anything, only sits at their desk and thinks about 

how unfair the world is. 

Aggressive: The student slams their paper on the teacher’s desk and says that the 

teacher wronged them. 

Passive-aggressive: Thinks they have been treated unfairly and when the teacher 

leaves the classroom spills ink on their chair. 

Assertive: Tells the teacher what they think and asks to have their paper 

reassessed. 

Which one of these reactions will give you what you want? 

 

Activity sheet 

Sending a message 

For every following situation write an answer in every style presented in the 

information sheet: 

a) Your friend is always late, making you wait. You are starting to get angry. 

Passive………………………………………………. 

Aggressive………………………………………….. 

Passive-aggressive………………………………… 

Assertive……………………………………………. 

b) You have been standing in line for hours to get a concert ticket. Someone 

pushes their way in the front. 

Passive……………………………………………….. 

Aggressive…………………………………………… 

Passive-aggressive…………………………………. 

Assertive……………………………………………… 

c) You are walking down the school hallway. When you pass a group of students, 

one of them makes a mean comment about you. 

Passive……………………………………………….. 

Aggressive…………………………………………… 

Passive-aggressive…………………………………. 

Assertive……………………………………………… 

d) A classmate borrowed one of your books and didn’t give it back. 
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Passive……………………………………………….. 

Aggressive…………………………………………… 

Passive-aggressive………………………………….. 

Assertive……………………………………………… 

e) Your roommate isn’t helping with house chores. You don’t have enough time for 

everything. 

Passive…………………………………………………….. 

Aggressive………………………………………………… 

Passive-aggressive………………………………………. 

Assertive…………………………………………………... 

f) You bought a shirt and when you got home you noticed it had a flaw. The 

receipt says they don’t accept returns. 

Passive……………………………………………………. 

Aggressive………………………………………………… 

Passive-aggressive……………………………………… 

Assertive………………………………………………….. 

g) Think about the last time someone asked you to do something you didn’t like.  

Exemplify the ways you can react.                          

Passive…………………………………………………. 

Aggressive…………………………………………….. 

Passive-aggressive…………………………………… 

Assertive………………………………………………. 

How do you usually respond? What is the best way to react? 

 

2. Communication styles exercise “The bulldozer and the milksop” 

Objective: The identification of the primary communication styles 

Technique: Role-play 

The unfolding of the activity: The students, divided in groups of 4 (two parents and two 

children), need to make the decision of where they would spend their summer break. 

Successively, they will try to make the decision only playing roles based on one 

communication style: aggressive, passive, passive-aggressive and assertive. 

Feedback: The decisional efficiency based on the chosen communication style.                           
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WORKSHOP 5: CREATIVITY DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP. ‘’CREATIVITY 

AND I’’. 

 

1. Ice-breaker. ‘’The newspaper problem’’ 

 This exercise was suggested in Roger von Oeck’s book, “A Whack on the Side 

of the Head” (1998) and can only be performed once. However, it is a wonderful activity 

for those who are planning to establish a few important rules when it comes to problem-

solving. Take a newspaper and lay it down. Here is the challenge: Will the children 

manage to find a way to display the paper so that two people can stand on it, facing 

each other, without touching at all? 

 When we performed this exercise with teenagers, they enjoyed finding more than 

one solution to the challenge. The secret of this activity is to use the children’s attempts 

to highlight three major aspects: 

• The importance of rule-breaking. If the children ask “May we rip the 

newspaper/ replace it with a bigger paper?” or “May we lean back holding a rope 

and keep only a part of our feet on the paper?”,  

• tell them that their idea is brilliant and compliment them for the original 

interpretation of the rules. Explain to them that, in many situations, one of the 

obstacles that stands in the way of finding a solution is the fact that we too 

quickly accept the idea that things are supposed to remain unchanged - and 

that you are happy they are not making the same mistake. Afterwards, tell them 

that in this game, they are not allowed to do any of these things. From my 

experience, this will make them laugh and increase the challenge even more. 

• The importance of flexible thinking. Encourage kids to try all the possibilities 

- there is no stupid idea. Many will be utterly wrong and that is normal - but there 

is a chance of finding a “precious stone” amongst them. 

• The importance of logical thinking. Encourage kids to try and think logically 

during the activity: what is the problem in their situation? This should make them 

think about finding a way not to touch each other anymore. Initially they may 

think about tying their hands (although other body parts may still touch), then 

they would realize that they need something between them. I saw high school 

students trying all kinds of possibilities in this part of the exercise (cardboard, 

clothes, chairs) having extremely hilarious results, until one of them was inspired 
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enough to say: “The door!” The satisfaction is huge, but the knowledge gained 

throughout the activity makes it even more precious. 

1. The facilitator brings to attention the two big purposes of the workshop: 

students’ creativity development and their formation as future leaders of 

creativity groups 

2. Exposure: “The necessity of educating the creativity.” Presenting the movie 

RSA directed by sir Ken Robinson and debating on school’s purpose in 

developing creativity 

3. Quizzes and questionnaires are taken in order to investigate students’ 

creativity (DSC - Test Torrance questionnaire for creativity, The scale of failure 

fear) 

4. Self-confidence raising exercise: “Move the mountain!” (Tower of Hanoi 

alternative) 

5. Individual exercise- acrostic writing  

 Making a vertical acrostic having as a starting point the following initials: 

C...R...E...A...T...I...V...I...T...Y   or    I...N...S...P...I...R...E...D 

 Brainstorming: MENTAL BLOCKS 

1 . The  _______ answer. 

2. That’s not _________. 

3. __________ the rules. 

4.  Be  ______________. 

5. ________ is frivolous. 

6.  That’s not my _____. 

7. ________ ambiguity. 

8.  Don’t be _________. 

9. __________is wrong.  

10. I’m not ________ 

 The list of encouragements and interdictions in stimulating creativity is being 

displayed and read out loud. 

 Extending the exercise: writing as many meaningful sentences, following the 

rules: maintaining the order of the letters, with neither extra nor lacking words, nor a 

repetitive word from a sentence to the other. 
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6. Creative writing exercise - “Letter to Santa Claus”: writing what an 8-year-

old feels when he doesn’t receive the gift he dreamed of on Christmas day 

7. Presenting creative techniques: problem solving through brainstorming; 

rules of brainstorming 

8. Creative vision exercise (Alice – Through the Looking Glass)  

9. Exercise for creativity based on plastic arts - elaborating a drawing that 

starts from the “MATRIOSKA” symbol - concentric circles of the most significant 

persons and experiences of each participant’s life 

10. Exercises for raising awareness of one’s own corporeality and for increasing 

spatial awareness: 

• exercise for adapting to space (‘’The statues’’) 

• movement and coordination exercise - ‘’Colombian hypnosis’’ (contact and 

integration exercise) 

• observation exercise (‘’Three changes’’, ‘’Mix and match’’) 

• exercise for raising awareness of one’s own body - ‘’Sinking into the floor’’ 

• exercise for coordinating one’s moves - ‘’The alphabet soup’’ 

• coordination and attention exercise - ‘’Stay up/stay down’’ 

• focus and attention exercise - ‘’Same story’’ 

Training exercises: 

  Try to place some creative personalities in different eras and imagine what 

would’ve they become and what would have they accomplished: Edison in the Bronze 

Era, Edison during Inquisition, Picasso in Renaissance, Brâncuși in Prehistory, 

Apollodorus from Damascus today, Hippocrates today, YOU in ancient India, as a 

pariah – an outcast or even in ancient Rome, as an emperor.  

  Which is an accurate act of creativity: an invention or a discovery? Why? 

  Name at least three genius artists or scientists who did not excel in school. 

Comment on each case. 

  Formulate an analogy between the plane and the flight of the birds. Refer to 

volume, propulsion, ability to maintain themselves in the air, speed, damage 

situations etc. 

  Randomly note down two nouns naming living beings and two nouns naming 

things. Choose one of each category and try to identify yourself with them, noting 

down everything you think and feel. 
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  Imagine a paper topic for an exam in physics which highlights the originality of 

thinking. 

  Think of a short discussion about UFOs between a creative and an inflexible, 

conformist person. 

  Imagine a psychological portrait of the ideal ‘’creativity professor’’. 

 

WORKSHOP 6. CRITICAL THINKING, PROBLEM SOLVING AND DECISION 

MAKING WORKSHOP 

 

Goals: 

• being able to use a check-list in order to find at least one problem 

• being able to use a check-list in order to give at least 3 solution ideas to a problem 

• applying the conditions of formulating problems 

• applying the plan of making a decision 

• To examine different decision making models. 

• To maximize creativity and logic in decision making. 

• To acquire decision making tips and techniques that accelerate and improve 

results. 

• To become aware of common decision making traps, and how to handle them. 

• To ready yourself for any bumps in the road, and have solutions in hand. 

• To provide a variety of perspectives for the decision making process. 

 Decision Making: The process of examining your possibilities options, 

comparing them, and choosing a course of action. 

 Six C's of Decision Making 

1. Construct a clear picture of  precisely what must be decided. 

2. Compile a list of requirements that must be met. 

3. Collect information on alternatives that meet the requirements. 

4. Compare alternatives that meet the requirements. 

5. Consider the "what might go wrong" factor with each alternative. 

6. Commit to a decision and follow through with it. 

Icebreaker: Collective exercise for developing one’s sensitivity towards problems: 
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- name at least three prestigious international inventions belonging to Romanian 

scientists from the past 5-15 years 

- name three ways in which you can stimulate creativity when it comes to industry 

- what consequences would there be and what effects would occur if mankind would 

no longer produce anything in town planning, energy sources and means of 

transport? 

- what would have been the short and long term consequences if the steam-engine 

had been manufactured in the  Antiquity, when it first came to Heron from 

Alexandria’s mind and not in the 18th century, when it was (re)invented by James 

Watt? 

- analyse your own self and, based on this introspection, make up a list of motifs that 

would push you to practise your creativity. 

- the pathological cases defining subnormal intelligence are mentally deficient, idiots 

and morons; how could we label subnormality in creativity? 

 Illustrative exercise: using a check-list in order to discover problems: “The 

problem-solving machine” 

 Problem-solving plan. The steps would be the following: 

• Think out loud. Who can I talk to about this specific issue? 

• Collecting data. What do I already know about the situation? Is there anything 

else I need to find out? 

• Verifying in order to decide whether there is a problem indeed. Perhaps I rushed 

to the conclusion. Is there any other possible explanation of the facts? 

• Gathering ideas. How many opinions and how many possible solutions can I think 

of? How many opinions and ideas can I collect from the others? 

• Choosing a plan of action. After analyzing the pros and cons, which is the best 

plan of action? If it is more difficult and seems to require more time, try to divide 

it into more steps. 

• If it is possible, take some time to allow it to ‘’deposit’’ in the back of your mind. Is 

there a chance I might change my mind if I think about it a little bit more? How 

am I going to feel after an hour, a day or two (according to the level of emergency, 

of course)? 

• Don’t waste time. If it is the right moment to act, then you should act! Bad mood 

or panic won’t be of any help.  
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! Inherent Personal Traps: 

• Trying too hard to play it safe. 

• Letting fears and biases tilt your thinking and analysis. 

• Getting lost in the minutia can cause trouble.  

• Craving for unanimous approval.  

• Trying to make decisions which are outside your realm of authority. 

• Willing to begin with too little, inaccurate,  or wrong information. 

• Overlook viable alternatives or waste time considering alternatives which have no 

realistic prospects. 

• Not following the six C's.  

• Failure to clearly define the results you expect to achieve.  

• Worst of all, failure to reach a decision. 

 3. Perfecting critical-thinking in solving problems and making decisions 

exercise:  

- “The 6 Thinking Hats” - presenting Edward de Bono’s critical and creative 

thinking technique  

- Critical analysis of news coming from press. Verifying both the sources and 

their credibility, what is missing from the news, what a sensation it produces, 

who helps the news, whether it appears elsewhere, etc. 

 

WORKSHOP 7. VALUES, EMOTIONS AND FEELING. EMOTIONAL SELF-

CONTROL. STRESS MANAGEMENT AND TIME MANAGEMENT 

 

A.Time management 

Program objectives: 

- Clarify participant objectives. 

- Recognize signs of chronic disorganization. 

- Learn to clear your desk of clutter and create a  filing system. 

- Identify the most common interruptions of working time and ways to eliminate 

them.  

- Determine why and where you procrastinate and overcome procrastination. 
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- Apply the practical techniques, concepts, and strategies developed through this 

program. 

! Time management: Controlling The Demands: 

- Manage the work (use time constructively). 

- Improve productivity/effectiveness (spend time on results-producing activities).  

Let’s look at this thing called, “Time Management.” 

Icebreaker: „Time Wasting Culprits”- Brainstorming. What Are The Most 

Common Time Wasters, Thieves and Culprits?  

- Telephone Interruptions   

- Inefficient Delegation 

- Extended Lunches or Breaks     

- Cluttered Work Space 

- Poorly Run Meetings 

- Socializing On The Job 

- Misfiled Information 

- Poor Planning 

- Procrastination 

- Waiting/Delays 

- Paperwork 

- Junk Mail 

- Drop-In Visitors              

- Not Setting/Sticking to Priorities  

Activity: 1. Managing Your Time  

To-do lists are a great way of organizing your time.Think of the week ahead. In the 

chart below, brainstorm all of the things you need to complete or do during the week. 

In Column 2, write down approximately how long the various tasks will take to complete 

(and the specific day you must complete them by, if there is a specific day). In Column 

3, write down an T if this task is something that you must do or a V if this task is 

something you want to do but don't necessarily have to do. For example, writing a 

report for your science class is something you must do, whereas meeting your friends 

at the mall is something you would like to do but don't have to do. 
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Tasks for the week Aprox. Time and day T or V 

   

   

 

Using the items from the worksheet ManagingYourTime schedule these items 

into the weekly calendar below. You may also wish to include the times you will start 

and finish each item. 

Time of 

day 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

morning        

afternoon        

evening        

 

Activity: 2.What Do You Do? 

In order to improve your time management skills, it is important to examine how 

you spend your time. Do you spend too many hours watching TV and not enough hours 

doing homework? Think about your previous week.Try to remember how many hours 

you spent doing the activities and tasks mentioned in the chart below. Indicate the 

number of these hours in the column titled "Time Spent Doing! Then answer the 

following questions:  

1. Do you think this chart demonstrates that you use your time wisely? If not, 

how could you improve your time management? 

2. Does this chart show you anything that you do too much of? What? 

3. Does this chart reveal anything that you don't do enough of? What? 

Activity: 3. How to Use Time Effectively 

- Consolidate Similar Tasks. 

- Tackle Tough Jobs First. 

- Delegate And Develop Others. 

- Learn To Use Idle Time. 

- Get Control Of The Paper Flow. 

- Avoid The Cluttered Desk Syndrome. 

- Get Started Immediately On Important Tasks. 

- Reduce Meeting Time. 

- Take Time To Plan. 
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- Learn To Say “No.” 

- Remember That Now Is The Time To Put It All Together. 

- You do not manage time! You manage: Yourself, others and work! 

B. Management of stress 

1. Activity: Complete The Life Change Index (Dr.Thomas Holmes and Dr. 

Richard Rahe). Debate about eustress and distress 

2.Stress in Various Aspects of Your Life 

Activity: People have different stresses in each aspect of their lives. For example, 

your stress with your family may be trying to convince your parents that you need a 

later curfew, while your stress with your friends might be in convincing them that you 

don't want to try smoking. Complete each circle of your life by describing some of the 

stresses you have with whomever or whatever is mentioned in the center of the circle: 

friends, family, school, extracurricular activities. 

3.Three Generations of Stress 

Stress is different for everyone, but it is particularly different for people of different 

age groups. For example, the stress you dealt with when you were three or four years 

old was probably quite different from the stress you feel in your life now. To examine 

the different stresses of different ages, compare your stress today with the stresses 

that your parents and grandparents are currently dealing with. 

In the appropriate spaces, provide examples of things that are stressful in your life 

and then provide examples of things that your parents and grandparents find 

stressful.Then on another sheet of paper answer the questions that follow. 

a. Your stress___________________________________________________ 

b. Your parents stress____________________________________________ 

c. Your grandparents stress_______________________________________ 

1. What observations can you make about the different stresses of the three 

generations? 

2. How are your stresses different from those of your parents and grandparents? 

3. How are your stresses similar to those of your parents and grandparents? 

4.Relaxation Bingo 

Find someone in your class who deals with stress by relaxing in one of the ways 

described in the following boxes. Ask the person to sign his or her name in the 

appropriate box. Try to find a different person for each of the 24 activities. 
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Listens to 

music 

Keeps a diary or 

writes poetry 

Plays an 

instrument 

Takes a nap or 

sunbathes 

Goes for a walk 

or jogging 

Goes out 

dancing 

Gets a massage Paints or 

enjoys making 

a craft 

Uses tools and 

builds 

something 

Does yoga 

Watches TV 

or a movie 

Sits in a hot tub, 

sauna or pool 

FREE TIME Plays with a 

child or a pet 

meditates 

Reads a book Finds a private 

space where 

nobody can bother 

him or her 

Talks on the 

phone 

Gets together 

with a friend 

Does an active 

sport 

Rides a bike 

or drives a 

car 

Eats food Goes shopping Takes a bath or 

a shower 

Sings 

 

Now put a check mark in the boxes that describe things YOU do to cope with 

stress. 

5.Support Systems 

Unfortunately, stress and upsetting situations are a part of life. No one is 

immune. In order to cope with stress, we obviously need coping mechanisms, but we 

also need a shoulder to cry on and people to talk to. It is important to have a support 

system of friends and family you can turn to in emergency situations. 

Complete the following chart by writing in the names of 10 people in your 

support system. These people may be family members, friends, counselors, teachers, 

coaches, spiritual leaders, and so on. Include a phone number or other way of 

contacting the person. 

 

Name of the Support 

person 

Relationship with you Phone number or 

method of contact 

   

   

 

Activity:  

1. Conflict resolution. Skill Building Exercises 

• Identify the Conflict 

• Match the Style to the Situation 

• Role Play 
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2. Make a Personal Action Plan 

   Write down a conflict in your life 

• What style matches the situation? 

• Prepare a discussion outline (Know what you want before you ask for it) 

• Set a date & place for discussion 

• Plan for neutrality and privacy. Set Ground Rules: Create a safe environment 

(Respect, Boundaries, Confidentiality). Confirm mutual commitment. Connect 

to shared values, goals, Focus on long-term benefits 

• Agree on the Issue: Make sure the issue is defined. Ask “why” five different 

ways. Uncover the underlying driver. Emotional vs. Task-Oriented. All other 

issues should be tabled. Deal with one at a time. It’s okay to take a break and 

reconvene later 

• Brainstorm Solutions: Involve the other person. Come up with multiple solutions. 

Make sure they are realistic 

C.Emotion management and self control 

a. Sailboats on the Sea: Feeling Focused Art Therapy 

Purpose: To unravel and take care of unresolved feelings and emotions. Starts out 

non-verbal and allows for debriefing (see worksheet on next page). 

Materials: 

• Modeling clay or play dough 

• Markers 

• Paper 

Instructions: 

• Give pupil the art materials. 

• Read aloud to client the following script: 

While sitting in a chair or on the floor... 

Close your eyes, and take a deep breath in...now breathe out. 

Breathe in...and breathe out again. 

Keep breathing slowly like this. 

Notice your breath and follow it as it goes in and out of your body. 

Now imagine that you are sitting on a peaceful beach in the warm sun, listening to 

the waves hit the shore. 

Ask yourself, “Is there something in the way of feeling good?” 
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Put your answer on a paper boat and send it out to sea. 

Ask the question again, “Is there something in the way of feeling good?” 

And put that answer out to sea as well. 

Continue asking the question and putting the answers on the boats until there is 

nothing left to get in the way of feeling okay. 

When nothing else comes to mind, check in with yourself one more time. 

“Am I completely okay, right now?” 

Now, ask yourself this question, “How do I feel most of the time?” Maybe it is 

worried, scared, or mad...and send that answer out to sea as well. 

Now put your attention out to sea and look at all your little paper boats bobbing up 

and down. See all the things that have been getting in your way of feeling okay. 

Pick one that needs your attention right now and pluck that boat out of the water. 

When you are ready, gently open your eyes and create an image with the clay or 

draw out on paper that thing which needs your attention. 

Debriefing the Sailboat 

1. Once you have taken care of _________, what will that do for you? 

2. What would be the best part about that? 

3. What do you think might get in the way of taking care of this? 

4. What else? 

5. What’s the worst part about _________? 

6. Anything else? 

7. What is one small step that you could take right away to begin to take care of 

_________? 

8. Now make another image with the clay or draw a picture representing the next 

step you will take. 

B. Mindfulness exercise: „See, Hear, Feel: 5-4-3-2-1” 

Purpose: To help manage anxiety, flashbacks, nightmares, sleep disturbances, 

grounding and deep relaxation. 

Instructions: 

Model the following script first aloud and then have the teen practice on their own 

aloud with you listening. You can restart and repeat until relaxed. If you or the teen 

becomes sleepy or drifty...good, that is really the goal...that signals relaxation and it is 

okay to stop! 
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Name 5 objects you see in the room, one at a time. 

Example: 

I see the chair. I see the carpet. I see pens. I see books. I see the door. 

Name 5 sounds you hear. 

Example: 

I hear footsteps. I hear the fan. I hear a bird. I hear a car horn. I hear my breathing. 

Name 5 feelings you are having right now. 

Example: 

I feel tired. I feel warm. I feel anxious. I feel excited. I feel sad. 

Next: Name 4 objects you see, 4 sounds you hear, and 4 things you feel. 

Next: Name 3 objects you see, 3 sounds you hear, and 3 things you feel. 

Next: Name 2 objects you see, 2 sounds you hear, and 2 things you feel. 

Next: Name 1 object you see, 1 sound you hear, and 1 thing you feel. 

C. ”Teen’s Wheel of Life: Assessment and Tracking” 

Purpose: To engage teens in talking about the different segments of their lives. It 

can be used week to week to set goals and monitor growth. 

Instructions: 

• Tell child/teen to rate on a scale of 0 to 10 with 0 being “Not at All Satisfied or 

Happy With” to 10 being “Completely Satisfied or Happy With” that aspect of his/her 

life. (where the lines intersect in the middle = 0). 

• Ask them to draw a line on the triangle and number it. 

• Ask them to pick an area to discuss and continue to move around the wheel. 

Domains: School, family, friends, sleep, fun, eating, money, other  
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Questions to spark discussion: 

• What do you make of it? 

• How does this look to you? 

• How do you feel about it? 

• Can you say more? 

• How does that fit in with your plans? 

• What do you think that means? 

• What do you want? 

Debriefing the Wheel 

Purpose:To deepen the experience and get to the core of the issues. To create 

a plan of action and accountability. 

Instructions: 

• Pick an area to tell me about. 

• If ____was a color, what color would it be? 

• If ____was a fabric, what would it feel like? 

• What is one thing you can do this week to move up ½ point? 

• Give the teen markers or colored pencils to decorate and/or shade in the 

different triangles on the wheel. 

• Date the wheel. 

• Use this exercise from time to time to demonstrate progress or to pick a new 

area to work on. 

D. Visions of Hope: “If You Could Wave a Magic Wand...” 

Take the teenager through this series of questions to help them get in touch with 

their dreams and desires. 

• If you could wave a magic wand, where would you like your _______(aspect 

of life)_______ (grades, motivation, relationship, goals, life, etc.) to be at within the 

next_______ (timeframe)_______ (six months, one year, 5 years)? 

• If it turned out just like that, what would that give you? 

• What would be the best part about it? 

• Why? 

• Back to the present, what do you think could be slowing you down or getting 

in the way of having what you described just now? 
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• Anything else? 

• The way things are right now, how is this affecting your (grades, motivation, 

relationship, choices, life, etc.)? 

• What’s the worst part about this? 

• Why? 

• Pulling out that wand again, what if you could get where you want to be and it 

was fun and easy? 

• Let’s create a plan to get you there. What are 3 small things that you would 

like to do this week to move you toward your goal? 

1.............................. 

2............................. 

3............................. 

E. Dream Boards 

Purpose: To create a non-verbal modality of sharing goals. This exercise can 

be done at home as a family, individually, or in a group setting (if in a group setting, 

have the teens share their boards and say their dreams aloud). 

Materials: Poster paper,  Glue stick, Scissors,  Magazines,  Digital camera 

Instructions: 

Getting Started 

• Instruct teens to start flipping through magazines looking for pictures, images 

or words that they love, are drawn to or light them up. 

• Guide them a bit until they get the idea: What do you want in the next 6 

months? 

What do you want to accomplish? What sport or activity do you want to try? 

(Keep the questions coming!) 

• Cut out the pictures and set them aside. 

Creating the Dream Board 

• Take a photo of the teen, print it out and give it to them to paste in the center 

of the poster board. 

• Take the pictures from the magazine and paste them to the board all around 

the photo. 

Action Steps 

• Tell the teen to place this dream board somewhere they will see it every day. 
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• Tell the teen to look at the board first thing in the morning and before bed. 

• Check in with them from time to time and ask them if anything that they have 

put on their dream board has happened! 

 

WORKSHOPS 8-9. VOCATIONAL COUNSELLING – INTERESTS, ABILITIES, 

RELATIONSHIP WITH THE LABOUR MARKET IN THE XXI CENTURY. MY 

LIFE STRATEGY 

 

Objectives: 

− Identifying the occupational interest profile and the psychological and 

professional aptitude profile 

− Learning about the factors involved in making decisions about your career 

− Identifying information sources in searching for jobs 

− Creating a proper and efficient presentation - one’s personal marketing 

Icebreaker: “My role model is…” 

• Theoretical presentation of counselling and career orientation concepts, of the 

factors involved in career choosing 

• Self-knowledge and career choosing. Professional interests, values, lifestyle, 

self image. Self-knowledge exercises and tests. Elaboration of personal profile. 

• What do I need to know when choosing a profession? Information sources in 

career choosing. My information plan. 

• Family’s professional genogram 

• Psychological and job profile diagrams and occupational profiles. Using 

psychological and job profile diagrams in evaluating the correspondence 

between personal skills and job requirements. How to identify the educational 

requirements necessary for the wanted job 

• Personal marketing. My CV, the letter of intent and the interview. Exercises, 

roleplay 

• Theoretical presentation of “My career plan”. My personal development plan. 

Career planning 

• Career choosing 

• My career plan: 
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A. Choosing a career - information sources in career choosing 

Activity presentation: 

The activity targets the familiarization of students with the use of occupational 

profiles, one of the most complete information sources in relation to jobs and 

professions. Through this activity students are encouraged to explore 

occupational profiles in order to find relevant categories of information about 

jobs and professions. 

Objectives: 

By completing this activity the students will: 

• Learn how to use occupational profiles 

• Find the categories of information contained in occupational profiles 

• Find the required information categories 

 

Materials - 

Resources Necessary occupational profiles 

Activity duration 45-50 minutes 

Used methods Role play / simulation, brainstorming, 

self- assessment questionnaire, debate, 

individual exercise, pair work, searching 

for information, small group discussions 

 

1. The pupils are divided into groups of 4.  

2. It is randomly distributed to the groups an occupational profile.  

3. It is asked to analyze the occupational profile and identify the following 

categories of information: 

- Main tasks (what should I do) 

- Knowledge and skills (what I need to know) 

- Level of education and qualification required 

 

Discussion topics:  

Discuss the following aspects with the students: 

• The relevance of categories of information contained in occupational profiles for 

knowing different jobs and professions 

• The difficulty of identifying the required categories of information 
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• The importance of establishing the relationship between the suitable tasks of 

different jobs or professions and knowledge, respectively the level of education 

necessary for the specific activities 

• The usefulness of exploring occupational profiles in clarification of the problems 

of career choosing 

 

B. Self-knowledge and career choosing. Professional interests, values, 

lifestyle, self-image 

a. Professional interests 

They represent a person’s crystallized preferences about some knowledge of 

activity areas. They are one of the important elements of career choosing. The 

preferences about different knowledge and activity areas favour the choice of jobs 

where these interests can be exploited. 

When talking about interests we use the verb “to like”. The activities you 

participate in without being forced to do so, or expecting something in return for it, 

or being penalized for not doing it, so things you do just for the sake of it or because 

you are interested in them. 

 Interest investigating methods 

1. Systematical reflection on previous choices. The choice of activities we join 

is determined by our interest in the activity’s content and way of unfolding. 

Reflecting on previous choices can show similarities between chosen 

activities and reasons behind the choice. 

2. Interest inventories – most used instruments in orientation interventions.  

3. Exercise: Application and interpretation of Holland’s Interest Inventory. 

Identifying the personal profile of interests, personality traits and the 

appropriate professions. 

b. Work values 

Before choosing a suitable profession for your personality it is good to know the 

fundamental things that you need. 

Values manifest in your behaviour by the avoidance or propensity of tangible or 

intangible elements like money, power, spirituality, performance, autonomy, authority, 

recognition. 
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Methods of investigating personal values 

The purpose of investigating personal values is their self-awareness, with an eye 

to using them as the evaluation grid of possible careers. This is why exercise shows 

the role of stimulating self-awareness and not of evaluation of individual values. 

Activity: My values 

Places in the order of importance from the most important to the least important the 

values presented below. Then select the first five (most important) and last five (least 

important) values.  

Variety  

Help given to others  

Independence  

Collegiality  

Personal fulfillment  

Group membership  

Safety  

Power and authority  

Balance between the family, profession and social life  

Creativity  

Stability, constancy  

Strong sensations, risk  

Money, material profit  

The natural environment  

Social status, prestige  

Personal development  

Competition  

Influence on others  

Altruism, selflessness  

 

Discussion topics: Identify working environments that match these values. 

Exercise: Discretionary use of time. “If you had only one hour a day at your disposal, 

what would you choose to do?” 

Exercise: “My ideal job” 

Please describe: 
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o The duties you will have 

o Work schedule 

o Style of work 

o The environment in which you will work 

o The lifestyle you will allow 

o The rewards  

d. Aptitudes and skills 

The aptitude represents one person’s potential of learning and acquires 

performance in a certain area. Developed through learning and exercising, the aptitude 

becomes ability and by putting it into practice it becomes a skill. This transformation 

chain shows the process through which the aptitude becomes operational, from 

potential becoming reality. 

Exercise: Methods of aptitude identification 

1. Cataloguing activities that a person knows they can do, at least on a basic 

level and without effort 

2. Completing questionnaires specially designed for their identification. 

Work skills 

Work skills are the abilities of doing something well. They are not natural, you 

earn them through learning. A lot of people actually have more skills than they think 

they do. Sometimes, even educated people believe that they lack some skills. This is 

why it is very important to make time to identify the skills that you have. 

Most wanted skills: 

1. Communication skills 

2. Teamwork skills 

3. Problem solving skills 

4. Time management skills 

5. Learning skills 

6. Creativity skills 

7. Leading skills 

8. Computer skills 

9. Listening skills 

10. Mechanical and manual skills 
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Exercise: Students have to make a list with five aptitudes and work skills they 

have at this time. 

Exercise: The family tree of the professions 

Personal marketing: 

How to write a CV, a letter of intent, a thank you letter, how to act during 

an interview,  

1. My CV: 

A CV (curriculum vitae) is a detailed and structured presentation of a person’s 

educational and professional experience, as well as skills and qualifications.  

2. My Letter of Intent 

Next to the CV, the letter of intent is one of the most used personal marketing 

instruments, in the purpose of hiring or joining a institution/organization. Through it, the 

candidate justifies his interest and the reasons he considers himself a suited candidate 

for the job.  

Exercise: Making an Europass CV and a Letter of Intent for the Ideal Job 

previously identified 

3. Interview preparation  

The interview is a conversation between a potential employer and one or more 

candidates for the job, in the purpose of identifying the candidate that meets the 

employer’s demands. 

Exercise: Role play - Interview for hiring  

4. My career plan. My personal development plan 

Exercise: Sketching a realistic career plan, considering the information you 

found out about in the activities from this module. 

Activity: My career options 

Criteria for the 

assessment of career 

options 

Option  1 

.......................... 

Option 2 

.......................... 

Option 3 

.......................... 

a. My interests 

1 

2. 

3. 

   

b. My values of work 

1. 

2. 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

c. My skills 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

   

d. My personality traits 

1. 

2. 

3. 

   

e. The educational level I 

intend to achieve 

 

   

f. The desired lifestyle 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

   

g. Other needs/ 

expectations 

1. 

2. 

3. 

 

   

 

Discussion topics: What are my weak and strong suits, what do I need to work 

on, what are my short, medium, long term personal development priorities? How do I 

properly manage time and stress in the work place? 

 

WORKSHOP 10. GROUP CLOSING 

 

Memos to myself and others 

Theory: The end of a group experience is an ideal time to reflect on what one 

has learned and provides the opportunity for all participants to share what they have 

learned or gained from the group, some learning might be of a more personal nature 
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or an individual might not want to share some very personal impressions out loud. This 

activity provides opportunity for self-reflection and self-expression. 

  Activity: Letter—To Yours Truly from Yours Truly 

Implementation: All participants are given some stationery and a pen and are 

asked to write a letter to themselves. Instruct them to share what they have learned or 

gained from the group experience, and inform them that this letter will be sent to them 

in two or three months. Have them address an envelope, put the letter in it, and seal it 

when they are finished. Allow about 20 minutes for this activity. 

Activity: Letter—You Made an Impression on Me . . . 

Implementation: Another writing activity that allows for some privacy as it does not 

call for thoughts to be shared out loud is as follows: Dole out to each group member a 

stack of three by five index cards, each with a different group member’s name written 

at the top. Have group members take about 20 minutes or so to write in one or two 

sentences something they learned from or liked about each of the other group 

members, signing their name at the bottom of each card. You could include all the 

cards for each group member in the same envelope as the “Yours Truly” letter, or you 

might collect and disperse each individual’s cards to be taken home that very day. 

These cards often will be cherished by group members, who can refer to the cards any 

time they want to be reminded that others thought of something special about them. 

Processing: These activities are great ways to provide ongoing reminders for 

individuals leaving the developing group experience. In a few months, how quickly one 

can forget important lessons, and the note cards and letter can provide opportunity to 

be reminded of healthy messages from the group experience. One might see this as a 

type of time capsule that gives individuals tangible evidence of a slice of their lives in 

crucial times when they’re needing a reminder of a more positive time. The feedback 

to them might be a source of strength, inspiration, and faith in their ability to connect 

with others, especially in tough times! 
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3.7. 2 CONCLUSIONS FOLLOWING GROUP ACTIVITIES 

 

It is already demonstrated that due to the ever increasing complexity of 

contemporary society, the intelligence proven in the educational context has become 

insufficient for many of us to solve everyday problems. The cases of many genius 

students / students whose performance during schooling is significantly outperforming 

the successes of their colleagues are well known, but who fail to capitalize on their 

potential later, sometimes failing on a professional level. Their workplace benefits 

betray the lack of practical and social skills. On the other hand, there are few people 

who, although modestly intellectually endowed, prove a good social adaptation to a 

wide variety of contexts, being considered successful people. Of course, it should not 

be omitted that in the two educational, social environments, the problems we face are 

qualitatively different. The educational environment is subject to the prioritization of 

well-defined issues, ie problems for which, as a rule, there is only one correct answer; 

by contrast, the problems of everyday life are poorly defined, which allows them to be 

approached from many perspectives, and for them there is never a perfect solution. 

Syntax such as social intelligence, practical intelligence, emotional intelligence refers 

to the cognitive skills that are needed to solve the problems we face in everyday life: 

solving work conflicts, difficulties in teamwork, adapting to a new cultural context, social 

or new job etc. 

 Reality demonstrates that people who know and master their emotions well and 

who correctly and efficiently identify and respond to the emotions of others are 

advantageous in any area of life, be it sentimental relations, or observance of unwritten 

rules that determine success in various areas of activity. In other words, those with 

well-developed emotional abilities are more likely to be effective and content in life, 

because they can control their mental abilities that support their productivity. Instead, 

those with few "emotional control resources” are exposed to countless internal 

conflicts, thus ending their own potential. 

 A delicate problem, however, remains related to the distinction between 

educational intelligence and emotional intelligence. In a widely accepted concept, the 

concept of intelligence can be described as a generally inherited ability to transform 

pre-existing information into new concepts and skills. In most of them, theoreticians of 

emotional intelligence believe that educational and emotional intelligence are two 
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distinct forms of intelligence. Thus, educational intelligence is commonly involved in 

solving well-defined problems, i.e. those for which the initial state, the final state can 

be fully specified, and the steps to be taken to move from the initial and the final state. 

For these issues, there is always a solution that can be considered the best. By 

contrast, emotional intelligence is involved in solving poorly defined problems, that is, 

those that can be interpreted in different ways and for which there is no objective 

optimal solution. Most of the problems we face are of a social nature and it is 

unanimously accepted that emotional intelligence has a much stronger predictive value 

for social success than that provided by educational intelligence. A series of research 

has shown that young people with social behavioral disturbances (aggression, 

deviance, delinquency) lack the skills to monitor and interpret the emotions of others. 

They are not able, for example, to provide a correct interpretation of the social 

expressions of the social partners, which proves the absence of emotional intelligence. 

It has also been demonstrated that assessments of social competence (a true indicator 

of emotional intelligence) that come from friends, parents, educators and teachers are 

far better predictors of social success than the scores of educational intelligence. It is 

therefore assumed that emotional intelligence would be able to predict the variability 

of social success more accurately than personality traits. Also, most studies support 

the education of emotional intelligence, the possibility of initiating and developing 

emotional skills in both children and adults. The most known and, at the same time, 

more effective strategies for emotional literacy are the programs of socio-emotional 

and behavioral education. Such a program is offered by the present work, dedicated 

to activities with gifted students. The material is organized according to the thematic 

content and the level of mental development of the recipient pupils, resulting in three 

counseling programs corresponding to the three cycles of pre-university education: 

primary, lower secondary and lyceum.  

Programs are characterized by flexibility, which makes it relatively easy to adapt 

and use in counseling gifted pupils of different ages and various psycho-behavioral 

characteristics. The curriculum consists of modular sequences that aim at developing 

pupils' socio-emotional and behavioral abilities to make them more efficient and, at the 

same time, happier. These activities can be used in personal development groups for 

children and adolescents in formal or extracurricular school activities. Focusing on 

adaptive skills is essential to helping gifted students have some useful tools in their 
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maturation process. Training these skills is often not part of conventional formal 

education and this guide attempts to help children, adolescents, teachers and parents 

learn these flexible adaptation strategies that are lacking in formal education. Through 

experiential activities, exercises, worksheets, each member of the personal 

development group can actually experience the change in a profound way. 

Socio-emotional skills education programs aim to help gifted students in their 

attempts to increase their productivity and, albeit, well-being regardless of their 

economic status or their particular talents. Students have the chance to improve their 

critical thinking skills and, implicitly, to optimize their sense of self-esteem, thanks to 

which their own vocational path and their stability are clarified. To all this, there is 

added the prophylactic-curative utility that emotional education has in a society that 

requires moral rebirth. Students' feedback at the end of their personal development 

groups demonstrated the usefulness of these programs. 

Throughout the project, the young people from the groups had full responsibility 

and autonomy in unfolding the activities and using non-formal methods from which 

they as well as the other participants learned a lot and developed their own 

personalities. Those involved developed their social skills, were informed on subjects 

of interest, and were supported to draw their direction in life, to acquire balance in their 

relationships with others, to resist to the negative pressures of the groups and to take 

from society and those around, as much as possible only useful and positive attitudes 

and behaviour. 
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CHAPTER IV. INFORMATION AND RESEARCH RESULTS FOR 

THE PARENTS OF THE GIFTED STUDENTS; STRATEGIES FOR 

COUNSELING AND GUIDING THEM; FREQUENT QUESTIONS 

THAT THEY HAVE REGARDING THEIR OWN CHILDREN 

 

4.1 STRATEGIES FOR COUNSELING AND GUIDING THEM 

 

The results of the micro-research on various aspects of the gifted child’s 

personality, of the family and school environment have outlined several directions of 

intervention in the counseling process of these young people. 

The program of  psycho-pedagogical assistance is based on the following 

findings: 

- Learning experiences from early childhood, parental style based on respect 

contribute to the healthy development of the gifted child’s personality. 

- Significant people’s support has a strong impact on self-esteem, on the 

feeling of self-efficiency, and on the motivation to succeed. 

- There were two trends in the parents-school relationship: on the one hand, 

parents focusing on completing the school program, and on the other hand 

parents feeling excluded from educational decisions regarding their children, 

even further distancing themselves by school. 

- Young people with a great creative potential seem to have parents who 

encourage independence, accept unconventional behaviour and are open 

to new experiences. 

- The gifted child can have a negative impact on the family, determined by 

perceiving the discrepancy between the child's intellectual capacity and that 

of other family members. 

- In a gifted child’s family, problems may arise in the relationship between 

parents, especially if they do not agree on how to treat this child; the 

existence of a child capable of performance can affect parents’ self-image 

in a positive or negative sense. 

- Balanced and safe family atmosphere, accepting the child for what they are 

and not just for their performance, ensures their harmonious affective 

development. 
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           The counselors working with these children’ parents sometimes encounter 

subtle problems, difficult to identify at first glance. Parents are not always well informed; 

they usually show anxiety when it comes to the imminent development of the needs of 

their own children. 

             When children do not live up to "normal" expectations, parents can no longer 

handle their routine parenting responsibilities. For example, parents are worried about 

having a "different" child, who may be socially isolated, and they can not intervene in 

his/her support. Parents also find themselves inadequate or helpless in the child's 

precocity. 

Usually, inadequacy occurs in two forms: 

- parents feel they cannot provide the emotional support that this child needs; 

- Parents cannot provide intellectual or educational stimulation of the gifted 

child's experiential needs. 

 

4.2 FREQUENT QUESTIONS THAT THEY HAVE REGARDING THEIR 

OWN CHILDREN  

 

Which are the special needs of a gifted child? 

Gifted children are considered as having special needs. Their specific needs 

firstly start from the need to reduce the asynchrony among EQ and SQ and IQ (emotional 

and social intelligence correlated with cognitive intelligence in an integrated way). This 

means the ability to have secure, predictable and sensitive relationships with adults and 

children, where they could solve cognitive tasks, being emotionally and relationally 

involved in tasks. What does a gifted child need to develop? From learning abilities and 

strategies, thinking lessons, the development of the  "compassionate" muscles, the 

contact with their own body and the contact with body emotions, the development of 

intuition and body thinking, the contact with flow states, and in general the contact with 

their own well-being when exercising their own thinking, feeling and being in relation 

to others, to exerting their creativity, ability to work alone with frustration, 

hypersensitivity and over-excitement, with the perfectionism through internal coping 

mechanisms, the ability to solve by team work, the finding of emotional balance after 

conflicting states, the development of the ability to find meaning, the self-reflexive 
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ability - perhaps the most important skill in the context of over-excitement and 

hypersensitivity, the development of holistic thinking, the right hemisphere, to see the 

whole and then the parts; the development of the  adaptive and innovative thinking, the 

development of  the ability to think globally and cross-cultural, the ability to discern the 

relevant information from a large informational body, the ability of transdisciplinary (to 

find solutions and to understand concepts and information at intersection between 

fields), the ability to use new collaborative environments. Finally, but not the last, it is 

extremely important to contact mentors on passionate subjects to raise their curiosity (as 

seeds would be placed in a fertile field, it is important who are the first people who plant 

the seeds in the soil of the imagination and curiosity of your sons and daughters. 

How important are the emotions and relationships for the child’s 

development? 

Gardner finds the emotional and relational capacities of crucial importance,  

being, in his opinion, at the base of life. He points out: "Many of those who have an IQ 

of 160 work for those with an IQ of 100, if the former ones have a weak intrapersonal 

intelligence and the latter is high. In the real world, there is no intelligence more 

important than the interpersonal one. If you do not have it, you will not know who to 

marry, what job to get and so on. We need to educate our children to personal 

intelligence even from school. "(Daniel Goleman, Emotional Intelligence). 

          Given the fact that, the higher an IQ is, the higher the emotional intensity is, the 

importance of  discovering emotions and of integrating the emotional brain, in order for 

it to develop similar emotional and cognitive capacities, becomes a focus of a major 

importance for the gifted child. 

Will the "gifted" children do well when they grow even if they are not 

discovered? 

FALSE! Reality: It is extremely important to discover the giftedness as early as 

possible. Gifted children have high social risks due to the asynchrony in development 

and to their special needs. When these special needs (generated by high emotional 

intensity, intense interest in subjects restricted/limited as areas, out of norm academic 

and intellectual needs, emotional and social needs that are not accomplished, resulting 

from the asynchrony in development, plus needs of emotional counseling, professional 
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career choice in a professional way) are not fulfilled, their social risks such as alienation, 

anxiety, antisocial facts, school abandonment, school change, depression, suicide 

manifest themselves since an early age. In the normal education system, these special 

needs are not met in most cases. 

Why is it so important to find the giftedness as early as possible? 

It is of great help to identify giftedness so that the child could receive education 

in accordance with his/her abilities, as well as incentives to develop them. Modern 

pedagogy is more and more influenced by recent neuro-physiological research that 

offers remarkable results regarding the optimization of actions in favor of children to 

develop their potential. According to this research, one can qualitatively notice the fact 

that the children’s brain development is made in accordance with the informational 

pressure of the ambient environment that causes the selective use of the brain potential. 

The early identification of giftedness is as essential as any other direction of 

exceptionality. Parents are usually the first observers of gifted behaviour, and they are 

also the ones who can make the decision of testing them. Thus, one can notice the 

importance of observation and parents’ involvement in the process.  

What if they do not receive adequate education? 

            If the abilities of the children are not identified in time and are not adequately 

stimulated, they may remain in a latent state, not be valued, not be developed in 

accordance with their potential, or remain hidden (underground profile). A huge number 

of children with high abilities are gifted underground, hiding their qualities in order for 

them not to be subjected to the punishments of their social environment and to be 

accepted in collectives. The percentage of "gifted underachievers" - who despite their 

natural skills and qualities have poor learning outcomes - is also enormous. Worldwide 

statistics show that over 50% of children with high abilities are not socially or 

professionally successful in adulthood (source: National Commission for Excellence in 

Education, US). Other statistics are even tougher: according to a study by researcher 

Joan Freeman in the United Kingdom in 2010, the percentage of children with high skills 

who "fail" is 97%, at the adult age being unable to perform at the level they promised 

when they were little.  
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It is imperative that more and more people be passionate about discovering 

human abilities and finding solutions to stop wasting people with high abilities, "the 

greatest loss of our culture" (Gowan) - when the gifted person has low performance, the 

so called underachievement case - the man with high abilities who fails, who does not 

feel either valorized or appreciated and who doesn’t find his/her point. 
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ANNEXES 

ANNEX 1. QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE INITIAL EVALUATION OF 

TEACHERS  

 

1. Genius is synonymous with giftedness: 

a) true 

b) false 

2. Talent is synonymous with giftedness: 

a) true 

b) false 

3. Creativity is synonymous with giftedness: 

a) true 

b) false 

4. List three features of the creative child: 

1) ........................................................... 

2) ........................................................... 

3) ........................................................... 

5. Do you agree with the following statement: High-skill children have to go through school 

together with their generation. 

a) yes 

b) no 

6. Enrichment of the curriculum as a means of action for high-skill children refers to  

.......................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................... 

7. The modalities of action in the education of children with high abilities are achieved by: 

a) telescoping 

b) shortening the school path 

c) passing two school years as one 

d) enriching studies 

e) acceleration of studies 

8. In cases of intellectual giftedness, will be counseled: 

a) the child / pupil 

b) the parents of the child / pupil 

c) the teachers of the child / pupil 

9. Present three attitudes of teachers explicitly tied to the education of children with high 

abilities: 

1. ……………………………………………………………………………… . 

2. ……………………………………………………………………………… . 

3. ……………………………………………………………………………… . 

10. List three recommendations that you would make from the position of teacher to the parents 

of a gifted child who do not want to follow a counseling program: 

1. ……………………………………………………………………………… . 

2. ……………………………………………………………………………… . 

3. ……………………………………………………………………………… 
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ANNEX 2. STUDENT STUDY FORM 

 

1. Name and surname of the student; ______________________________ age; _____ 

2. Do they easily remember facts, experiences, situations, events?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Are they fluent and have an advanced vocabulary in comparison to colleagues of the same 

age?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Do they ask questions and show interest in the answers received?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. Do they have a well-developed sense of humor?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. Do they find unusual uses for objects?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. Do they tend to lead or initiate certain activities, to take control of certain situations?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

8. Are they curious, inquisitive?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example  

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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9. Do they have a good ability to concentrate?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

10. Do they get bored easily? Do they not perform well in monotonous situations?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

11. Are they preoccupied by lecture?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

12. Do they have mobility, speed and logic in thinking?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

13. Do they feel good in the company of older people and adults?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

14. Are they impulsive, irritable, tense?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

15. Are they an independent student? Do they manifest autonomy in their relationship with 

others?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

16. Have you noticed that they are concerned about global issues - economy, ecology, 

education, etc?  

a. Yes  
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b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

17. Do they do things in atypical ways?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

18. Do they find unique solutions to some issues that arise?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

19. Do they have strong motivation?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

20. Are they a curious child?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

21. Do they have a rich imagination?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

22. Do they learn independently?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

23. Overall, do they take risks?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

24. Do they tend to be perfectionist?  
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a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

25. Can they easily transfer information from one concept to another?  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. If the answer is yes, please note an example  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

NAME and SURNAME of the teacher who completed the observation sheet  

.......................................................………………………………………………………....……

..  

Phone number ………………………… E-mail ……………………………………………… 

 

ANNEX 3. SELF-EVALUATION FORM 

To be completed by the student and returned to the teacher 

1. If you had the chance to meet an important from the past or present, who would you choose 

and why? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What is your favorite subject? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

3. What do you like about this subject? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

4. What do you like to read? E.g.: books, magazines, fiction, non-fiction 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

5. When you are not at school, what do you like to do? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

6. What kind of things are you interested in? Do you know a lot of information about a particular 

topic? What exactly? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

NAME and SURNAME ………………………………………………………....…….. 

Phone number ………………………… E-mail ……………………………………………… 
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ANNEX 4. PARENT EVALUATION SHEET 

1. Name and surname of the student;_______________________________ age; ________ 

2. At what age did your child start reading? _____________________________________ 

3. How many books / magazines do they read voluntarily in a month? 

___________________________________________________________________________  

4. Do they have a special interest in any field? If so, what is it? 

___________________________________________________________________________  

5. Which TV shows do they prefer?  

__________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Is your child interested in music? If so, what instrument do they play and at what level have 

they reached?  

________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Does your child practice a sport? If so, at what level: 

a. maintenance  

b. performance  

8. What are their favorite / frequented activities outside school hours?  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

9. Do you think you have a child with learning difficulties that affects her performance in 

learning - ADHD 1, Dyslexia 2, Discalk 3, Asperger 4?  

If  so, what do you believe it would be? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

10. If you answered "yes" to question no. 9, please tell us if you have been consulted by a 

specialist to identify the problem you suspect.  

a. Yes  

b. No 

c. I would like to, but I do not know any specialists in the field. I would need a 

recommendation.  

11. Has the child been psychologically tested to identify cognitive, emotional and social 

intelligence?  

a. Yes 

b. No 

c. I would like them to be psychologically tested 

12. Do you consider it important, if it turns out that you have a child with high skills, to 

follow an educational program appropriate to their needs?  

a. Yes, it is very clear to me what my child needs;  

b. I do not consider it important;  

c. I still need information to answer this question  
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13. Please add any other information that you think is relevant to your child's education.  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

NAME AND SURNAME of the parent ___________________________________________  

Signature ___________ 

Phone number …….……….…….…… E-mail ……….….…………….…………………...… 

 
 
 

ANNEX 5. POSITIVE-NEGATIVE PARALLEL (AFTER MARGARET 

HUMPREY) 

 

+ - 

1. They learn fast and easy 1. They get bored quickly in ordinary learning 

situations 

2. They are very imaginative. They are 

not very willing to follow the ideas 

offered by others 

2. They want to do everything according to their 

own will, ignoring the rules 

3. They have a special curiosity. They 

have many questions. They are 

interested in a wide range of issues. 

3. They can become hard to bear by those around 

them. 

 

4. They have a great spirit of 

observation and are active 

4. They react too much in class, they can become a 

source of disturbance 

5. They have the power to concentrate 

over long periods of time 

5. Sometimes they refuse to stop from a certain 

task, to move on to the next 

6. They make generalizations that they 

easily transfer to other situations 

6. They may suspect the teachers of lack of 

consistency 

7. They have a great abstraction 

capacity 

7. They can waste time on unnecessary reasoning. 

They may seem dreamy and inattentive 

8. They have a rich vocabulary that 

they use naturally 

8. They risk losing friends or classmates’ sympathy 

9. They memorize everything easily, 

without repetition or effort 

9. They often get bored during classroom rehearsals 

10. They have a preference for 

reading, generally at a higher level 

10. They are always excited about a book that is not 

the most appropriate 

11. It is easy for them  to study 11. They do not always systematize the study 

12. They have their sense of humor 

well-developed 

12. They make jokes about adults. Not all adults 

appreciate this 

13. They rebuild everything in original 

ways 

13. Sometimes they are too innovative 

14. They have a strong desire to excel 14. They are too deeply wounded by failure 

15. They are always guided by 

practical experience 

15. They can become overwhelmingly authoritarian 

16. They impose their decisions in 

their groups 

16. They risk becoming "tyrants" and no longer 

listening to others 

17. They make correct judgments, 

have clear thinking, understand the 

meaning of things 

17. They can sense unpredictable relationships and 

lose too much time concentrating on them 
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ANNEX 6. NOMINALIZATION QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARENTS 

 

Pupil’s name…………………………………………………………….. 

Age……………………………………………………………………….. 

Address………………………………………………………………………. 

School………………………………………………………………………… 

Class…………………………………………………………………………. 

Parent’s name…………………………………………………………… 

Instructions for Completion: Please circle the number next to each statement that best describes 

your child (from 5 = "most accurate" to 1 = "least accurate") 

 

They have advanced vocabulary and expresses themselves 

well 

5 4 3 2 1 

They think fast 5 4 3 2 1 

They easily remember everything 5 4 3 2 1 

They are concerned about how things work 5 4 3 2 1 

They have read since kindergarten 5 4 3 2 1 

They combine ideas or things in an original order 5 4 3 2 1 

They get bored fast 5 4 3 2 1 

They ask “why?” most of the time 5 4 3 2 1 

They feel good in the company of adults 5 4 3 2 1 

They are extraordinarily curious 5 4 3 2 1 

They are adventurous 5 4 3 2 1 

They have a sense of humour 5 4 3 2 1 

They are impulsive; they react first and then think 5 4 3 2 1 

They tend to dominate others 5 4 3 2 1 

They persevere in their tasks 5 4 3 2 1 

They have good motor coordination 5 4 3 2 1 

They can take care of themselves in the family 5 4 3 2 1 

They are careful with the items around them 5 4 3 2 1 

They have the power to concentrate 5 4 3 2 1 

They manifest the desire to be as independent as possible 5 4 3 2 1 
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ANNEX 7. NOMINALIZATION FOR CLASSMATES 

 

Name…………………………………………………………………………… 

School………………………………………………………………………….. 

Class……………………………………………………………………………… 

Name three classmates whom you consider to be the best for each of the activities listed below. 

Organizer 

1.1…………………………………………………………………………………… 

1.2…………………………………………………………………………………… 

1.3…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Inventor 

2.1…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2.2…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2.3………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Judge 

3.1…………………………………………………………………………………… 

3.2…………………………………………………………………………………… 

3.3…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Writer 

4.1…………………………………………………………………………………… 

4.2…………………………………………………………………………………… 

4.3…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Animator for entertainment 

5.1………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5.2………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5.3…………………………………………………………………………………. 
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ANNEX 8. AUTO-NOMINATION DOCUMENT 

Pupil’s name…………………………………………………………………….. 

School………………………………………………………………………………… 

Class………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Date of birth………………………………………………………………………….. 

Date of filing……………………………………………………………….. 

 

Check the areas where you think you have skills or talents and explain why you think this. 

domain check domain check 

General intellectual skills  Visual arts  

Mathematics  Music  

Science  Theater  

Social studies  Sport  

Linguistics  Creativity  

Literature  Leadership  

 

Give solid arguments by mentioning projects you have, activities you've done, books you've 

read, or any other experience you consider relevant. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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ANNEX 9. NOMINALIZATION GUIDE FOR TEACHERS (J.S. 

RENZULLI AND R.K.HARTMAN) 

Instructions: This questionnaire aims to collect teachers' appreciations about children's 

psycho-behavioural features in the areas of learning, motivation, creativity, leadership. 

- Each feature should be judged separately and reflect the extent to which you have 

noticed the presence or absence of that feature in the child under consideration. 

- Thus, the scores obtained in each of the categories should not be summed up in a total 

score. 

- Please carefully read the items presented and mark with X the most appropriate place 

on the following scale of values: 

1 - if you have seen this feature rarely or never. 

2 - if you notice this feature occasionally 

3 - if you notice this feature quite frequently 

4 - if you have noticed this feature almost all the time 

Calculate the score for each dimension: 

- Collect the X’s in each column and make Total column; 

- Multiply the Total column by the "weight" of each column and perform Total column 

weight; 

- Sum the subtotals to the column weight and score / size 

- Write the scores in the table: 

 

Dimension Characteristics Score 

Dimension I Learning characteristics  

Dimension II Motivation characteristics  

Dimension III Creativity features  

Dimension IV Leadership features  
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Dimension I: Learning Characteristics 

1. They have an unusually advanced vocabulary for their age; they 

use the correct terms; verbal behaviour is characterized by 

richness of expression and fluency. 

1 2 3 4 

2. They possess a bank of information about a variety of topics 

(above the level of interest of colleagues) 

1 2 3 4 

3. They quickly process and update the information 1 2 3 4 

4. They quickly understand cause-effect relationships; try to 

always discover "how" and "why" 

1 2 3 4 

 

5. They have a great ease in capturing the principles and making 

pertinent generalizations about phenomena, people and things 

1 2 3 4 

6. They are a fine and attentive observer; they "look more and 

better" than others at an event, a movie, etc. 

1 2 3 4 

7. They read a lot from their own initiative; they do not bypass 

difficult materials; they have a special preference for 

biographies, encyclopedias, atlases 

1 2 3 4 

8. They try to understand complicated issues; they draw 

conclusions from their own judgments; they see logical and 

obvious solutions 

1 2 3 4 

Total column     

Total column weight     

Overall dimension score     

 

Dimension II: Motivation characteristics 

1. They are absorbed by certain topics or issues; are persistent in 

the full accomplishment of the tasks 

1 2 3 4 

2. They get bored quickly solving routine tasks 1 2 3 4 

3. They need a little extrinsic motivation to continue the tasks that 

initially incited it 

1 2 3 4 

4. They look for perfection; are self-critical; they are not happy 

with their results 

1 2 3 4 

5. They prefer to work independently; they do not need much 

guidance from the teachers 

1 2 3 4 

6. They are interested in mature issues such as religion, politics, 

sexuality, race 

1 2 3 4 

7. Often They are categorical (sometimes even aggressive); 

stubborn in their judgments 

1 2 3 4 

8. They like to organize things, people, situations 1 2 3 4 

9. They are deeply interested in true and false, good and bad; they 

make advanced judgments about people and realities 

1 2 3 4 

Total column     

Total column weight     

Overall dimension score     
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Dimension III: Creativity characteristics 

1. They manifest curiosity about a wide variety of topics; always 

asking questions about anything and everything 

1 2 3 4 

2. They issues a great deal of ideas and solutions; often elaborate 

unusual, unique, intelligent answers 

1 2 3 4 

3. They are uninhibited in expressing opinions; sometimes risk 

becoming disagreeable; are tenacious 

1 2 3 4 

4. They take big risks; are adventurous and speculative 1 2 3 4 

5. They manifest a great attraction for intellectual play; they are 

inclined towards imagination and fantasy; are concerned about 

adaptations, improvements, and changes 

1 2 3 4 

6. They possess a savory sense of humor 1 2 3 4 

7. They are open to the irrational in them; have emotional 

sensitivity 

1 2 3 4 

8. They are sensitive to beauty. They are attentive to the aesthetic 

features 

1 2 3 4 

9. They are nonconformist; tolerate disorder; not preoccupied by 

details 

1 2 3 4 

10 They criticize constructively and make critical analyzes 1 2 3 4 

Total column     

Total column weight     

Overall dimension score     

 

Dimension IV: Leadership characteristics 

1. They take on responsibilities; respect their promises 1 2 3 4 

2. They manifest confidence for everyone around; they like to 
present their work results 

1 2 3 4 

3. Classmates seem to find them agreeable 1 2 3 4 

4. They are cooperative with colleagues and teachers; generally 

avoid quarrels 

1 2 3 4 

5. They have great ease in verbal expression and are well 

understood 

1 2 3 4 

6. They adapt quickly to new situations; are flexible in thinking 

and are not afraid to get out of routine 

1 2 3 4 

7. They feel good in numerous entourages; are sociable and do not 

like to stay alone 

1 2 3 4 

8. They tend to dominate when  in a group; they direct the 

activities they are engaging in 

1 2 3 4 

9. They participate in all school events outside the classroom 1 2 3 4 

10 They excel in athletics; are well-coordinated and enjoy outdoor 

movement 

1 2 3 4 

Total column     

Total column weight     

Overall dimension score     
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ANNEX 10. NOMINALIZATION QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TEACHERS 

 

It contains 78 questions about the characteristics of the gifted child, grouped in six sections 

I. Scale of development 

Item  nr. QUESTION A B 

1. (1) Was the child precocious from the youngest age? yes no 

2. (7) They began walking … yes no 

3. (13) Have they been speaking since age 2-3 in an original manner: do 

they invent words or use phrases? 

yes no 

4. (19) Have they been able to  write their name and count before going 

to school? 

yes no 

5. (25) Have they been speaking correctly since age 3, when they 

appropriately used the words? 

yes no 

6. (31) Did they like the games they invented with imaginary partners 

since early on? 

yes no 

7. (37) Have they known the names of the usual objects and how to use 

them since early on? 

yes no 

8. (43) Are they advanced with writing, compared to those of the same 

age? 

yes no 

9. (49) Have they had an early interest in numbers and calculation? yes no 

10 (55) Do they have lenient parents that encourage the interests of the 

child? 

yes no 

11 (61) Do they have initiative and much independence in games? yes no 

12 (67) Have they learned to read since age 4-5? yes no 

13 (73) Do you think the special attributes they have had been triggered 

by a special moment? 

yes no 

 

II. Traits and personality 

Item  nr. QUESTION A B 

1 (2) In everything they do do they tend to choose older partners than 

themselves? 

yes no 

2 (8) Do they strongly wish to speak with adults? yes no 

3 (14) Do they like to judge grown-up people? yes no 

4 (20) Are they bored by routine activities? yes no 

5 (26) Are they sensitive to injustice, even if they are not the victim? yes no 

6 (32) Are they interested in social or political events? yes no 

7 (38) Do they have a critical attitude towards some events? yes no 

8 (44) Are they revolted when unreasonable things are asked? yes no 

9 (50) Can they respect the rules and obey the authority of adults?  yes no 

10 (56) Do they want to serve others and are caring with others? yes no 

11 (62) Do they have a strong sense of responsibility; do they stay true to 

the commitments made? 

yes no 

12 (68) Do they have special passions and interests? yes no 

13 (74) Are they especially persevering when they want something? yes no 
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III. Special skills and talents 

Item  nr. QUESTION A B 

1 (3) Do they spend much time alone with their toys or projects? yes no 

2 (9) Do they manifest a great interest in technical subjects? yes no 

3 (15) Do they have a great technical ingenuity? yes no 

4 (21) Did they show a special talent in music early on? yes no 

5 (27) Do they have a particular interest in drawing or painting? yes no 

6 (33) Are they interested in theater or film (acting)? yes no 

7 (39) Are they especially equipped for sports? yes no 

8 (45) Do they have great manual skill? yes no 

9 (51) Do they have special skills for ballet and dance? yes no 

10 (57) Do they easily compose poems or songs? yes no 

11 (63) Did they learn to mentally calculate before going to school? yes no 

12 (69) Are they particularly interested in maps, atlases? yes no 

13 (75) In any activity do they spontaneously become the leader of the 

group? 

yes no 

 

IV. Scholar skills 

Item  nr. QUESTION A B 

1 (4) Do they learn quick and easy? yes no 

2 (10) Although they learned to read fast, did they have difficulties 

writing? 

yes no 

3 (16) Is their learning more advanced compared to his colleagues’? yes no 

4 (22) Do they prefer books for older children or even adults? yes no 

5 (28) Are they at the top of the class without any special effort? yes no 

6 (34) Do school activities bore them because they are too simple? yes no 

7 (40) Do they have a great memory for the things that interest them? yes no 

8 (46) Do they ask questions about the causes and origins of things? yes no 

9 (52) Do they have very good grades in kindergarten or school? yes no 

10 (58) Do they easily solve arithmetic and numerical calculation 

problems? 

yes no 

11 (64) Do they display a particular curiosity about dictionaries and 

encyclopedias? 

yes no 

12 (70) Do they receive any help with homework or studying? yes no 

13 (76) Although they have great intellectual resources, do they not excel 

at school? 

yes no 

 

V. Speech 

Item  nr. QUESTION A B 

1 (5) They have used their firs words at… 1 year 2 years 

2 (11) They have used short sentences at… 1 year 2 years 

3 (17) Do they use the correctly, having the vocabulary of an older 

child or an adult? 

yes no 

4 (23) Do they like long and complicated words? yes no 

5 (29) Do they understand quickly when something is being explained 

to them? 

yes no 

6 (35) Do they have a talent for inventing short stories? yes no 

7 (41) Is it easy for them  to speak a foreign language? yes no 
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8 (47) Estimate their time spent reading by the number of books read 

in a month 

>3 <3 

9 (53) Do they want books that are advanced for their age? yes no 

10 (59) Do they easily memorize poems, proverbs, sayings? yes no 

11 (65) Do they read daily, aside from school books? yes no 

12 (71) Do they have a rich vocabulary? yes no 

13 (77) Do they have the talent of an orator and are very convincing? yes no 

 

VI. Intellectual qualities 

Item  nr. QUESTION A B 

1 (6) Are they considered gifted by family members? yes no 

2 (12) Do they ask a lot of questions, diverse and original? yes no 

3 (18) Do they contemplate and understand things better than most of 

those their age? 

yes no 

4 (24) Do they have remarkable knowledge of many topics? yes no 

5 (30) Do they tend to introduce new rules into their games? yes no 

6 (36) Are they interested in the Universe and the origins of mankind? yes no 

7 (42) Do they like complicated games that require concentration? yes no 

8 (48) Do they make acute remarks? yes no 

9 (54) Do they have a sense of humour? yes no 

10 (60) Do they have original ideas and display great imagination? yes no 

11 (66) Since early on, have they displayed a strong interest in a certain 

domain? 

yes no 

12 (72) Are they well-informed in many topics of various domains? yes no 

13 (78) Are they able to correctly summarize a movie, a book? yes no 

 

Each "yes" given answer values 1 and each "no" given answer values 0 

Questions are read in their natural order, from 1 to 78 

The totals for each of the six sections are obtained by summing up the scores for the 13 

questions by the number in parentheses 

The giftedness factor is obtained by making the general sum of the six sections 

 

ANNEX 11. FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARENTS 

 

1. Have you participated in the workshop addressed to parents, where the project in which 

your child will participate was presented? 

 YES 

 NO 

2. Do you think you are sufficiently informed about the project? 

 YES 

 NO 

3. Are you in touch with your child's experiences in this project? 

 YES 

 NO 
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4. Are you in touch with the subject of how children are selected for this project? 

 YES 

 NO 

5. Did your child encounter certain problems in the group of colleagues in the project program? 

If so, please state them. 

 YES 

 NO 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

6. Does your child talk to you about their experiences with the program activities? 

 Often 

 Sometimes 

 Rarely 

 Never 

7. Which of the following words best express your child's attitude to group activity? 

 Elated 

 Positive 

 Indifferent 

 Refractory 

8. Is your child happy to participate in this program? 

 Often 

 Sometimes 

 Rarely 

 Never 

9. Which of the following words best expresses your child's attitude towards the positive 

challenge of activities? 

 Very provocative 

 Occasionally provocative 

 Not provocative at all 

 I cannot say 

20. Please describe some changes in your child's attitude as a result of their involvement in this 

program. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

21. In the space below, please submit any opinion, comment or suggestion about the project. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

ANNEX 12. THE FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TEACHERS 

 

1.Are you familiar with the issue of the school project? 

Not at all 

Somewhat 

Familiar 

2.Do you think you have been given enough information about this program? 

 Yes 

 No 

3. Are you aware of the experiences of this program? 

Not at all 

Somewhat 

Informed 

4. Are you familiar with the conditions and the way to select and include a student in this 

project? 

Not at all 

Somewhat 

Familiar 

5. Are you familiar with the conditions and the way to re-engage a student who previously left 

the special program? 

Not at all 

Somewhat 

Familiar 

6. Do you think that asking teachers to identify high-skill students is an exaggerated request? 

Often 

Sometimes 

Rarely 

Never 

7. Do you think that, following participation in project activities, you can better identify a 

child with high skills? 

Not at all 

A little 

Satisfactory 

Very well 

8. Have you noticed changes in the attitude of the students who participated in the activities of 

the development group? 

Yes 
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No 

Explain 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

9. In the space below, please make further comments and considerations or ask questions 

about this project. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

ANNEX 13. THE FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STUDENTS 

 

1. Below are some examples of activities from the project carried out during 20017-2019 in 

school: 

Experimental group for developing emotional and social skills; 

Scientific Workshops; 

Pupils-parents-teachers group activities; 

Mobility with pupils 

 

 List other activities you have attended. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Which of these did you enjoy the most? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Did you enjoy working on the project? Are you satisfied with how you completed the project? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. What did you learn while working on this project? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. Do you feel better when performing individual tasks rather than in small groups?  

 Yes 

 No 

6. Do you think that you can work better with other colleagues now as a result of common 

experiences? 
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 Yes 

 No 

 I do not know 

7. Did you enjoy working with teachers / psychologists involved in project activities? 

 Yes 

 No 

 I do not know 

8. Do you intend to engage in similar projects in the future? 

  Yes 

 No 

 I do not know 

9. Do you think engagement in the project has helped you meet your interests? 

 Yes 

 No 

 I do not know 

10. Do you think it is fair to give high-school students the chance to participate in special 

programs? 

 Yes 

 No 

 I do not know 

11.What would you like to do after finalizing the project? How would you like to continue? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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